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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

L Introduction

ThiS re-Search project examines the potential of computer networks and COnferenting systems to

provide educational support to teachers and traloors ih Ontario. The prOliferation of

computers in Ontario schools has placed teatnei-s in a difficult situation. They are beina

asked to incorporate cOMputerS ihtb the their curr:culum; but the majority ol Ontario's

educatiOnal cOmtunity has received little training in the area of computer applitationg ih

eddeatiOn. Teachers need in-service preparat'on to use computers, as Well as encouragement

and support in the use of other new informatioi and commuoiCatibh technologies. Training

resource3 and personnel ape liMited, and freguently those available are unable to respond

adequately te the scope of the demand.

However; recent technological advances in the area of computer betWOrk$ bffer innovative

potPntial for applications of computer-Mediated COMmUniCatiOn to the field of education.

Computer confet-encin-g systets electronic mail; and database management systems suggest such

possible OdUtatiOnal apOliCations as computer-based distance professional education, on-line

training, information retrieval, collegial collaborations amorig geographically diStant

educators; on-line software exchange, and newsletters fer temberS Of the educational

community: These applicatiobS haVe valuable Obtehtial as learning strategies for maximizing

educational reSOUrceS Such as training personnel; resources; educational software in Ontario,

and for enhanting teacher or trainer collaboration locally and globally.

The study synthesizes existing knowledge bf coMpOter tonferenting to indicate how it could

address some of the cbrrebt prefOSSibhal difficulties faced by Ontario teachers with regard to

COMpUterS in the classroom. Strategies and guidelines for introducing such a computer-

-Mediated learning approach into educational activities are provided, and recommendationS for

establishing a Computer Learning Network in Ontario conclude the report.

2. Statement of Purpose

ThiS project was designed to investigate educational applications of computer networks and

conferencing systems for teachers and trainet-s in Ontario; and has inclUded tWo major

objectives. The first objeCtiVO iS tO prOddte strategies for the development of appropriate

applicationS and educational reSources to be distributed electronically to the educational

9



temmUhity. The setend is to develop guidelines for implementation of computer networks and

conferencing systems as educational, communication, and information access and exchange

mechanisms among teachers and trainers in Ontario. Recommendations for future reSearch and

development efforts in this area are alSo offered.

3. Illustration of Key Concepts

For the purpose of this report, computer conferencing is defined as the use of computers and

software to link people across time and space for communication and sharing of resources. It

reSeMbleS A group meeting or discussion but is held electronically. The effect of this

fatility is to allow discussions similar to those that might follow the presentation of a

paper or lecture except that participants need not be assembled at the same place and time.

Participants may review the proceedings, respond to specific messages, enter new information,

ask questions of Other participants or acquire data at any time of the day or night. By

allowing hbh-simultaneous group meetings and exchanges (conferences); computer conferencing

allows meetings or discussions to be held whenever necessary, and not just when possible. In

order to provide some notion of how thiE; new technology could funetiOn in practice, a

hypothetical scenario for using computer cohferencing in education is included here.

Oh-lihe Orbfessional development courses; in the form of "electronic in-service", could be

mounted. A course could be offered on-line by an educational expert, and accessed by

teachers throughout the province, via microcomputers in their classroom or home. CbUrSe

materialF could either be sent to participants through the mail, or downloaded from a central

computer. The ihStrUttor wbuld present information electronically; and then the members of the

'ClaSS' to-uld discuss it, on-line; in a seminar farm; This course would not begin at

9:00 a.m.; nor would all students meet in one room, perhaps miles from home or work. StUdent5

would access course materials at their convenience, whether that be late at night, before

breakfast, oh weekends, or during the week. Nor would the class end at 5:00 p.m. with people

retUrhihg home, and having little or no opportunity for follow-up or support when it was time

te iMplement new knowledge or skills. In the electronic course; experts or instructors would

remain available for the critical implementation phases. As new knowledge was integrated into

classroom activities, on-going access to the ihstructoP and other class members, through

private messaging or conferencingi Would be available for follow-0 suOport.

4. Research Methodology

Since the areas of computer conferencing and networks are very new, little iS knbWri about

their innovative edUcational applications. Furthermore, much of the research literature which

iS available cOntentrates on business or scientific communities or is primarily anecdotaL

There is a dearth of empirical evidence upon which to base definitive conclusions.

For these reasons it was decide that the literature review for this study would be

supplemented by assembling Other data sources, including key informant interviews (key

informantS Were defined aS being educators interested in or familiar with computer

viii
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conferencing); interviews with developers, or managers, of computer conferencing systems or

networks; and active personal use of computer conferencing and networks. In this manner, it

was possible to triangulate the research results; so that information obtained from one source

could be compared and contrasted with that from another, to gain richer insights and more

reliable findings:

5. Professional Development and Distance Education

While professional_development courses and workshops have been the traditional Strategy for

responding to the professional needs of teachers, there are significant obstacles to overcome.

These include unequal access to quality professional development activities around the

province; unequal allocation of funds by school boards to professional development; lack of

on-going peer contact; and the brief nature of professional development training. Moreover,

while many tehers participate in professional development, upgrading, or Skills development

activities, on a short-term basis (Often one or two days at a maximum); 5uch factors as

geographic isolation, family responsibilities; scheduling conflicts, or lack of appropriate

educational programs or facilities limit their access to more comprehensive training:

Especially in remote locations; highly qualified personnel may not be easily available to

offer more long-term; intensive typos of courses.

However, teachers demonstrate a significant interest in expanding their professional skills

and knowledge, and many participate in distance education to supplement their learning

possibilities. Although distance education has a wider moaning than correspondence stUdy, it

remains based predominantly on correspondence activities (using the postal system to send

queStions and answers, and assignments and grades). As such; traditional distance education

can be characterized as a one-way communication medium with a variety of restrictions: These

include the isolation of the learner; slow turn-around time for communication between the

learner and teacher; and lack of 8Cc-esS to educational resoUrceS. In addition, distance

learner5 mUSt be highly SOlf-telianti and very motivated; to overcome isolation problems.

Given the background of these existing problems; and the nature of both adult learning and new

technologies, the potential of computer conferencing and networks is attractive. Computer

conferencing brings the exp-ert to the learner, WhereVer that learner may be located, and

whenever that learner has time to study. Tt has the additionai adVantage of offering

opportunities for self-directed learning, self-pacing in learning tasks, and participation in

a number of different computer-mediated learning activities within the same day. Since

computer conferencing is a new area, many educational applications could be imagined and

attempted. Some of th050 ideas are explored in the next section.

6. Strategies and Guidelines for Educational Applications of Computer Conferencing

Computer-mediated learning can enrich and enhance the learning environment for teachers, but

the mechanisms for its use must be carefully planned. A comprehensive approach would be to

establish a provincial Computer Learning Network to enhance both educational and communication



applications to be included in such a learning network follow; and contain suggestions

specifically related to the introduction of computers into the classroom:

I. Educational Tool: Computer conferencing could be used as a toel to deliver:
educational resources, instructional resources, and professional support. Some
examples could include an "Electronic University", electronic irr,service, an on-line
specialist forum; access to computerized course-related materials, or access to
computerized learning resources.

2. Communi-cation Tool: Computer conferencingicould be used to encourage_c011egial
networking; _professional collaboration,_and exchange_of information.-Such electronic
activities could include peer support:, special interest group exchange of information,
professional association contacts; supplements_to professional meetings and
educational activities; a computer "hot-line" for ICON users; or joint collaborative
projects.

3. Classroom Resource Tool: A variety_of classroom resource_tools could be_accessed,_ ,

electronically; to support the teachers' _classroom activities These could include a
teacher's onrline tool-kit; annotated softwareibank; journalsi_electronic
exchange, database access and information retrieval; and electronic bulletin boards.

4. Plannin2 and Evaluation Tool: As well as being a_valuable tool_to enhance
communication; increase educational opportunity; and provide access to a wider variety
of information resources; computer conferencing and networks could assist in the
planning and evaluation andiprocesses of a variety of organizati_ons. Such
computerized activities could include program planning by providers of professional
development; and arranging the logistics of_meetings:_ assist in conducting
meetings; advance member polling; input from absent members; enhancement_ of workshops
or seminars, advance member voting, or evaluation of meetings and other professional
aCtiviti08.

7. Conclusions and Recommendations

This study began by situating the teacher/trainer in Ontario, within a context of chance; as a

result of the introduction of computers into schools. Computer networks and conferencing

represent potentially cost effective strategies for maximizing scarce resources such as

training personnel and materials; and offer a mechanism for democratizing access to quality

professional development for Ontario teachers;_regardless of location. Moreover, they are an

appropriate medium for delivering adult education by facilitating self-directed learning,

individualized instruction, and cooperative learning. An added dimension is that electronic

communication can support the development of a learning society and lifelong learning, by

establishing links between the home, the workplace; the community; and educational

institutions.

On the basis of the research findings; the study concludes that:

computer confeencing has major_ potential for the delivery of distance education and
professiona- development to teachers in Ontario;

computer conferencing represents a powerful medium to support collegial interaction, and
the change process associated with the introduction of computers into the classroom;

. there is a need for such activities in the field; and moreover;

. it is feasible to implement a computer learning network in Ontario.



However, knowledge about facilitating on-line conferences is only beginning to be accumulated;

and the area of electronic learning is at an even more initial stage of understanding.

Research into the educational applications of computer conferencing must be done; and .7, number

of key areas for follow-up research have been identified, such as the looistics of

setting up a computer learning network; Instructional design -ssues: the effectiveness of

computer conferencing as a learning tool; issues involved in management of the electronic

learning environment; identification of on-line resources; and the impact of the learning

network on the educational community:

information about tese issues is critical to advancing existing knowledge of educational

applications of computer conferencing. However, they can only be answered through the actual

experience obtained from designing, implementing and evaluating activities in practice:

7:1: Recommendations

On the basis Of our research; we recommend the following:

I. Establish a orovincial_Computer Learning_Network in Ontario: Preliminary steps in
thisiprocess would emphasize setting up pilot projects and research, studies to
provide mechanisms for answering such questions as are outlin in_the conclusions.
These projects should also respond tO current professional needs of tedchers and
trainers-in the province. Strategies for these projects are outlined in subsequent
recommendations:

2. Establish a:pilot:project Ao:link ICON users in Thtario. The major focus:of this :

project would be_to provide teacher train;ng and support mechanisms; and to:tudy the
use--of the computer conferencing as educational and communication tools.- The-project
should be_establisned_within_one_region_or_school-board where-a- supply-of-ICONs
already exists: Project-Telated_costs would include the purchase of modems, payment of
datapac and computer charges; and personnel salaries.

3. Establish a:pilot:project to link members:of professional:groups who have a clearly
stated, self-identified need to communicate and participate in professional-training
related to_comouters_in the classroom: _The main_purpose of this project would be to
examine the use of computer conferencing as educational; or plannino and evaluation
tools; As with the pilot project to link_ICON users; _project-related costs _would
include the purchase of modems; payment of datapac and computer charges; and personnel
salaries.

4: Conduct research into the applications of computer conferencing as an instructional:
medium; within the_context of an_Electronic University. At least two universities in
Ontario are designing educational courses to be delivered using a computer
conferencing system.

5: Conduct research-into the development_of_educational_resource support materials and
tools: This research should include a needs assessment to identify which learning; :

classroom; or teacher resources are needed by professional development instructors and
by teachers. Where necessary the appropriate software; programs, and utilities should
be developed.

6: Exploit_the capabilities of ECNO for housing the Computer Learning Network,: Research
should be conducted into the logistics_involved in using ECNO for this purpose, such
as developing policies and mechanisms for teachers or trainers to access ECNO nodes;
up and downloading of educational _resources, and establisning standards for storage
and retrieval of data. ThiS would involve standardizing on one microcomputer, and



developing file-transfer mechanisms to facilitate the straightfOrward transfer of such
files from a VAX node to the user's own microcomputer. In Ontario the standatd shOuld
be the ICON or anv OAEM microcomputer.

7. Locate the Computer Learning Network on one ECNO nodeiibut have it_accessible from any
other node OISE shoUld be considered as an appropriate location fbr the Learnind
Network, where the necommended research and development activitieS could be undertaken
and supported:

1 4
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Chaptar 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

This report examines the potential of computer networks and conferencing systems to provide

educational support to teachers and trainers in Ontario. While this communication technology

is being implemented in business; research, and professiona- sectors; its application to

education is only beginning to be anticipated. The study synthesizes existing knowledge of

computer conferencing systems; to indicate how tt_ley could contribute to addressing some of the

current professional difficulties faced by Ontario teachers who are trying to intr-,:Juce

computers into their classrooms: It then suggests strategies and provides guidelines for

introducing a computer-mediated learning approach into educational activities:

There are two parts to the report: Part I contains the main textual body of the stUdy, Part

II is comprised of an annotated bibliography of over 100 entries. Part I beains by orienting

the reader to the context of the research; and provides some possible scenarios to illustrate

how computer conferencing systems could be used in education. These are followed by the

background to the present study; including the conceptual framework and definitions of key

terms uscd throughout the text. In the next chapter, research methodologies employed in the

study are explained and discussed: These include an overview of selected literature;

descriptions of key informant interviews and existing systems; and use of several conferencing

and netWork systems. Chapter three provides a background discussion of issues in professional

development for Ontario teachers, and focuses on their educational and professional support

needs: An analysis of the problems with t-aditional strategies; such as distance education

and professional development; used to resolve these needs is also provided: The discussions

lead, in chapter four, to suggested _educational applications of computer conferencing, by

examining strategies for applying adult education concepts to computer conferencing; as well

as pitfalls and deterrents to electronic learning. Chapter five provides specific guidelineS

for implementing computer conferencing systems: This discussion is set within a context of

social psychological features, and software and hardware considerations for computer

conferencing. The conclusions and recommendations for the study are contained in chapter six,

and include detailed ideas for future directionS in reSearch and development.



1.2 Hypothetical Scenarios

Before starting the report proper, several hypothetical scenarios for computer networks and

conferencing systems in education are included to introduce potential application strategies,

and to provide some notion of how this new technology could function in practice.

On-line professional development courses; in the form of "electronic in-service"; could be

mounted. A course could be offered on-line by an educational expert, and accessed by

teachers throughout the province, via microcomputers in their classroom or home. Course

materials could either be se:It to participants through the mail or downloaded from a

central computer. The instructor would present inforMatibh tlettrdnically and then the

members of the "class" could discuss it; on-line; in a seminar form lhis course would not

begin at 9:00 a.m., nor would all students meet in one room, pernaps miles from home or

work. Students would access course materials at their convenience, whether that be late at

night; before breakfast, on weekends; or during the weeL Nor would the class end at

5:00 0.M.; With people returning home, and having little or no opportunity fbr f011OW-60

or support when it was time to implement new knowledge or skills. In the electronic

course; .perts or instructors wouls: remain available for the critical implementation

phases. As new knowledge was integrated into classroom activities; on-going access to the

instructor and other class members, through private messaging or conferencing, would be

available for follow-up support.

Computer conferences among teachers in a particular region could focus on ways in which

they conduct classes and integrate new materials into their practice. In many schools, a

teacher of a specialized subject such as biology, music, cr calculus might be the only

representative of that discipline. Computerized conferencing could provide a forum, not now

present; for peer-group discussion.

. Home university courses would be another on-line option. Hundreds of accredited courses,

ranging from history to child psychology; could be available through an "Electronic

University". Although correspondence courses have been the traditional alternative for

part-time adult learners; they do not offer immediate feedback between instructor and

learner. With an Electronic University, although students and instructors could be working

t different times and in different parts of the country; the university would always be

"open". In addition, teachers could locate ideas for future classes by tapping into:



. A program bank Of edOcatiOnal SOftWare including eValuationS, commentS, and implementation

suggestions from other classroom teachers;

. A teachers "tool-kit' offering ingredients such as: a database ' curriculum suggestions

and experiences from other teachers; quizzes; tests; exams; recommerded programs and

software; local databases; and class management instruments, such as electronic agendaS,

class plans, or attendance recorders.

These suggestions; a.d others; are only a few of the possibilities which could be imagined for

computer conferencing and networks: However; general knowledge about how to implement and use

these new technologies is sketchy; and it cannot be assumed that elect--iic learning and i s

implications can be predicted easily. This report does not attempt t :ovido the ancwers to

what are very complex problems; but instead examines the potential of computer conferencing

tor educational applications, identifies a number of important issues in professional

development and distance education for teachers and suggests strategies and guidelines for

implementation: From these discussions, future research directions are also recommended.

1:3 Background to the Study

The proliferation of computers in Ontario classrooms has placed teachers in a difficult

situation: They are being asked to incorporate computers into the classroom environment and

the curriculum, but the majority of Ontario's educational community has received little

training in the area of computer applications in education. Teachers need in-service

preparation to use computers, as well as encouragement and support in the use of other rew

:

information End communication technologies. Training resources and personnel are limited, and

frequently, those available aro unable to respond adequately to the scope of the demard:

However; offering on-line training; professional development, and support through a computer

conforencing system has significant potential for reaching large numbers of learners

throughout Ontario; and for maximizing available training resources. Compjter conferencing

also offers a cost-effective strategy to maximize scarce resources such as training personnel

and materials; to democratize access to expertise across the province; and to enccurage an

equitable sharing of knowledge without compromising the quality of the learning experience.

The application of computer conferencing to education can also overcome geographical



constraints (the need for the educator or student to travel) and time constraints: As Cross

(1983b) notes, computer conferencing brings the expert to the student, wherever that student

may be located; and whenever that student has time to study. Computer conferencing has the

additional advantage of offering opportunities for self-directed learning; allowing time for

thought in organizing reponses, self-pacing in learning taSkS, and participation in a number

of different conferences or learning activities within one day.

n addition to the advantages of flexibility and access offered by computer cOnfetencing,

anOther significant and compelling benefit can be provided namely, an environment to

encourage social inte7-action among learners. Group learning, peer discussion, and cooperative

learning have been found effective strategies in adult education. The consideration of

cor14.uter conferencing systems, moreover, is particularly appropriate for teachers, given not

only their on-going training needs; but also their access to computers in the SchoolS and (ih

some cases) their homes.

1.3.1 Statement of Purpose

This project was designed to investigate educational applications of computer networkS and

conferencing systems for teachers and trainers in Ontario; and has included two major

objectives. The first objective is to produce strategies for the development of appropriate

applications and educational resources to be distributed electronically to the edUtatiOnal

tOtmUnity (chapter 4). The second is to develop guidelines fcr implementation of computer

:

networks and conferencing systems as educational, communication, information access ar,d

exchange mechanisms among teachers and trainers in Ontario (chapter 5). Future directions for

research and development effortS in thiS area will be offered in chapter 6.

1.3.2 Conceptual Framework

Computer conferencing systems have become increasingly acknowledged as key tools in research,

-collaboration, and organizational decision-making in such fields as science; technology,

medicine, law, and business, although the potential for educational applications is only

beginning to be investigated: In this report, computer conferencing iS considered tot its

potential to deliver diStance education and professional development activities to teachers,
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and to enhance collegial networks at the local, provincial national, and internationl

levels. As Gerber (1983) notes:

_
Whether used to seek:information and advice;
air opinions, or simply chat, the newest tool
for facilitJting, all types of connections
awing people is the _computer network. Users
can become on-line neighbors who tan teJtiStehd
tiMe and di_stance, access vast funds of
information -in netyork databases, and also
establish_satisfying personal and professional
relationships: (p: 12)

Computer networks and conferencing systems Offer a potentially effective and efficient medium

for supporting professional development and collegial exchange among teachers, and CoUld be

particularly valuable in supporting the introduction of computers into Ontarid claSSrooms. As

is outlined in this report, computer conferencing can be employed a a Strategy to:

make optimum use of trained personnel available to teach teachers or trainers;

provide learning opportunities to small communities and to learnerS Who -z're phySitally or
demographically isolated;

facilitate communication_among,educators, and to encourage information sharing and
collegial exchange at the local, provincial, national, add international levels through t e
deVelOptent and use of databases and computer conferencing;

_

encourage-the-use of technology in professional development; and support Lhe introduction
of computer technology into the classroom;

Stipp-Oft teachers in responding to the change process associated With the introduction of
computers in the classroom;

meet the needs of teachers or trainers as adult learners by providing opportunities for
professional development.

Offer a Medi-um for other forms of continuing education and adult training;

apply electronic linkages betWeen the home; the workplace; the community; and educational
institutions:

1:3.3 Definition of Terms

HUMan Networks: Human networks are concerned with communication and sharing bf
inforMatiOn betWeen 06-ople and; as such; contain at least four aspects of social
communication processes.

First, communication assumes a shared social system. In Other wordS; there:must be at
leaStitwo people involved in the communication, both with their OWn axpactatibh and
intentions.

Second; it must be understood that communication consists of an on-going, dynamic
social system in which each action can be viewed simUltaneb-uSly as both cause and
effect.

MOst communication theorists believe that both verbal_ andinorrverbal
communications are part of the same system; naturally occurring together:



Fow-th, while the content_of communication must be considered as being extremely
important; the_means_of_exchanging messages may_be critical in defining relationships,
particularly in terms:of the balance of powe7_that exists between participants:
(Wrightsman & Deaux; 1981, p. 127): As will.te.illustrated_in_this_report, 811 of
these features_Of human communication:have:important implications for computer
conferencing systems research and applications.

2; Computer Networks: Tanenbaum (1981) has defined the terM "computer netWor;'" to mean

_

an interconnected collection of autonomous
computers. , Two compuers are_ said to be
interconnected 4f th_ey are capable of exchang-
ing information-._ The connection need not be
via a copper wire: Lasers; microwaves_,_ and
earth:satellites can also be used. By requir-
ing that _the computer be autonomous, we wish
to _exclude, from our definition systems_ in
which_ which_ there is a clear master/slave
relation. If one computer can forcibly_statt,
stop, or control another one, the computers
are not :autonomous...: Nor is a Jarge com-
puter with remote card readers, printers, and
terminals a network: (p: 2)

In_other words, if a terminaliwithino capabilit:es for local processing ("dumb") is
accessing_a-remote computer, then this type of communication cannot be considered
computerized networking However, UGing the software capabilities of a .tand-alone
microcomputer to:do local information processing and then, sharing resources with
other computers is true network communication:

3. Computr=Co-nferencing: For the purpose of this research, computer conferencing has
been defined as the_use_of-computers and software to link people acroSS time and
space; Cross (1983b) has observed that

computer/tele-conferencing is a system which
enables two or more individUals at two or more
locations to_communicate._ yithout having to
interrupt their wo_r_k schedules_ and without
having to pay for costly trave1_, _these
individuals:: can :exchange information and
learning aids. Through keyboard terminals,
printers, and telephone lines, participants
access__ a common computer for extremely
efficient, direct communication. 29)

Computericonferencing resembles a group meeting or discussion,_but is held
electronically_ The:effect of this facility is to allow discussions similar_to_that
WhiCh miot follow the presentationlof a paper or lecture, except that participants
need-not be assembled at the same place and time. The_ temporal:relationship of:
exchanges_is the most apparent difference between compUter-mediated communication and
face-to-face meetings: In a_computer conferencing-system messages are exchanged :

asynchronously, and stored until a participant reads_them and_replies, -ParticipantS
may review the proceedingsiirespond to specific messages; enter new information; ask
questions of any participant, or acquire data at:any time of the day or night: By
allowing norr_simultaneous group meetings and exchanges (conferences), they permit
meetings; exchanges; or discussions_to be hold whenever necessary; and not just when
possible. Each conferee (participant) can view_and_interact with text documents on
the system; they can access, read and respond to these communications at any time.

Some general features of computer conferencing systems include text editing (either
individual or_group), sophisticated searching capabilities for conference items,
,ccess to external databases (on some systems), and electronic-messaging. In
addition, computer conferencing systems usually maintain a permanent record of
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proceedings during the course of a conference; thus serving as a type of electronic
filing tabint. Another:important feature of_computer conferencing is that, unlike
Bulletin Beards, it provides: different ways of structuring the communication. For
exampleall communicLtion about a particular topic or theme would be stored together
in the conference, so that participants could pick and choose items of personal
interest rather than simply read whatever message haopened to be next (as would be the
case with a Bulletin Board).

4. Electronic MessagAnT Messaging refers:to the use of computers and specialized :

software; for_the exchange_of individual or group-specified communications. It iS a
more private means of exchanging information than_computer_conferencing, since
messages are sent by one person; and only specified recipients can read them:
Messaging can thus:be characterized as one-to-one; or one7to-many;:communication.
Most messaging systems inclide such features as confirmation of delivery, editing;
retrieval, searching, and forwarding messages to Other users Of the system. AlSO
available on many systems are "distribution lists_that_allow a single message to be
transmitted automatically to a collection of recipients: These are similar to
distribution lists on office memoranda"_(Newell & Sproull, 1982; p. 845). Electronic
messaging does nOt support any structuring of communication:as:do computer
conferencing systems. Messages are sent and stored sequentially.

5. Bulletin Boards: :This software tool is similar to electronic messaging, but instead
of communication being privateiimessages are sent:to:a publicly:accessible mailbox and
can be read by an entire community of users. Bulletin Boards differ from _electronic
messaging distribution lists-in that they are intended:to be read by a wide audience;
which has not beerLidentified_by_name. Furthermore, unlike computer conferencing (but
like electronic messaging); Bulletin Board items cannot be structured according to
topic or theme; but are stored and read in a linear, sequential fashion:

6. File Transfer: "A-file transfer tocil is used to copy from one computer to another a
file; which is a stream_of-data-bits" (Newell & Sproull,-1982, p. 846). In tm.k
fashion, information stored in _one computer can be sent to another_or-retrieved. Most
file transfer tools also include extensive integrity checking mechanisms to ensure
that no bits are lost in the transfer.

14 Summary

It can be seen that there are overlapping functions of messaging; conferencing, and bulletin

boards; but the most important distinction is that conferencing provides a structure to

communications !ich is found in neither messaging nor bulletin board systems. Al50, both

conferencing and bulletin boards provide public forums for exchanging comments and ideas;

While messaging is usually intended for more private communication. Network communication

refers to hardware and software combinations which have been established to facilitate the

sharing and transfer of information from computer to computer, and must include file transfer

tools

Having provided an overview of the research problem, purpose, and relevant terms, the report

will now describe methodologies used in the study:
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Chapter 2

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

2.1 Overview

This chapter will describe in detail the research methods employed in the §tudyi and Will

provide 8 rationale fOt their use. Since the areas Of computer confel .ncing and networks are

Very tieWi little is iclown about their innovative educational applications: Furthermore; much

of the research literature which is available concentrates on business or scientific

communities or is primarily anecdotal: There is a dearth of empirical evidenCe upOn Which to

base definitve conclusions.

For these reasons it was decided that the literature review for this study would be

supplemented by assembling other data sources; including key informant interviews (key

informants were defined as being educators intere5ted in Or faMiliar with COMOUter

conferencing), interviews with developers or managers Of computer conferencing systems or

netWOrkS; and active personal usage of computer conferencing and networks: In this manne,; it

was possible to triangulate the research results: In other words; information obtained

from one source could be compared and contrasted with that from another to gain richer

insghts and more reliable findings. It is important to stress that some of the analysis and

SyntheSiS tethniques were innovative; and intended to capture the maximum information from

essentially qualitative data. Furthermore; these methods could have imp]ications for future

research:

In the following Sections, a review of selected literature will serve to introduce some of the

Mere iMpertant concepts and problems associated with computer conferencing and networks

After this general introduction, research information more specific to the area of education

will be discussed within the framework of key informant interviews, cOnferencing and netWOrk

system descriptions, and conferencing, netWork; and messaging participation Di' the principal

investigatOrs.

2.2 Literature Review

A Summary Of selected literature and an analysis of issues related to individual and group

prOteSS6S in adapting to computer-mediated communication (computer conferencing systems); is

provided in this sectim The focus is on factors related to the accentance or rejection of
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these systems; ard why some people become enthusiastic participants while others refuse to

sign on: Issues examined here were selected tor their relevance and applicability to distance

education and professional development application for adult learners: The review ccncentrates

on evaluations of several computer conferencing systems such as EIES, COSY, CONFER, FORUM and

COMi and diSCUSSes five major issues:

1: determinants of Use;

2. the group context;

3. size of the active group

4. evolution of user behaviour;

5: help features;

2.2.1 Determinants of USe

"Determinants of use" means explaining or predicting acceptance of a computer conferencing

system: A number of studies and reports on factors affecting usage of computer conferencing

indicate that social, Obt tethnital; factors were the primary determinants of initial systm

acceptance. Hiltz (1934) in evaluating the EIES system concluded that it WaS _the mbtiVatidh Of

participants; and their location within a particular social conte*t, not hardware or software

characteristics; which were primary determinants of initial system acceptance. In h's study of

management information systems, Lucas (1975) reached a similar conclusion: Based on data from

2,226 users in 16 companies, he observed that cencentration on the technical aspects of a

system, as opposed to either organizational behaviour problems or end-users of the system are

reasons for most information system failures.

"Pre-use 2xpectatiohn, that iS the Participants estimates of their on-line time committment,

before ever using the system; was found by Hiltz (1984) to be the strongest predittbr bf

While already knowing some prospective system members on a personal basis was found to be a

correlate; other factors accounting for pre-use expectations have yet to be determined: For

example, prospective users may have a number of prejudices that colour their view of the

system before_they ever try it. These could derive from readings; conversations, association8,

or past experiences. However such expectations are formed, Hiltz ObSerVeS that the otattital

implications are clear: If prospective conferencing participants do not expect to use the

system regularly, it is probably not advisable to try to put them on-line. From these

studies, we can conclude that social factors bear a critical role in how a prospective user

reacts to a conferencing system: Moreover, two factors expected use of the system before

signing on; and number of cuiferencing group members known before use -- correlate With the

amount of time a user t.lill spend on-line (and thus with ".tbccbs").

2.2.2 The Group Context

Evaluations of computer Lunferencing systems have identfied a number of factors accounting

for variations in activity, and apparent success of group computer conferences. Hiltz (1984)

attempted to determine which (if any) group characteristics were strongly associated with
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success in using the system. She defihed "user group" as a complex variable which included

differences in the folloWing attributes:

nature of the task;

size and social --gahization Of the on-line reSearth community;

leadership effort and Style (or lack thereof);

special software features;

differences in initial attitudes and prevailing norms aMong group members. (O. 71)

"Success" was measured by correlating the number of user hours on-line and subjective
_

satisfaction with productivity gains as a result of using the system. Hiltz's evaluation

found Oat:

1. The least successful_groups had the smallest number and proportion -',USert
demonstrating enthusiasm for the system before ever signing_on, A,suffitiently large
number-of active meMbers was neVer mobilized to sustain a satisfying group interaction
process on-line.

2. Intellectual competition within a specialty appears to StiMUlate USe of the system;
Other types Of competition may hinder it.

3. The more successful groups tended tb have the largest proportion of potential pioneers
in new research areas.

4. The amount of on-line activity by the leader was strongly related tO the SUttess of
the entire group.

5 The social context_was found to mediate the *pact of the new technology: The same
technology was perceived differently, and had a greater Or leSser probability of being
accepted; depending or the nature of the user group to whith a perSOn belonged,
including itt valueS-_and its leadership: For example, the loaSt SUCC-OSSful groups
were,most-likely_to feel diStratted by the mechanics of using the medium and to find
the system itself to be "bOring" Or "fruStrating".

6. Although:users typically joined a_spetific on-lino oroup, as they gained experience
they tended toi_communicate with members of_other_groups, and to jOin Other
conferences. EVentUallY; distinct user groups become overlapping networkt.
Interesting_and well7led tbhferentes thrived;:grew, and attracted new members from
other groups while other ronfOrehteS eSSentially grew moribund. (1984, 1) 89)

Hilti (1984) compares user groups _in computer conferenting tO SdbtUltures in a
Stitiety; and concludes that "being a member of one group (subculture) rather than
another seems to .haoe the experience of the members and quality of their (electronic)
life" (r) 90):

2.2.3 Size of the AttiVe Group

The notion of "critical mass" has been raised aS a factor in successful conferencing (Hiltz

and Turoff, 1978; DaVie, 1984). The aisgdMent is that there must be a large enough number of

active metbers bf a -LiSer grOUp; signing on frequently (several times per week)j tO generate

mcitivation for all members to access the system and participate. OtherWiSei the pattern of

daily sign-on necessary for conferencing to be ah effitient tOmMUnication mode is negatively

rewarded by having no new itemS waiting. In Such cases, users quickly become discouraged.
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An experiment with the COSY system also indicated a need for a crUical mass of users

(Waldron; personal communication; December 1984). Hiltz (1984) clarifies; however; that "it

is 'effective size' in terms of actic,e members that counts nrit nominal size. In fact, having

nominal members who are inactive is undoubtedly harmf) to the group, since thoy do not return

the messages sent to them" (p. 85). Indeed; Tracz (1980) described the !Else of let7lown he

experienced when; after having sent a number of messages; he signed on to the system to lind

"no message waiting".

Hiltz (1984) cites Palme's discussion of group size in his study of the COM conferencing

system. Palme agreed that effective group size was important, although the optimal size

varied according to the nature of the task While in one report he predicted the number 30 as

the threshold for successful conferencing, using the COM system, in a later report he yas more

general:

One_aspect which should be studied more is the
optimal. conference size. OUr experiente iS

that _a computex conference seems to work best
in group sizes between ten and eighty
participants in COM. (p. 86)

2:2:4 Evolution of User Behaviour

Although attention to the design of the user interface is reported by many developers of

computer conferencing; to be the key to a successful conferencing system (Mason; 1985; Mayer;

1985); as yet; too little attention has_been paid to the evolution of user behaviour: Mason

(1985) offers a typology (or classification) of user types, but does not address the issue of

user behaviour changes or maturation over time. This issue was addressed in the EIFS study;

and Hiltz (1984) found that as users gain more experience with a conferencing system; their

pattern of usage preferences related to system fE-,Itures, and reactions to the system change:

The data indicated that there is an "evolution", or pattern of change, towards greater

complexity, specialization, and diversity of user behaviours. HiltZ (1984) offerS the

following schema Of the stages Of learning a computer cOnferencing Sy-Stem:

1: Mastering the basics: 275 hours

2. Feeling comfortable: 5 hours

3. Learning advanced featUres: up to 30 hours or more

4. Creative (system) mastery: those with 100+ hours on-line. . 93)

First-time users generally feel awkward and inept with the system, in terms of learning the

mechanics and using electronic communication; They express scepticism as tO che usefulness of

the system; frequently doubting that it really works; expressing fear and lack of confidence

that they can master its complexities. Essentially; new users need reassurance that their

communications are actually reaching the intended people. A successful first experience in

sencing and receiving a message acts as an impetus to participate. To the EIES evaluation.

when an account was established; a "greeting" was sent from the user consultants, and a reply

requested from the new user. This served several purpoSeS: (A) it enSured that
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all new users would have a message waiting; (b) it reassured new users that the system

actually worked; (c) it provided a concrete objective for the first session (to successfully

send a message); and (d) the content of the first message allowed the researchers to capture

some of the feelings of Hew users.

Hiltz (1984) notes that an initial 'successul" experience seems critical to how a system is

perceived;

If 4the-users] db not manage to successfully
send and receive mes_sages Aaring_theit_lir8t
20 to 30 minute session, they may become SG
frustrate& that they hang up and never try
again. If they are_ rc..assured by receiving
som response tb their fitSt attlilptS at

communication; _they generally _proceed on to

spend a few hours learning the basic mechanics
of the system. (p. 96)

Differences of opinion among system designers exist as to whether a menu-driven or

command-driven interface _is more suitable for users. Mayer (1985) states that frOM the butSet

the COSY developers decided against a menu-driven interface as being too tedious and

repetitive, and as not necessarily contributing to the ease of learning a system (p. 24): On

the other hand, Hiltz's research indicates that the beginning user sees a need for relatively

few features; and favours a menu-driven interface: In addition, support for a menu as a

beginning interface grows stronger the more time a person spends on-line (Hilt; 1984,

122). Hiltz speculates that using a menu appears to have the cognitive effect of helping the

user form a mental map of the structure of the system and with experience, EIES users grew to

appreciate the option of the more active command mode: With both the EIES conferencing system

and the iNet network system, users can choose their own particular interface style. Fbt

example, iNet permits users to select either a menu, a menu/command combination, or Command

mode interface, but perhaps more importantly, they can change their interface style at any

time.

With increased volume and complexity of interactions, users come to feel that a wider variety

of capabilities is necessary; and appreciate a command-driven interface which allows them to

create their own commands and organize their communication more efficiently: They become

proactive with the system design; requesting new features and exploring the system. In the

EIES study; many of the experienced users with 100 or more hours on-line began to describe

themselves as system addicts. In other words they were using the conferencing system for more

than its communication functions; they were also using it for stimulation and enjoyment;

Another major problem of electronic communication is "information overload", Frequently there

is simply too much material to assimilate. However, the EIES Study found tht feelings of

overload decrease among users spending most time on-line, indicating that those most

experienced have learned to cope with the wealth of material available to them.
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2.2.5 HELP Features

One of the most important determinapts of user acceptance of a conferencing system is the

nature and amount of help available, to ease and support initial system usage, and to master

more complex software features. All computer conferencing systems provide some written

documentation; but there is wide variation in (quality. The COSY system, for example, was

designed to be so simple that written documentation was not needed (Mayer, 1985, p. 24). In

fact, Mayer states that many of the current 700 COSY users around the -/orld learried to uSe the

system without a manual (0. 33). While a manUal exiStS, it OfferS Only the minimal

instructions necessary to begin to use the system. Mayer reports that

it_ was decided _to make the system easy to
learn by minimizing the_numbet of available
commands. This limit was arbitrarily set at
ten. It was !this constraint that lead to
COSY's more innovative features, and the
average user rarely uses even half-a-dozen
commands in a session; although the total
number available is far more than ten. (p.

25-6)

The CONFER system user interface was similarl intended to encourage a self-help style of

interaction. However; through experience, the system personnel found chat users prefer a

hard-copy document to support their use of the system.

EIES provides a substantial manual; but their evaluative research indicates that most users do

not read lengthy printeu materials. The EIES system employed an extensive and up-to-date

on-line explanation file; but it appeared to intimidate many users (both novices and experts).

Much more popular as a source of on-line help was the human user consultant, and Hiltz (1984)

observes that "if one were fr,rred to live with a single source of help, then the human user

consultants appear to be the best choice" (p. 118). Human consultants serve tioth to provide

the extensive "hand-holding" new users appear to need; and to assist the more experienced

users in exploring and mastering the system. The COSY system does not have on-line user

consultants, but due to demand their introduction is being considered.

This review of the literature; while not comprehensive, offers some indication of fattot-

contributing to user success with computer conferencing systems. These factors provide a

context for this study only insofar as they deal with conferencing in general. Research

specifically relevant to education is now described.

2.3 Key Informant Interviews

A total of 36 informants were interviewed for ttLs study. In addition, we conducted twc short

workshops with a total attendance of ten teachers, board of education computer consultants,

and professional development instructors. Of the 36 respondents, 19 were identified as key
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informants. Key informants can be described as "individuals who possess special know edge

status; or communication skills and who are willing to share that knowledge and Skill with the

researchers" (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984, P. 119).

The identification of key informants was accomplisned through contact with educators

interested in; or familiar with, computer conferencing; contact with 5y5tem mahagerS and

developers; literature review; and participation ih a tWo-day workshop at the University of

Guelph in January 1985. The workshop; entitled Computer Conferencing and Electronic Mail;

assembled approximately 75 experts involved in computer conferencing research and applications

in Canada, the United States; Britain, and Europe.

2:3:1 Key Informant Data Collection Instrument

The interView inStrOment was structured so that each participant would ans!!er the same

questions, yet open-ended to allow maximum flexibilty during the interviews. OUr Main OurOuSe

was to gather the most information without imposing restrittiVe, a priciri; r§0-Oh§-6

categories. The research work of Kerr ahd Hiltz (1982) and Hiltz (1984) provided valuable

guidance for the phrasing of questions and content areas to be included; however; it is

iMptirtant to remember that our intended audience will include school personnel whose interests

and needs are different from those in many previous studies. By including questions about

(for example) the essenti ingred-;en,..5 or bitfallS of tOtiferenting SysteMS for professional

development and distante Oducatioh activi'jes, we tailored the data collection to our specifiC

aUdience. IO total, there were 18 questions asked of each person, and interviews lasted

approximately 1 to 1 1/2 hours: The research instrument can be referenced in Appendix D.

2:3:2 Nature of Data Collected

Interviews with educators provided a rich source of information for ne study. Since both

researchers took notes during the interviews, it was possible to assure higher internal

validity of the data. Analysing the data was not a straight forward process; however; as the

responses were complex, and therefore tbUld not be coded and accommodated easily ty

Statistital analysis programmes. Moreover, we believed that it was undesirable to reduce the

interview responses to simple categories, since too much valuable information would be loSt.

2.3.3 Data Analysis

USing techniques for handling quali'-ative data; as described by Miles and HuberMah (1984); the

interviews were transcribed so that all responses for each question wer. e grouped together.

The transcribed notes were cat-fully read and, through induction; emerging constructs

idehtified. HOWeVer; since each interviewee may have included several ideas in response to a

single question, the task of manually separating and organizing the constructs would have been

onerous.
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For example: ona of the interview questions asked people to state their reactions tO the

specific conferencing system they had been using. They were also asked to describe what had

worked; and what had not been successful. One respondent .7ited poor documentation; software

that was difficult to use; the need for better keyword searching; the need for "threading", to

follow the course of a conversation through the mass of conference items; the desirability bf

allowing anonymouS comments; and the belief that if people were geographically too close; the

system woOld be less useful than if they were situated at more remote sites (where traditional

means of communic.ation; such as the telephone or mail were either too expensive or too slow).

Overall, the person was enthusiastic about the use of conferencing, in spite of some negative

reactions.

For ths particular quettion; the content themes documentation; software, hardware; and social

psychological factors were identified. These themes appeared elsewhere in the data as well;

thus providing some relationship between selected questions. However, since interviewees may

have included one or more themes in their response, and within each theme there may have been

several subsets of the main idea (for example, within "software" a person may have mentioned

text editing and searching of key words -7 two quite different aspects); it was important that

not only the individual themes, but also their subsets be identified and separated in order to

obtain an in-depth understanding of the data.

2.3.4 Database Management as an Analysis Tool

One posslbility for organizing and sifting through interview data which incorporates multiple

themes and subsets is the U50 bf databaSe management. POWerfOl and SOphittiCated tOftWare

packages for microcomputers are available now; and are becoming increasingly easy to use. For

this research, the package dBASE III and an IBM-PC computer with data transfer capabilities to

the main OISE VAX 11/750 computers were selected. In this manner, database construction and

data analysis occurred cn the microcomputer, with the results being stored on the VAX and

printed bh itt later printer.

2.3.5 Construction of Database

Fbh the task of separating themes and subsets within responses, the database management system

Wat an inValuable tOol althOUgh the initial Work bf deVelOOing data structures, flexible

enoug) to handle our information requirements; was somewhat time-consuming. The data

organization for the question cited above (reactions to a particular conferencing system ) is

contained in Appendix C, and an explanation for this particular question follows.

Each person's responses could be linked to the original interview form by identification

number, and their overall reaction to the system was coded as positive, neutral, or negative.

For each response, the presence or absence of a comment within any of the concept themes was

noted by an indicator variable (true or false). Thus, if a person had offered comments about

documentation, software, and hardware, the indicator variables Q2DOCU, Q2SOFT, and Q2HARD
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would be set to "true"; while Q2SP (representing social psychological factor) WOuld be

"false": The text of the person's response was then stored in a character variable (for

example, Q2DOCUCOM question 2, documentation. comment): One of the advantages of database

relatibnal SyStemS (such as dBASE III) which allows the

electronic "cutting and pasting" of information from several different files, is that they

permit great flexibility in manipulating complex, or "messy" data.

2.3.6 Report Production

Once the database had been constructed, it was possible to generate a variety of reports. For

example, extracting all software comments from all questions was accomplisned easily by typing

a couple of command lines. Alternatively; the frequency of response themes within particular

questions could be determined and compared across questions, or the nature of a specific

pertOn'S reSpbhSOS Could be eXaMined. Thus, if negative comments were made about software

features in one question, it was possible to determine if similar responses appeared

elsewhere. What is important to understand is that the data, once structured and entered in

the computer; can be pulled apart and recombined in almost limitless ways.

After haVing eXplored the reSpbnSes tb queStibns, it wa.s possible, 'Arough interactive

dialogue with the database program, to produce reports. Further, reports were formatted

according to our specifications, directed into separate files, And uploaded to the OISE VAX

computer:

2.3.7 ReSultS

The results of the analysis proved very interesting as we were able to extract, in a

systematic manner, far more information from our data than would have been possible manually.

The results of the interviews are summarized below, and the both the documentation for the

database and Sample reportS can be referenced in Appendix C.

Position

14 Professor

2 DiSt. Ed.

2 Managers

- Librarian

TABLE 1

Profile of Key Informants

ExPerience Sex

11 Lots

4 Some

4 Speculator
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13 Men

6 Women



While most people cited professional reasons as their main motivation for using conferencing,

many also cited personal reasons (curiosity, or the desire to build personal networks). Their

comments about compuer conferencing are summarized as follows:

1. Almost every_person interviewed believed that computer conferencing systems_are
valuable. They are efficient,-save time, and are conducive te group work. The
majority of informants believed that the potential of conferencing for distance
education and professional development was "good" to "excellent._ However, many
people-mentioned that conferencing should be one of a variety of learning activities,
not used as the exclusive mechanism for instruction. There is a need for specific,
well-structured problems for students to solve, and the moderator must ensure the
continuity of discussion topics. Only one person believed that database accef's was
not desirable with all others, stating that it was one of the key ingredients for
successful electronic courses.

2: Suggestions for successful conferences included-the need for-rapidity of feedbaC ,

"humanized" communication; and professionally useful information;

3: There is a need for better system documentation, pre- and inServiCe traihing, and
simple-level help commands:

4: There is a need-for people to acquire specialized social skills for computer
conferencing: For example, interviewees reported that some users tend to monopolize
conversations; or alternatively, do_not use the system effectively if_there are
deadlines (the telephone or personal meetings works much better), or if they ar
situated geographically close. Several people mentioned that lack of typing ability
was a limitation.

5. The most frequently mentioned reason for ceasing to use conferencing was that specifiC
tasks had been completed (projects ended). However; cost_and difficulties adapting to
the system (for either software or social reasons) were also cited.

6. Software problems cited most often were concerned with the generally poor quality of
conferencing system text editors, the lack of poxerful mechanisms for following the
"thread" Of a conversation, and the need for better keyword searching capabilitieS.
Several people stated that file transfer software was needed so that information could
be stored and manipulated locally, and then up or downloaded to the computer housing
the conferencing system.

7. There were fewer comments about hardware than about other features. However, those
mentioned included the importance of access to terminals, and_the need fer
conferencing system redesign to be compatible with microcomputer capabilities.
Additionally; several people expressed the view that system design needs to be_
user-driven or; in other words; incorporate formative feedback from users. While some
of the infOrmahts had been hired to condUct specific evaluations of conferences, most
reported that systems they were using did not solicit evaluative user feedback:

While our interviews corroborate many of the findings of the literature, especially the

importance of social and psychological factors; we also received many comments about software

features. This finding could be at least partly attributed to the fact that most of our key

informants were experienced computer users, and had high expectations for system performance.

2.4 Description of Existing Systems

The systems investigated during thi5 study Weve COSY (UhiVerSity of Guelph), CONFER

(University of Alberta), EDUCOM (PrincetOn, NeW JerSey), the EleCtrOnic IhfOrmatiOn ahd

EXchange System (EIES, New Jersey InstitUte of TechhOlogy),_FORUM (University of Alberta), and

iNet (OttaWa, Ontario). Since these descriptionS are lengthy, they have been included in
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Appendices A and B of the report. The data collection instrument itSelf can be referenced in

Appendix D.

Generally, we found considerable overlap in the types of functions provided by each system and

in their assumptions about access and usage. Most existing conferencing systems have been

developed and operate under the assumption that the softwLre will be stored on a large,

central mainframe computer, and that users will access this machine remotely. Provisions for

text editing, composing and forwarding of messages and conference items, are available on the

central computer and must be used there. This situation is not surprising since most confer.=pcing

systems were developed at a time when it was commor to access computers through "dumb" terminals,

and microcomputers were unavailable or scarce: However; few conferencing systems have yet

recognized that people will be increasingly using their own local microcomputers with associated

software capabilities. In other words; most existing conferencing systems neither recognize

nor exploit the local computing power which has become widespread with the appearance of

microcomputers in the workplace and home: This failure has important implications for conference

designers and future network development:

2.5 Conforencing and Network System Usage

As part of the resear:h, the principal investigators participated in several electronic

conferences on COSY and FORUM. In addition, the messaging and network facilities of COSY;

FORUM, iNtt, and MAILNET were used. Appendix E contains examples of these interactions:

WithbUt question, the messaging facilities Of MAILNET wero easiest to use; because this

sbftware has been spezirically designed to allow users to access their own local mail program,

With the network assuming responsibility for translating the communication into the required

message format of the recipient's; computOr. HOwever, other softwcxe problems were so serious

that it was almoSt impossible to use MAILNET. For example, th0 OISE "mailbox" would become

jammed (usually by an outgoing message), thus preventing any messages from either leaving or

entering our computer until the Offending mall had baen removed. Al8o, only in later software

implementations were users informed that their messages had been successfully (or not) picked

up by the network; although these notifications were obscure to say the least.

lne network facilities of iNet were easy to use; and through a file tranSfer program on the

OISE VAX, a variety of InfoGlobe articles were dowhlbaded. However; the more advanced features

of the commercial implementation had not yet been installed at the time iNet was being used,

and thus such capabilities as group editing could not be evaluated. Envoy 100 (iNet'S

messaging facility) was very easy to u5e. The menu structtire of iNet was somewhat slow and

tedious to navigate; however, it is possible to redetine one's user interface to include the

use of system commands.

COSY had a number of valuable features in its messaging system. For example; a sender would

be notified thdt a communication had been received and read. However; it would have been far

more convenient to compose messages or conference items locally; and simply transfer the files

to the Guelph computer. The COSY text editor is a clumsy, line-oriented variety which made
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extensive corrections or formatting cumbersome. The conferenting tytt-6,1 itself was easy

enough to use, but, as was pointed out by Many of the key informants about other systems,

following the "thread" of a conversation was difficult.

FORUM ,,Tva. similar to COSY in its user-friendliness; it was easy to get Started. HOWeVer, more
complex activities such as string searches required the location of appropriate commands in
the manual. The me5saging system avai?able at the operating system level was quite powerful
and easy to master. Morocver; having access to the messaging facilities of the University of
Alberta was extremely helpful during the course of this research for maintaining faSt,

efficient, and cost-effective interactions with colleagues in Western Canada. A FORUM

conference to discuss potential applications of computer conferencing was initiated thrpugh
this project, and several valuable inSightS were Shared through this link (see Appendix E).

2.6 Summary

The information gathered during the interviews has several important implications for this
study. First; it corroborates much of the research literature, but points to a need for

systematic 5.tudy Of the applications of computer network capabilities to conferencing
research. In most of the studies which have been conducted, people have ued "dUilib" terminals

te atceSS mainframe computing facilities. By ignoring the prOCeSSing CaPabilities of personal

computers; mechanisms for facilitating local handling of computer files and for transferring

locally processed information to a central computer; to be shared with others, are unkriown.

These software and hardware features are equally important as socio-psychological factorS, and
must be incorporated into the design of electronic distance educatiOn and profeSsional
development.
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ChaOter 3

ISSUES IN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

FOR TEACHERS IN ONTARIO

3.1 Overview

This chapter will provide an overview of existing prob ems in the areas cf distance education

and professional development. Its framework will lead to a discussion; in the following

sections Of potential applicationS of coMputer networks and conferencing, and to guidelines

for conference organizers.

Teachers in Ontario are currently experiencing tremendous pressur2 to became computer

litopato, and to inteorate computers into their classroom practice. Ragsdale (1982) defines

computer literacy as "whatever understanding, skills, and attitudes one needs to function

effectively within a given social role that directly or indirectly involveS computer-Su (p_

12).

The integration of computers into the classroom involves major training and support for

teachers, in order that this innovatian tan be adapted, and that teatherS adapt to the change

process. Within the context of this study, the change process is considered an adult

education and planning issue:

3.2 Teachers and Educational Change

Fullan (1982) states two major issues involved in the process of teacher adoption of

innovation.

1. What makes change work at the level of teachers is_strongly related to what extent
teachers interact with each other; and_people providing technical help.
Within the school, collegiality among teachers, as measured by the_frequency of_
communication, mutual support, or hlp, was a strong indicator of implementation
success. In fact; virtually every research study on the topic of educational change
has found this to be the case. (p. 121)

2. The procesS of_iMplementing change iS a learning process and teachers are adult
learnerS. (0. 119)



3.2.1 Collegial Nt'works and Adoption of Change

The group, or social, context of educational change is a major factor in the adoption of

innovation: Fullan (1982) stresses the primacy of personal contact, and the need tor

collegial interaction, exchange, and discussion about the meaning of change; in order to learn

to use an innovation as well as to jUdge its desirability on more information-based grounds:

Quoting Werner, he states that "implementation is an ongoing construction of a shared reality

among group members through their interaction with one another within the program" (0. 121).

Yet the reality is that teaching has become a very privatized occupation with teather

isolation being characteriStic. Full-an (1982) tynthetiZet Lortie's study on teachers to

provide an important insight into the nature of their isolation.

Teacher training does not equip teachers for the realities of the classroom.

2: The cellular organization of schools means that teachers struggle with their problems
and anxieties privately, spending most of their time physically away from their
colleagues.

3. Partly because_of the physical isolation and partly because of norms of not sharing,
observing and discussing each other's work, teachers do not develop a common technical
culture.... The lack of a technical culture, an analytic orientation, and a serious
sharing and reflection among teachers create ambiguity and ad h-cness.

4. When teachers do_get help, the most_effective source tends_to_be fellow teachers, and
secondly administrators and specialists.... There it tome indication that teachers
desire more contact with fellow teachert. (p. 108)

The data from our interviewsi with teachers and professional development personnel, echo

Fullan's concern that there is not a strong context of collegial exchange among teachers. This

has a major impact on how teachers relate to their profession, to the Quality Of their working

life, and to the adoption of change. Without acces$ to support systems and to a context of

collective reflection and analysis about the adoption and implementation of change (such as

introducing computers into the classroom); stress levels are high, and teacher attitudes and

morale are critically affected. As Fullan points out, given these (and other) conditions,

change can be a two-edged swordeither aggravatihg teatherS' prObleMS Or Offering SeMe Meant

of resolVing them. (It appears to be far easier to do the former rather than the latter.)

Interaction among teachers is a key ingredient for professional development. "Interaction

about a change is necestary:;:: The lack of opportunity for teachers to reflect, interact with

one another; share, learn, develop oh the job makes it unlikely that Significant changet Will

occUr" (Fullan, 1982, 0. 118). Yeti on the Other hand,

the more teachers experience the rewaro _of
interaction; the more they will use the
criterion of professional contact and
development7-satisfactAon from the intel-
lectual and practical benefits of helping;
getting help.; and sharing with other
teachersas a measure of whether _to becom.'
involved in innovation. And make no mistake
about iti focused teacher interaction is
eSSential to large-S,7ale SucceSSful change.
(Fullan; p. 122)
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3.3 Educational Change and Adult Leewning

Adult edUCation research indicates that there are certain 'teachable moments' when people are

most likely to seek learning experiences (Knowles, 1970; p. Waniewicz (1982) cites

research that found that 83% of US adult learners identified some past, present, or future

change in their lives as reasons to learn. These are usually related to majOr life change

events (such as professional pressures), when on adult has the greatest need for new knowledge

and tkillt. In Odtarie; a recent study of adult learners indicated that for 44%; tht purpose

Of learning was job-related (Waniewicz; 1982, p: 88). Similarly, in the U.S.A., 50% of the

Edult learners cite professional reasons for seeking adult educaton activities (Meierhenry,

1982, p. 20); In this context adults prefer course content to be aceompanied by applications

to specific work-related probloms. Actidn plant, atcoUntability Strategiet, And follow-up

after training, help the proceSS of integrating new learniiig. Moreover, according to Zemke

(1981):

learning opnortunities. Just as stress
increases .as _life-change -events accumulate.
the motivation to cope with change through
engagement in a. learning experieace increases.
Since-the people whc most frequently seek out
learning opportunities are peoble who have the
most._.overall. years of education, it ia
reasonable to guess that_ for many of us
learning_is .a_coping response to significant
change. (p. 46)

However, data on.adult learning indicate that for many people, classroom situations are

neither viable nor desirable. Dist3nce, time scheduling constraints, or a oeneral resistance

to being in a classroom can interfere With traditiOnal inStrUction.

The vast majority of teachers in Ontario may be defined as "non-traditional learners": While

many teachers participate in professional development, upgrading, or skills devolopmont

activities on a short-term basis (often Oh0 Or two dayt at MAXiMUM), Suth fattOrS aS

geographic isolation, family responsibilities, physical handicaps; scheduling conflicts, or

latk Of Appropriate educational programs or facilities limit their access to more

comprehensive training. Especially in remote locations; highly qualified personnel may not be

easily available to offer more long-term, intensive types of courses. MOreeVer, adultS

frequently report that lonTlectures, periods of interminable sitting; negative feelings about

authority figUreS, Or the absence of opportunity to try out ideas in practice are highly

negative factors (Zemke; 1981). If; however, the instructor plays a role of facilitator

rather than authority figure, adults can learn well. They can also learn a great deal from

respected peers.

For many teathers; the introduction and professional use of computers signifies a need for

extensive training which might be satisfied through distance education. Distance education is

defined here as: "any mix of learning activitios and interaCtiOn6 betWeen learner and PeerS

and learner and instructor which is not dependent on regular; fixed classroom attendance and

which takeS into Account those learners who live beyond the urban environment".
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3.4 Problems with bistance Education

Teachers demonstrate a significant interest in expanding their professional skillS and

knowledge through the medium of distance education. For example, 31% of the registered

participants in the Correspondence Education programs at the University of Waterloo are

teachers (Knapper and Waslycia-Coe, 1982; le, 125): Although distance education has a wider

meaning than correspondence study, it retreih5 based 0-edominantly Oh eierreSpiendente AttiVitieS

(using the postai system .to send questions and answers; assignments and grades; etc.); and

thus can be characteriled as a one-way communication medium. The one-way character of

correspondence courees can impose certain restrictions on the nature and the quality of

learning

1. Foremost is the isolaticn o* the learner; interaction between the learner-teacner, and
opportunities for sharing and diseussing information with other learners are often
liMited._ This is:particularly exacerbatA in rural settings, where opportunities for
face-to-face meetings ace rdre.

2. Turrearound time fer commnication oetween learner and teacher is significant and_can
negatively influence learning: If communication occurs primarily through the mail,
delays of up to_three weeks in eact- direction may occur, which i- an risufferable
waiting period for feedback.

Although_telephone communication can ameliorate the situation somewhat, a great deal
of time can be losc onenon-produetive communication activities. AT&T has estimated
teat_on average, the chance of achieving a telephone connection to the right person on
the first attempt_ is only 28% (Sharplos. 1982), as over 1/3 of all calls are not
conrected due te busy lines or wrong numbers.

4. The isolatiel of tha distance leerner_is compounded by a lack of access to learning
and information resources, snch as libraries Moreover; overcoming information
scarcity in rural or_remote areas by distributing even the minimal materials required
for:a given course; incurs great expense and effort. At the Open University_in
Britani for example, every course unit:, case study, and supplementary unit_is
duplicated !If) to 5,000 times and dibtributed to each student in the course (Sharpies,
1982); Altering or updating any of the documents_can incur considerable additional
effort and cost and in fact, most course materials, once developed; are used unaltered
for at least three years (Bates, personal communication; 1985): In the area of
computers such a lengthy period of useng the same materials is impractical given the
rapid,pace,of_technological change. Moreover, despite these massive undertak ngs by
the Open_University, it has been Impossible to provide access to all the learning
resources a student may need, and learners in remote areas mus÷: do without.

5. Theedistance learner must be highly_self-reliant;_and both the learner and the
instructor very Mcitivated; to eStabliSh additional communication linkS to overcoMe
isolation problems.

3.5 Problems with Professional Development

Ih the area of professional development, a plethora Of other or overlapping probleMS alSO

exist. The main impetus for professional development activities derives from Teachers'

Federations; in cooperation with local boards of education; The Federations have a system of

representatives at the school level (teachers who volunteer or are elected by their peees) who

are responsible for polling colleagues to identify professional needs and interests, and for

acting as the board contact. ProfeSSional development activities usually take the form of
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one-day seminars or workshops, either at the SchOtil Or at other central, board-designated

locations. The Federations also have lists Of specialists and personnel who will travEl

throUghbUt the province to deliver professional development activities:

While the Federations have worked hard to implement high-quality tiaihing around the province,
_

and have influenced administratort in the briar& to retognize the importance of these

activitiot fOr_teachers, during our interviews with organizers, providers, and teachers, a

number of probleMs were identified.

1. Unequal access to quality professional development in the province exists, and the
best professional development activities are predominantly in todthern Ontario.
Consequently, smaller more remote communities suffer.

2. Unequal allocation of_ money for professional development by school boards in the
province is common. Some boards reportedly devOte nb fun& to professional
development activities.

3. Relatively feW tedehers can attend the really large conferences (such as ECOO)
as financial support frOM the FederatiOnt iS limited.

4: Teacners are very isolated both within their schoOl and their subject areas. There is
no mecharism_for sharing the problems they confront professionally Or; More impor-
tantly; sharing the solutions:

5: Professional development aCtivities are very short term; usually lasting for only one
day_ Such short duratioh does not provide much possibility for be!iavioural changes in
the :-.lassroom (or ti.e part of the teacher):

6. Most prOfettiOhalic4.Velopment activities_provide theory; with little emphasis on how
to-implement-hew ideas. Frequently teachersiattend_professional development
activities_to help overcome-the "mohday thorning syndrome" and want to take something
concrete back to the classroom;. However,-only very simple ideas_can_be implemented
without collegial support, and there .is no follow-up support to teachert after they
complete a professional development course:

7: Many_professional- development providers_are_content experts;_but have little knowledge
of adult educational_techniques,-or of-how to present the material in the best way_for
teachers to integrate it.. Computerliteracy. activities are partiCUlarly problematic,
at the material is often_too advanced for the beginner,.and.all too often focuses on
teathihg programming languages rather than addressing teachers' concerns about how to
use the computer as an educational tool.

8. A recent evaluation of professional development policy and practite for teachers, in
Gntario, observed that_"present practice tends to be fragmentary ahd of an ad he::
nat0i.e. Little discussion and_joint_planning is under way to muster resources in
support of recOgnized priorities" (Ontario Teachers' Federation, June 1981, p: 19)

9: There is little coordinated effort to assess toachers' needs with regard to
professional development, to plan the activities, to monitor them systematically, or
tO assess the impact either on individual teachers or on the profession.

3.6 Summary

GiVen the background of these existing problems and the nature both of adult learning and hew

technologies; the potential of computer conferencing and networks is attractive. For, at haS

been illustratei throughout the report, one of the Strongett featureS of electronic



communication is its asynchronous nature. Learners no longer need to be assembled at the same

time in the same location; but rather can communicate with peers and experts, or access

information whenever it is most convenient. Moreover, since conferencing is a new area, many

educational applications could be imaained and attempted. Some cf these ideas are explored in

Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER CONFERENCING

4.1 OVerVieW

In this chapter potential applications of computer conferencing to education are discussed

within the framework of adult education theory. Strategies for applying the new technologies

to distance education and professional development are suggested, with associated pitfalls and

deterrents to electronic learning also being considerTth

Certain characteristics of computer conferencing make it well-suited for adult learners. A

diStinetion should be made; hbwever; between computer-assisted instruction (CAI) and computer

conferencing in the educational context. Cross (1983b); for example, states that CAi his

provided a dismal view of computer-related instructional systems. Whereas CAI offers

repetitious, programmed. and packaged course material, computer conferencing promotes the

dynamic of human interaction. "Computer conferencing...allows for genuine communication

between the instructor and the pupil. With computer conferencing; there is a constant

back-and-forth dialogue with the teacher as well as other students; both orline" (Cross;

1983b, p: 31): The notion of human interaction an6 dialogue in the learning situation iS alSo

stressed by Vallo (1982). Vallee argues that the benefits of computers in edUcation cannot

be fully realized until the social framework of learning changes; and then most likely only

via a different technology; fcr example, that offered by computer conferencing systems:

To make it happen, a much clearer
distinctisa should be made, between the
'affective' and the-'cogaitive' content
of education. American teachers often
seem to equate all learning with
cognitive knowledge, which indeed can be
delivered by computer terminals as easily
as it can be delivered by books or
blackboard; What they miss consistently
is the affective part of this knowledge,
the emotional_link to what is learned,
An indispensable_part of education is

being chopped_off in computer-education
experiments.. To correct this_problem, we
ought to combine a human conferencing
system with the cold repetitive programs
that deliVer the basic information. When
this simple step is accomplished, we may
see computer-aided education flouriSh.
(p; 32)
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4.2 Adult Education and Computer Conferencing

AlthOunh little research exists in the area of computer applications for adult OdUtation, we
can r apolate from the literature available on adult leardert tO offer some observations on
the _Triateness, applicability, and valUe Of computer conferencing t^ professional

development activities. One of the areas relevant to this study is research on learning

media preferences.

An important feature of adult learning is that adults want to find the most efficient means of

achieving their learning goal. Self-directed learning is a preferred approach (Knowles,

1975) and as a cOnsequence, learning media preferences are affected by these features. Zemke

(1981) SUMmarizes the following curriculum design guides:

1. Adults prefer self7directod_and self-designed learning projects, 7 to I. The desire to
control the pace;_and_starting,or stopping tittles strOnglS/ AffettS the self7directed
preference. Self-direction does not lean isolaton, however. ZOMke hOtet that Studies
on self-diretted learning indicate that such projects invzlve_an_avorage of teh Other
people as retOUrteS, guAes, or encouragers in fact, the incompetence or inadequacy
of these same people is often rated as a primary frustration.

2. Adult learners often indicate a preference for ihClOdihg MOre thah One COMmuniCation
medium in the_course design. Reading an0 talkingtqualified peers are ambng the
MOSt preferred resources, but even the_self-prol7essed, sel`-directed learner will
positively rate leCtUret ahd ShOrt seminars, if these activities provide one-to-one
access to an expert.

Regardless of the medium of presentation, adult learners prefer a practjtal cOntent
Orientation which includes relevant information anJ applications. Furthermore, thit
need it often a priMary motivation for undertaking a learning project: (p. 47)

All of these facets of adult education can be actualized throu- comOuter conférencing

applications. Computer conferencing system8 can facilitate:

Se1fd4rection: Control over stop/start time, paf:e and place of the lerning or

communication activity are possible. Learning taker plate When and Where it is ,leeded and

COnvehient, and for as long as it is effective: Instruction is individuali-
! in terms of

the learning schedule and methOdology, which allow, for the upportunity to learn by insight

and reflection rather than by rote. Self-direction iS alto pOttit;le in the SelectiOn of

learning AttiVities, since a learner may particp in a number of different conferences

or learning sessions within one day.

ACCett tO experts and peers: Either through a orum set up for that rwrpose or through

private electronic messaging, learners could contaC-, respected etners for help and advice.
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Access to learning and research resources: Through a central computer, learners could have

acceSs to on-line databaseS, information retrieval, or on-line card catalogues.

Follow-up, _Aback and implementation support from peers or experts: An on-going learning

approach to enhance integration of new ideas, and of theory with prLctice, becomes possible

with a computer learning network. Moreover, broadened communication channels can be uSed

to encourage information or resource sharing, and cooperation among teachers.

Computer-mediated learning can enrich and enhance the learning environment for adults, but the

mechanisms for its use must be carefully planned. One approach would be to establish a

provincial learning network to enhance both educational and communication possibilities for

professional development and adult distance education.

43. Strategies for Applying Computer Conferencing to Distance Education and Professional

Development

Computer conferencing can be used to create a learning network to overcome some of the

isolation experienced by distance learners, and also to provide an environment in which theory

can be directly linked to classroom practice. For example, teachers cJuld draw information

relevant to their needs from the network; as well as using it to su:iport the implementation of

heW ideas. Conferencing can also provide an alternative to classroom learning by offering a

medium to enrich; supplement; and in some cases replar.e existing fare-to-face activities.

Possible applications to be included in a provincial computer learning network providing

professional development and support to teachers follow. Within this list are contained

suggestions specifically related to the introduction of computers in the classroom.

4.3.1 Educational Tool

Computer conferencing could be used as a tool to deliver educational resources, instructional

resources, and professional support.

"Electronic University": An electronic university could be comprited of any or all of
these components.

a. Orline=seminar:- Davie (1984) hypothesizes a graduate seminar in education_
being offered on7line: Such a course woulcrinclude instructional presentations
which could be mailed or sent on-line. Students with computers and printers
could thus_obtain_the information at home or at_work A_computer conferencing
system would provide aiseminar-_type medium for facilitating_cla or group
discussions In addition student ALtti0M6-ritt Could be Mailed (elettrehically
or conventionally) to the instructor, and comments entered onto the computer,
either in the form of a message or into the file containing the paper.

b. Computer.tutor: University course_materialcould_be delivered through CAI
prOgrams such as those offered on PLATO. The conferencing system could
3upplement the course content by providing two-Way tutorial Support for the
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learners. conferencing or messaging would serve as mechanisms for
facilitating interaction among the learners.

2. Electronic in-service: This could supplement face-to-face activities such as
prbfeSSibhal development workshops; in which an instructor would provide Vioory and
ask teachers to implement ideas in their classroom practice: Discussions and exchanges
would not end with the workshop, but rather contact among class members as well as
with the_instructor_would be maintained through the computer network. Feedback and
peer support could encourage collaboratibn arming teacherS during the iMplementation
phase, and oroup projects could also be undertaken.

3. On-line specialist forum: A time7independent private communication link between_
teaLhers and subject area SpetialiStS cbUld be effected through electronic messaging.
In this manner, feedback on specific problemS cbUld be obtained quickly and
efficiently:

4. AtteSS tb tourSe-related_materials: The use of computer conferencing might include
access tb a fUll-teXt information retrieval system containing copies of required
course readings or other articles. Ahy page COUld be athended by_the instructor, or_

read or printed as needed by the learners. Such a facility Would enable any document
to be updated or revised as needed; thus providing the learner with the moSt
up-to-date version of materials.

5. Accesstio: 1-earning resources: Computer confererirng could support independent
research by providing:

a. up-to-date, on-line, annotated bibliographies;

h. a network with a reference librarian (who could receive
information requests through electronic mail);

c. the poSSibility of accessing large databases such as ERIC or ONTERIS;

d. a facility for storing student papers on-line as a local information resource.

4.3.2 ComMUhicatiOn Tool

Computer conferencing systems could be used to encourage collegial networking, professional

collaboratibn, and eicchange Of ihfOrMation.

Peer support: Collegial networking via computer could provide p-eer support fbr
exchange of problms, solutions, or ideas related to classroom activities and
educational concerns.

2. Speciali-n-te-rest group networks:_SIG_networks among such groups as primary school
teachers, content area-_specialists (for example, math, science, literature,
geography), or Boarcfrlevel coordinators and consult:ants could exchahge ihfOrMAtiCh
related to their particular interest group: These_groups would already have
deMOOStrated a_need to communicate regularly; the conferencing system could enhance
that communication by handling some of the more routine problems or questions through
electronic messaging, or provide a forum fbr on-going diScuSSibn bf areas of interest
through computer conferenting.

3. Professional_association contacts: Communication among committee members,_as well
betWeeh CbMMittees _and the general membership could be enhanced by electronic
cbMmuhitatibn and discussions. In some cases the number of face-to-face meetings
required cculd be reduced.
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4; Supplement to professional meetings-and educational activities: New prOfessional ties
could be_established, as could opportunities for maintaining or enhancing contatts and
tellegial networks, such as those established at professional training activities,
meetings, or conferences.

5. Teacher/_consultant_llnks: Communication between teathert and bOard Consultants could
be enhanced This could assist consultants' -asessment of teachers' needs, and
support the_resolution of probl-ns faced by teachers in the classroom. The record-
keeping facility of the conference could also be used to help consultants prepare
electronic or paper-based newsletters of activities in the board:

6. Joint projects: On7line collaborative activities Suth as curriculurn developMent,
position papers; and other professional activities could be facilitated electron-
itally.

7. "Hot-line": An electronic_hot-line could be established through which experts could
respond_to immediate computer implementation problems._ _For examplei_the ICON_has been
introduced into many schools; but frequently, when problems arise, it it diffitUlt tO
locate knowledgeable peers to provide help: If_there existed an ICON users'-"het-line",
ah expert tOuld be contacted_even outside of regular school hours and help provided
quickly. Slith a service coUld be particularly useful in more remote areas of the
province,-where there may be a scarcity of local experts. Also, the record-keeping
facilities of the conference could assist in the preparation of a "trouble-shooting"
newsletter for teachers.

4.3.3 Classroom Resource Tools

A variety of classroom resource tools could be accessed electronically to support teacher-8'

classroom activities: It is important that teachers be able to uownload any, or all, of these

resources to their own microcomputer tor lOcal processing.

1. Teacher's on-line tool-kit: Teachers could access sucn professional resources as: a
aatabate Of tOrriculum suggestions and experiences from other teachers; quizzes;
te5tS; eXaMS; or lw:al databases. Class management instruments such as electronic
agendas, programs to calculate 8tUdent aVerageS; Or attendance recorders could also be
made available:

2. Annotated software bank: The annotations would be entered by teachers who had tried
various programs in their_classrooms. Their entries could include evaluations;
comments, and curriculum implementation suggestions,__Such a_tool would help teachers
select appropriate software frori, the innumerable pUblit-dernain programs, as
well as offering suggestions for their uSe.

3. On-line journals_and/or electronic newsletter: Professional journals; in grade or
subject_specialtieS, tbuld be offered in full-text form, or their abstracts could be
available for on-line browsing.

4. Software exchange: Ministry-of Education funded software, for the Ontario approved
educational microcomputer; could be distributed electronically. Such a mechanism
would reduce the need for_costly and time-consuming reproduction of diskettes and
WOUld eliminate_the need for sending them through the mail (with the associated
possibility of loss or damage).

5. Databases: On-line access to databases containing abstracts of classroom resource
kits, books, journals, special education materials, or local curriculum guidelines
would provide teachers with the equivalent of an endless library shelf.

6. Electronic -b-uri-etin beards: This_software tool could provide the Means for informing
teachers about local_board activities, workshops, ititerettihg speakër in Other
locations, or classroom tips. Since the nature of bulletin board communication is
informal, quick-paced exchanges of information relating to current events would be
facilitated.
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4.3.4 Planning and Evaluation Tool

As well as being a valuable tool to enhance communication, increase educational opportunity,

and provide access to a wider variety of information reSburceS, computer conferencing and

networks could assist in the planning and evaluation processes Of a Variety of organizations.

1. Pi:ogram planning by providers of professional devel_opment: _Activity,plans_could_be
distributed to_members of planning committees much mc:o quickly and efficiently than
throUgh the mail. AlSo, SOMe Planning work could be accomplished electronically
before committees meet to discuss issues, thuS making tneir face-to-face meetings more
profitable.

2. Logistics_of meetings: The logistics of meeting times and/or location could be
decided electronically, thus eliminating the need for extensive telephoning and
reducing "_telephone tag". Meeting_times could_be posted and the aoenda could be
publicized in advance of the meeting or activity.

Advance member polling: In order to maximize the value Of mooting tiMes, MeMber
opinions could be polled before a meeting or activity: In this manner, much of the
Meeting's intrOductory material could be dealt with before the face-to-face meeting
begins.

4. Input-from-absent_members: Many organizations meet at regular times each month With
meeting dates set far in advance._ Inevitably, there are members who cannot attend
particular meetings, but if agenda items have been posted electronically in advance
and_member opinions polled, valuable input from people unable to attend could be
collected and reported a' the meeting.

Enhancement-nf workshops/seminars: In order to improve participation bf attendees and
the depth of discussion possible at a workshop, meeting, conference or seminar, issues
Or papers :could beipublicized electronically prior to their presentation_ People
could read the position or discussion papers at their leisure, and have time for
reflection. This would be a particularly useful capability when handling complex
issues or problems.

6 Member voting: Frequently; participation in voting or decision-making processes is loW
due to a variety of reasons: Usually in order to vote or participate, committee
meMbers_must be in attendance at a meeting; but by using the on-line votiog facility
available on moSt computer conferencing systems; people unable to attend face-to-face
meetings could still participate in the collectiVe proCess.

7. Evaluation af_meeti_ngs: By using the on-line voting facility, or alternatively, a
discussion or questionnaire format in the conferencing system, members could evaluate
meetings_or activities, but perhaps more importantly; share their evaluations more
easily. The evaluation process could benefit from peer interaction and feedback.

While computer conferencing systems offer many advantages as noted abbve, it is important to

recognize the existence of a number of pitfalls and deterrents, and consider them carefully

when designing computer conferencing applications for education.

4.4 Pitfalls and Deterrents to Electronic Learning

COmputer conferencing is a new "medium"; and involves interacting in a new "space", In order

to learn how to move through this "electronic space"; the user will require new skills,

attitudes; and behaviours (etiquette). Print-based communication is taken for granted in OUT

society, although members of non-print societies experience great difficulty in learning to

attune the eye to discern individual characters and synthesize these to recognize words,
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phrases; and eventually, ideas. New attitudes toward communication must he learned; new

methods for Expressing ideas are embodied in the medium; and new psycho-motor skills are

requisite for the tasks of reading and writing.

Less than a hundred years ago; the introduction of the telegraph and the telephone

necessitated significant learning on the part of users: While today, talking on the telephone

is taken for granted, it caused great discomfort and resistance on the part of new users when

it WaS 8 hOW tOMMUhitatiOnS Medium. Ih an article published around 1900, AnguS Hubbard,

General Manager of the Chicago Telephone Cmpany; observed that "the man who knows how to use

the telephone properly is a relatively rare personage" (Vallee, 1982, p. 40). The article

goes on to provide technical pointers, such as where the lips should be located in relation to

the receiver and how tO speak into the telephone, but notes that the crux of the difficulty

With electronic communication lies in a lack of mental focus. The early user resisted the new

communication because of difficulties in realizing that "he is not speaking into a hole in the

end of an iron arm, but speaking into the ear of a man (p. 41)".

Lack of mental focus remains a key problem in electronic communication even toda. There is a

need for guidelines, or protocol, to orient new behaviours appropriate to the new medium.

Participants introduced to computer conferencing can experience a sense of disorientation when

first working in "electronic space", for they are not familiar with the "cue loads" of

electronic communication. Cue loads include such behaviours as smiling; voice intonation;

handshakes, nodding; and other nonverbal cues (Sevel, 1984). The discomfort is heightened in

group or public communication. This is evident in the case of tele-conferencing where

participants, who are already familiar with telephone communication, must learn how to behave

when engaged in group telephone activities (Burge; Roberts, and Waldron; 1984): Computer

conferencing is similar; it is a form of publishing. What each participant writes usually

remans as a permanent record or "proceedings" to be read by all other participants Oh the

system. Participants in computer conferencing can indicate a reluctance or )nhibition in

tiSing the new medium because of a fear of looking foolish in front of others; compounded by

the unfamiliarity of the new terrain. Participants with poor typing, spelling, or grammatical

skills also feel reluctance.

The electronic medium involves new sets of social relations, or at least tends to blur some of

the status "cues" traditionally recognized in most other communication forms; Computer

conferencing systems have been lauded as offering a more egalitarian form of COm-i-,,iAiCatibh

exchange; due to their anonymity. Traditional symbols h as sex; race, class; physical

attributesi.or handicaps are not visible; and thus not at play in electronic communications.

While this can be seen as advantageous in many circumstances, there are also situations in

which the loss of such "cues" oP symbols can be threatening, particularly to those in

positions Of power and authority. Another possible deterrent to the use of conferencing

systems is that people in positions of power may avoid using the computer because they

perceive that typing or keyboarding is low-level secretarial work.

System software (both at the operating level and the conferencing Lystem itself) can inhibit

use. Software must be user-friendly, non-threatening, and easily accessible, or the user will
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become intimidated and stop using the system. The thick operating manuals which accompany

many computer communications systems often serve less to "help" than to overwhelm the user.

It is important to remember that the tOtial titUatibh bf tlettrbnic tlassrOomt i5 vaStly

different from that of traditional classrooms because of present limitations of tethnology.

For example, like telephones, computer conferencing transcends distance; but unlike

telephonesi computer conferences do not permit audio communication. With both viaual and

audio cues ellminatedi conference participants are rest:ricted to the written word. It i5

interesting to speculate at what point in time computer systems; able to support the mixture

of digitized sreech and typed text; will be commonly available and further, what we could dc

differently if we had such capabilities.

Cost may act as a deterrent. Computer conferencing usually involves a number of compdter-

related c ts, in addition to any long distance or network charges. The awareness of a

"ticking Meter" may negatively affect the quantity and quality of participation:

Some people believe that advances in speech synthesis and recognition will eliminate the need

for typing skills; and possibly within the next fifteen to twenty years this will be the case.

However, the fact remains that typing ability is needed now, and will be needed for some time

to come. Tracz (1980) stated that

the__ski11 that I found most critical for
effective utilization of a computerized
conferencing system_was_a greater than average
typing capability. Not being a fasx typist; 1

began to suffer from "terminaf atliety"
brought ab6ut by wasting valuable on-line
terminal time looking for the "Q" key: (p: 15)

At the present time, one of the most complicated procedures involved in using a computer

conference is accessing it through a packet-switched network. Participants must be faMiliar

with the precise access protocols not only for the network; but also for the host computer.

If a person were participating in distance education courses offered on several different

cumputers, tten the problem would be magnified. As in husineas, where a caller's fir5t

impressions can be influenced by the telephone manner of the receptionist, new users of

computer conferences can have their opinions adversely effected by frustrating, initial access

attempts.

Summary

It it Clear th8t in tpite Of the pitfall5 and deterrentt to electronic learning; there are a

plethora of possible ways in which computer conferencing systems and network communication

could enhance traditional education; However, it is not enough to simply imagine applications,

since the implementation of any change requires careful development of strategies to ensure

the succetsful integration of nOW ideas, or methods of working into existing practice;
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Moreover irilpl6tiontatioh gUidelineS Or strategies must remain flexible; in order to

accommodate formative feedback from reSearch and prbjeet tiak. Within this context; then;

guidelines for usi'!g computer conferencing and networks have been develobed and Are explored

in chapter 5.



Chapter 5

5. IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES FOR COMPUTER CONFERENCING

5.1 Overview

This chapter will describe in detail implementation guidelines for integrating computer

conferencing into distance education and professional development. Included will be background

discussions of social psychological features, and software and hardware considerations, followed

by specific implementation suggestions.

5.2 Social Psychological Features

Research into computer conferencing systems po7nts to the influence of both social and

psychological factors on useT5' acceptance; and integration of the new medium into their

professional life. As stated previously, the EIES study fOund that the strongest predictors

of use are attitudinal and motivational variables, rather than any "objective" characteristics

of the users; such as previous computer experience or typing ability (Hiltz, 1984), although

other sources have placed more importance on the role of typing (Tracz, 1980). ifie

significant variables ih the E1ES study included expectations about system utility; and the

number of personal acquaintances who were expected to be on-line. Analyses of conferencing

system use indicate that social connectivity issues piay a central role in the process and

outcome of system usage and acceptance. The strongest predictor of subjective satisfaction is

the extent to which the system has expanded social networks by facilitating meeting and

working with new colleagues who share similar interests.

The lack of non-verbal communication cues in computer conforencing suggests a need for new

communication skills. While HiltZ (1977) has Stated that the latk of non-Verbal cueS ih

written communication could be beneficial; since they can distract from the cognitive content

of a person's message, it could also be argued that a great deal of non-cognitive; but

information-rich communication is contained within such cues. Their elimination from

communication should be COrigidered a lot. There iS a heed to ihvetigau and deVelo0

computer conferencing etiquette as part of distance education courses. For example, how does

one tactfully indicate_to a student that a three or four page "comment" is too long, or that

two people dominating a conference discussion need to consider other students who may be

intimidated by their verbosity. Also, it has been found that people will frequeiAly Use Much

Stronger language in computer-based communication than they would normally employ in either

written correspondence or telephone conversations (Kiesler, Siegel and McGure; 1984).
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The users' group has been found to affect individual perceptiOnS of the value of the SySteM.

The importance Of effective leadership, group process, as well as the nature of the task on

Whith the gi-ouo iS WOrking have been icentified as key factors in the dynamics of conferencing

(Hiltz, 1984; Brocheti 1985; Ellis and McCreary, 1985; Swart; 1985; Thorngate, 1985; Tombaugh,

1985): Less well-structured or managed conferences often flounder and die. A§ ih the

management of face-to-face group communicationS, managing computer-mediated communications

involves complex process skillS.

In our interviews with educators, a frequently expressed response to the qUeStiOh bf hOW to

motivate students was to ensure that they receive ample, usefUl information each tithe they

attesS the cOhferente, Thi§ MeanS that the role of the conference moderator assumes more

importance than one might expect to find in a traditional course; Unlike traditional seminar

courses in which the instructor can assume a secondary role, thereby allowing students to

determine the flow of discussions, a computer conference needs careful direction by the

Moderator. In face-to-face meetings, the exchange of ideas is spontaneous and rapid; however,

in a L.-OM-0liter tOhferehte, a participant may spend only one or two hours per week reading and

responding to conference items: It is the slowness of this communication medium that forces

the moderator to impose a careful organization on distussiont, and entUre that each time

participants access the conference, they find Some new and valuable information.

5.3 SOftWare and Hardware Considerations

One of the most important features of any tOriferehtihg §y§teni mu§t be its ability to adapt to

the changing needs of users, as they become more sophisticated. The EIES system has attempted

to address this problem through the implementation of multiple command languages. Four

different levels of the language permit the user to:

select a numbered option from a full menu listing;

select an option from an abbreviated menu (a statement reminding t e user of the

larger menu would be displayed but nbt the full menu);

define commands comprised of nouns and verbs;

define, store, and invoke command procedures

define commands comprised of nouns and verbs;

define, store and invoke command procedures.

While the LIES language implementation is a step in the right directi0h, it Still require§ the

user to be familiar with a large number of commandS, or to work with an accompanying system

reference card (Strom, 1982).
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Franz and Robey (1984) describe a promising approach to user-led system design. While their

study refers to the design of an insurance company's management inforMatiOn t.oth, their

method of applying ethnographic research techniques to problems of collecting data, over a

twb-yat- 00-i0d, is interesting for designers of conferencing systems: They attemp A to

Capthrei using formative evaluation feedback cycles, subjective opinions of the end-users of

the system during the design phase, and channel these suggestions into System modifications.

As well as issues of system designi software considerations include the necessity of users

being able tb take Advantage of their personal computer's capabilities for local filing and

editing. Thus, learners could capture information of most interest frOm a central Source;

edit or rearrange concepts if desired, and build their own personal depositories of

informatiOn. SbOhiSticated file transfer OrOgraMS, SOch as KERMIT (Da Cruz & Catchings, 1984a;

1984b) COUld be used to facilitate the up and downloading processes; thus ensuring file

integrity. Also; to help with the "loci in" process, some communicatiOn packages, Stich as

Busyterm or Crosstalk, are available for microcomputers. These packages will not Only StOre

the necessary telephone sequences to AcceSS remote computers, but will also log the user onto

the rfoSt cOmpOter.

On the main conferencing system an important featUre WOUld be the ability fibr partitiOaritS to

insert comments into the teXt. FOr eXaMOle, if a student was assigned a reading and asked to

Write a Short precis; other students could nave the opportunity to insert their comments

within subsections of that text; rather than simply adding successor comments. This implies a

difficult implementation problem, since the original text itSelf WOUld be Changed. In addititini

Strom (1982) has described the usefulness of inter-item editing capabilities within a conferencing

y--erti. Most existing systems permit users to edit single conference items, but the ability

to split one item into several, or to combine several items into one would be a powerful

feature.

AnOther iMOOrtant aspect of conferencing systems is the ability for a participant to follow

the "thread" of a conversation easily. This iF usually handled now through the use of tree

walks; however, Strom (1982) has pointed out that "there it a probleM With fOrWard arid back

references" (0. 311). Also, as the interconnection structure between conference items becomes

more complex, the difficulty of locating related items increases: Strom (1982) has suggested

that the use of linked key wards would be helpful, but the computer must then maintain large

indices. However, When one considers the possibility Of Liorlg cOnferenting SySteMS in

education, Where at least one Of the aims of learning is to be able to establish relationships

between ideas, the ability to navigate easily through complex data structures becomes

critical.

Such features as a spelling checker or on-line thesaurus would also be extremely valuable

software tools as participants could send messages largely free of typographical errors.

These features could help to overcome some of the reluctance many adults OXperieric0 using

computer conferencing systems. Additional hardware and softWare characteristics might include

the ability to baCkStroll atroSs previous screen "pages", so that users feel less anxiety if

the text scrolls quickly from view.
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Data storage and transmission are also features of general system deSigh Which heed to be

considered: For example, in Canada abotrt two-thirdS of all households are linked to coaxial

cable systems which are, at present; being used almost exclusively to deliver television

imageS. In this role they are being underutilized:

Some 7ay the transfer of nonvide0 informatiOn by cable Will be the ew revolution" in home

communications. This year; for eample; two Ottawa cable systems becamc commercial

distributors of sOftware, using technology pioneered by the financially ailing Nabu Network

Corp. One day; this technique will enable any cabled home tO rent soohistitateo programs for

university courses, word processing, spread sheets; and so forth for a few dollars a month.

The technology permits a subscriber to access large databases without a two-way, interactive

link (Uth as a Phone link) to ask for the segments of a database wanted. You need only the

standard; one-way cable that brings TV into the home. (The Financial Post Report on the

Nation; December 1984; p. 68)

Problems normally associated with the storage of large databases could be overcome by using

Videodisks which would contain; for example; thousands of different articles, books, or other

data sources, including photographs or drawings. FurtherMOre, extremely rapid data

transmission could be accomplished by using satellite signals.

5.4 Guidelines for Implementing Conferencing Systems

5:41 Informed Self-Screening

Those with poor initial expectations of the system; of the importance of the task, Or Of

communicating with others on the system; are unlikely to sign on or maintain Sufficient

motivation to "graduate" through the learning process. Several suggestions for self-screening

could prove helpful to thoS0 people anticiOating putting a group on-line.

ProVide an acturate description of the system, the task, requisite skills and knowiedge,

an appraisal of the time and effort required; and SoMe of the expected benefits. This

could be achieved through mailings, or face-to-face activities such as meetings or

interviews.

. On the basis of the information provided, allow for seli-screening among the prospective

batticibabt.

5.4.2 FirSt EXperience

A successful first experience using the conferencing system is vital to a user's perception;

and perhaps eventual acceptance of the medium. First-time users need to be reassured that the
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system really workS; and that they can learn the necessary skillr; to b,jerate 2tfeCtively

electronically: Some suggestions to help users overcome anxietielS' when they begin to use

computer conferencing include the folloWing:

When an account is established, a greeting should be sent from the conference moderator
or =Upport personnel. The greeting should also invite a return message from the new
user.

. The new user's first response indicates that some minimal learning has occurred, while
the message content may indicate the user's feelings, fears, or concernS. Such
information should be noted and extra support provided if needed.

5.4.3 Introductory T6torials

A number of studies of computer conferencing implementations have suggested that a

well-organized introductory tutorial is valuable (Brochet, 1985; Tombaugh; 1985). An initial

group; face-to-face meeting is valuable for building group cohesiveness, conference etiquette,

computer literacy skills; and commitment. Also; organizers can provide information on a

one-time basis to everyone rather than repeating the same material with each individual. Even

though there are expenses to be considered with this option; the gains could be Significant.

No longer would studentS be COmmUnitating With "fäteleSs" entities, but with known

personalities. For example; computer conferencing systems could be used to follow-up

face-to-face training, professional development activitie6, and to encourage communication.

To achieve high acceptance and participation rates; up to 24 hours of training and

encouragement are required per person (Hiltz, 1984). Suggestions for structuring initial

tutorials include the following:

Include hands-on activities;

Provide a demonstration or model lesson hand-out. According to Brochet (1985) "the

effort required to develor an easy-to-use "sample lesson" handout would be regained in

terms of less anxiety for novice users, and lf chance that the professional ,Iser would

reject this communications medium" (p. 81);

PrOvide accurate system documentation manuals. Each participant should receive a printed

set of clear, explicit instructions on how to access the system and its various features.

The documentation should "illustrate the use of the protocol by ShoWing actual dialegue

sequences that achieve specific objectives" (Gaines & Shaw, 1984a, p. 345): Moreover,

since people tend hot to read long explanationS, it is particularly important that therP

be no superfluous dialogue and no errors.
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5.4.4 Access to Personal Computers

Providing access to personal computers is a critical concern. There is a distinct difference,

both in participation levels and attitUdesi betWeeh those members with proximal access to

Computers (in the home, school, or office); and those who have to travel any distance to sign

bh (Brochet, 1985). If one is looking for a uniform level of acceptance, it is esseriti...1 that
_a uniform level of access be provided to patticipantg. MoretVer; conference organizers must

ensure that teachers participating in cOMpUter-mediated prOfessional development activities

have aCtegS to a cOmputer, not only during the period of the activity but also for follow-up.

Teachers participating in computer training activities should be assured access to a tbMpUter

in the classroom, in order to have an opportunity to implement What they have learned.

Waldron (personal communication, January 1985) suggests purchasing inexpensive microcomputers,

and having these available (on a loan basis) to any student taking a course in which

electronic communications are included.

5.4.5 Role of the Moderator

Ensuring that students have access to useful information is an important prerequisite tO

distance education incorporating a computer conference, but the organization of that

information is even more crucial. For example, as with face-to-face communication; electronic
;_-

discussions can becc-me tangential to the original theme: In such cases; the f,icility to split

ideas into new conference discussions becomes important for the moderator. ThiS feetUre Will

allow interested participants to pursue new ideas, while the -original digtuggibn theme can be

followed by other students. Moteovet, iMpOging liMitS on the length of responses, as is often

done in trPditional COUrseS; May be required: The etiquette of electronic communication is

Still nebulous, and much research needs to be undertaken.

Assuming that the moderator makes available useful information to participants on a continuing

basis, one is still fated With the problem of how to overcome initial student resistance to

adopting new communication techniques One method of encouraging participation in a diStante

education computer conference is simply to make it a requirement of the course (force people

or offer special profesSional recOgnitiOn). The inStructor can stipulate, for example. that

in Order to obtain Credit eaCh student must access the conference at least some arbitrary

nUMber Of times, and must make substantive comments on each occasion.

Leadership or moderator actiVitie5 can be diVided into distinct roles. For example,

1. A process leader would be responsible for conference management activities, such as
SUttatizing the group's progress in order to fccus the discussion, and obtaining
feedbaCk frOM the members about the group procedures.

2. A content lzader would be a subject-matter expert.

3. An administrative support role would include admitting and orienting new members.

Althougl, there is no precise liSt Of responsibilitieS for a conference leader or moderator,

the following provides Some guidance. The moderator needs to:
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encourage f2l1 participation by all conferees;
. urge accurate ructuring of message;
. promote a mutually supportive climate withiu the conference;
focus attention on significant idea.:. gEnerated in the
conference in order to Obtain a thorough discussion of them.

In order for moderators or leaders to effect these roles, a conference must include one or

more people who will assume an active leadership role: These people can take responsibility

for such components as process management, and content ano administratve support. To be

effective, leaders should expect to spend an hour or more on-line, every day, organizing and

stimulating discussions and coordinating tasks (Hiltz. 1984\. Further; leaders must provide

support for 1 users as they are learning to use the system. Arrangement of release time

from other responsibilities, and the use of clerical assistants would be helpful for those

conferences requiring strong leadership. Thorngate (1985) suggests that since skilled lecde

need not be academics or effective participants, a case could be made for hiring conference

leaders or administrative assistants.

Ellis and McCreary (1985) Provide the following suggestions for moderatorS:

Keep directive statements sparse and light-handed.

Monitor conferee behaviour through total number of messages and most recent sign-on.

Pose problems to be solved, or questions that prompt divergent responses. ThiS techniqu

can lead to more complex discussions --.i%her than to yes-no dichotomous answers.

Model peer behaviour, by disclosing some personal characteristic such as experience,

conviction, insecurity or curiosity.

Social psychology research indicates that the effectiveness of any given le,idership style

varies with the nature of group members and the task (Thorngate, 1985). ThuSi

that any single leadership style will be universally effective for computer conferencing.

order to addre5s this problem, the conference moderator should discuss with the group what

role would be most appropriate for the alms of the particul-ar conference. Tombaugh (1985)

suggests that the role of a moderator b.. clarified at the beginning of a conference. For

example, powers to be considered could include the moving of conference items (in thc case

where topics are separated) to a more appropriate topic are, or the deleting of repetitious

or inappropriate items.

54.6 Establishina Ground Rules

There is a need to establish ground rules for a conference, and one suggestion iS tO include

collective group discussions of issues. This is pareicularly important in situations where
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the members are using the conferencing system for the first time. Group discussion could

orient new users to the medium, by focusing their communication and encouraging active

participation. Also, the system voting facility could be used for reaching consensus on the

role of participants in a conference. The very idea of guidelines might even be rejected by

the group. Some possible issues for discussion include:

. Are guidelineS for conference group dynamics necess8ry? How should they be developed?

. What should be the moderator's responsibilities and powPrs? What style of leadership

is approF 8nd desirable?

How should the group handle "process problems"? For example, a common problem in

computer conferencing syStem communication is that of the "dominant personality". ItS

effect on the group; and how to deal with it; should be discussed early in the conference

while the communication patterns are still flexible, and members are not defensive about

theii communication Styles.

What (if any) limits or guidelinPs should be set regardin2 message length?

. What types of comments are appropriate and which are not?

5.4.7 CliMate Building

Climate building refers to the active attempt to create a group or community fee ing in

order to facilitate communication processes. This has been fOuhd to have particUlar value in

a depersonalized medium such as computer cuAferencing. As mentioned earlier, the absence of

non-verbal feedback mechanisms such as facial expressions; gestures; body language; tends to

intimidate new users. Positive climate building can reduce anxiety about the system, and

encourage active participation among members by increasing affectivity Within the MediUM. Tb

be effective; however; climate building should be viewed as the responsibility of both the

moderator and participants. Once could encourage climate building by encouraging recognition

activities such as:

use of first names among the members;
. use of reinfOrcement phrases ("very good"; "all tlght");
. use of welcoming phrases ("great to see you aboard!").

Displaying self-depreciating humour; employing personalizing remarks, or providing assistance

and support to members could also be effective.



5.4.8 Providing Models

One of the major difficulties in implementing computer conferences has been how to provide

organization and focus to a conference. Thorngate (1985) argues that fot tOMOUter

conferencing to achieve its p ntial in generating high quality material and communication;

norms must be established. He offers two possibilities, and suggests that the second is more

effective.

I. Construct and publicize an appropriate set of rules of order for computer conferencing.

2. Generate and publicize some exampleS of high quality Computer celiferences.

User manuals could contain excerpts from good conferences to provide models for new

participants, and suggest (concretely) the quality and level of participation they should

expect from others and themselves.

5.4.9 File Transfer and Local Processing

It has been found; in studies of computer use, that if people are required te learh tOMMandS

for several different computer systems, it iS mOSt Unlikely that they will do so (Reisner;

1981). Moreover; existing mechanisms for data manipulation; and transfer from one computer to

another, are frequently complex and difficult (Tombaugh; personal communication, February

1985). In Ontar-io; where there is a standard approved edUcational microtoMpUter (ICON), it iS

feasible that such probleMS cah be addreSSed and solved more easily. Some suggestions include

the following.

. The capabilities of the Educational Computing Network of Ontario (ECNO) should be
exploited. ECNO is based on the network features of DecNet (Digital Equipment of
Canada's network architectureideveloped to run on VAX computers) and is extremely
reliable. Unlike many netWonk Systems where information can be sent to remote sites, and
the_sender receives no indication as to whether or not their messages haVe even left the
local site; DecNet provides reliable links betWeeh computer nodes.

. Standardize on one microcomputer and develop file transfer mechanisms for it. In Ontario
the ICON should be selected,_and file manipulation procedures standardized so that ICON
users can take advantage ECNO's capabilities.

Provide extensive training on_how to use lOC8l Word processing, and file management and
transfer facilities: Documentation on how to accomplish file transfer tasks, acCes5
ECNO; and find information must be developed and distributed. In addition, relevant
On-line documentation should be easily accessible through ECNO:

The develbpmeht Of Total uSer directorieS is critical. Imagine th.,t a person needed to
telephone someone, did hOt knew their number, ahd had ho access tO that information; the
call would be impossible to plate. Likr ,,, if people are expected tb communicate
electronically; and no mechanism is in through which they can easily locate
User names and "computer addresses" of :agues, little sharing of information is likely
to occur. There could also be a personal iprofile directory in which participants; on a
volunteer basis, coUld deStribe their subject7area specialties; _special interests; and
provide addresses and telephone nuMbers. FUrthermore, names and locationS of ECNO nodes
shnuld be available on-line, including contact people at each site.
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On-line indexes of resources available at the local ECNO node and at remote nodes on the
network are critical. In this manner; resources and materials can be shared equally so
that smaller or poorer boards, with less access to information are not penalized.

5.5 Summar':

Although many of the guidelines and suggestions presented here are concerned with social

psychological factors; this is not to imply that hardware and software issues are not of equal

concern. Simply, human responses to the use of new technology are harder to predict, and very
_

little information exists in this area. What is interesting is that during the courSe of thls

project, two workshops in computer communications were attended (one sponsored by the

University of Waterloo/University of Toronto Cooperative on Information Technology and one at

the University of Guelph). At both conferences it was noteworthy that hardware and software

developers met in separate locations from those people discussing applications or social

concerns; there was also little interaction between the groups. Rather than asserting in this

report the relative merits of hardware, software, or social psychological features of computer

conferencing, it is the belief of the authors that a healthier approach to solving problems of

technological change is for developers and users to be meeting, discussing ideas, and acting

together. It is this interaction which can provide formative evaluative feedback to

implementation strategies.
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Chapter 6

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to synthesize existing knowledge and experience about computer

conferencing and networks; and to consider their potential as educational support tools for

teachers in Ontario. The study began by situating the teacher/trainer in Ontario within a

context of change, as a result of the introduction of computers into schools. As was noted in

the report, t.'aditional strategies such as professional development -ourses and distance

education have certain limitations in addressing the new professional needs. Computer networks

and conferencing systems were found to be an attractive alternative, or supplement, to

exiSting attivitieS. They represent potentially cost effective strategies for maximizing

scarce resources such as training personnel and materials; and offer a mechanism for

democratizing access to quality professional development for Ontario teachers regardless of

their location. Moreover, they are an appropriate medium for delivering adult education by

fatilitaLing self-directed learning, individualized instruction; and cooperative learning. An

added dimension that electronic communication can support the development of a learning

society and lifelong learning; by establishing 1irs between the home, the workplace, the

community, and educational institutions. Strategies for using computer conferencing as

educational tools, communication tools; classroom resource tools, and planning and evaluation

tools were proposed, and guidelines for implementing conferences were outlined.

On the basis of these research findingS, %;,e contlude:

1. Computer conferencing has major potential for the delivery of distance education and

professional development to teachers in Ontario.

2. Computer conferencing represents a powerful medium to support collegial interaction, and

the change process associated with the introduction of computers into the classroom.

. There is a need for such activities in the field.

. It is feasible to implement a computer learning network in Ontario.
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However; knowledge about facilitation of on-line conferencing is only beginning to be

accumulated; and the area of electronic learning is at an even more initial stage of

understanding. Therefore, a5 a major component of our conclusions, we have identified several

key reSearch dueStionS for follow-up Study.

I. What is involved in setting up aicomputer learning network for teachers in_Ontario?
For example, what are the logistics of using ECNO for educational applicatiOnS?

What coOferencing system software would be most appropriate (currently there are over
thirty systems available in North America)?

What type of training is most appropriate for professional development instructors and
learners (appropriate mix of face-to-face, on-line, hard-c-opy dOcumentation)?

Which user support mechanisms_are most helpful or appropriate fOr the adult learner
(help mechanisms, user consultants, documentation)?

2. Which instructional design issues must be considered when developing computer-mediated
courses? For example, which courses and content are most appropriate to be delivered
on-line?

Which course components are best computerized, and which are best delivered by other
methods?

Which_instructional methods or styles are most appropriate for computer-mediated
learning?

HOW dOes USet behaviour evolve in-relation to computer conferencing, and what_is the
effect_on course_design?_ For example, what is involved in learning to use the
computer in an educational context?

How_do learners react to different features of the system (menus, commands) at
different points in their experience?

Which-features-of-the-electronic-medium _(ic.__conferences, electronic messaging, text
editing, databases) have been accessed most often? Least often? Why?

4. How effective is:computer conferencing as a learning tool? For_example, which factors
should be taken into accouRt when measuring _the effectiveness of electronic learning?
(These could include learner satisfaction, dropout rates, participation rates, or
learner achievement).

How does electronic learning compare with other forms of adult education suci as
distance education and classroom courses?

HOw effective is computer conferencing at overcoming learner isolation?

5. What is involved in managing the electronic learning environment? For-example, how to
structure electronic class interaction? (This could include such issues as group
dynamics, role of 1.he instructor, or keeping track of discussion themes.)

Now to motivate the learner to sign on and maintain participation?

How does the electronic medium affect the amount of time an instructor must devote to a
course?

6. Which:learning resources should be available on-line, how Should tho be
structured so _as to be easily accessed, manipulated, and used? For example, what data
standards need tO be eStablished?

Which user interface design is most appropriate for users at different levels of
expertise?



What are the essential access mechanisms and file transrer tools for maximizing use of
network resources?

7: What has been theiimpact of the computer learning network on_the educational
tOmmunity? Has it promoted collegial interaction and support?

Has it broadened professional contacts?

Has it supported the teachers in implementing computerS nt.-O their curritUluM? if

soi how?

Inthrmation about these issues is critical to advancing existing knowledge of educational

applications Of computer conferencing. However, they can only be answered through the actual

experience obtained from designing, implementing, and evaluating acLvities in practice.

Certain conditions already exist which are favourable for implementing research and

devtflopment projects to address such questions. These conditions include:

.
the existence of considerable development activity for the Ontario approved ecjcational

microcomputer (ICON):

. the existence in Ontario of professional association groups who are already actively

involved in networking; and in supporting the introduction of computers into the

classroom;

. the planned development and delivery of university-level, computer-mediated, distance

education courses for educators.

. the existence at OISEi and the UniverSity of Guelph, of computer conferencing systems;

: the existence at OISE of a VAX link into ECNO;

6.2 Recommendations

On the basis of our research, we recommend the followi,ig:

1. Establish a,provi 'Jai Computer Learning_Network in Ontario: Preliminary steps in

this process would emphasize setting up pilot projects and:research studiesi to
provide mechanisms for answering such questions as are outlined in the conclusions.
These projects should also respondito current professional needs of teathers and
trainers_in the province. Strategies for these projects are outlined in subsequent
recommendationS.



2. Establish_a pilci.-project_to_link ICON users ih_Ontarib. The major focus of this
proje:t_would_be_to provide,teacher_training ahd support meChaniSths, and to study the
usg: of computer conferencing as educational and communication toolS. The,prOject
should be established w'Lhin one region or school_ board where a supply of ICON
ali-eady eXiSts. Project-related costs would include the purchase of modem.;, payment of
datapac and computer ch,3rges, and personnel salaries.

3. Establish a pilot projettito link_membersiof prOfessibrial groups WhO have a ClearlY
stated; self-identified need to communicate and participate in profesional tt7aidihg
related to computers in the classroom. The main purpose_of_this project would-be to
ekamine the use uf computer conferencing as educational ori_planning and_evaluation
t0015, A5 With the the pilot project to lini,;:lCON users, project-related costs would
include_the purchase of modems, payment of datapat and,computer charges, and personnel
salaries: Any of the following groups might be appropriate fbr participatiOn ih such a
project;

. Members of the Federation of Women_Teachers' AssOciation5 Of Ontario (FWTAO)
course who are being trained as trainers in the area of Computers in the
CUrrit-ulUm;

Subject-area teachers associations (fOr eXaMOlei Science, Geography, or
English);

Board-level computer coordinators and consultants:

4. Conduct researth_intoithe applications Of computer cohf-Erenting as an instructional
medium within the context_of an_'!Electron_i_c_University." At leat tWO uniVerSities in
Ontario (University of Guelph and the University_of Ottawa) are designing edUcatibhal
tbdrS6S to be delivered by using a computer conferencing system.

5. Conduct research_into the,development of educational resource supportimaterials and
tools: This research,should,include a needsiassessment tb identify which learning,
classroom, or teacher resources are_needed,by professional deVelopment inStructOrs and
by teachers. Where necessary, the appropriate software, programs, and utilitieS
shOuld be developed.

6. Exploit the capabMties of ECNO for housing the,COMputer Learning Network. Research
should be conducted_into_the,Tog_stics,invOlved in using ECNO for thiS Ourpose such
as developing policiesand methanisms_for teachers or trainers tb attOSS,ECNO nOdeS,
00 _and downloading of educational resourcesjiand_establishing standards for storage
and retrieal:ofidata._ Thisiwould involveistandardizingon:one microcomputer and
develOping file:transfer mechanisms to facilitate the straightforward transfer of_such
files from a VAX node to the user's own microcomputer. In Ontaric the standard should
be the ICON or any OAEM microcomputer.

7. Locate the Computer Learning Network on,one_ECNO hodebut,have it accessible frOM ahy
Other node. OISE should be_considered as an appropriate location:for:the:Learning
Network, where the recommended research and development activities could be undertaken
and supported.
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Aiiiiendix A

DESCRIPTIONS OF COMPUTER CONFERENCING SYSTEMS
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A.1 CONFER at the UniverSity of Alberta

Background

CONFER, a computer conferente and message system, was first developed at Wayne State

UniVerSity ih 1978 . It originated as an attempt to create a computer-based discussion system,

and was designed as a multiple choice; ranking system able to tally responses (participantS

could "vote" on or "rank" an issue under discuSSiOn). CONFER waS later develbOed into a

fuller conferencing system. The UniverSity of Alberta acquired CONFER early in 1980:

Tethhical Specifications

CONFER is written in the FORTRAN 4 prOgramming language, and runs on the Michigan Terminal

System (MTS) operatihg system on an Amdahl 58/60. The MTS operating system is "home grown",

and iS used in only eight universities around the world (the MTS Consortium iS cOMOOSed bf the

University of Michigan, Wayne State University, Simon_Fraser University, the UniVerSity of

British Columbia, the University Of Alberta, Ryerson Polytechnic Institute, the University of

Newcastle and Durham University). The use of the CONFER system is free to University of

Alberta users on the MTS operating system for noncommercial uses (university research by

undergraduates, graduates; faculty; ev7.; administration; SIGs; mailing liStS fbr dniVersity

clubs): Commercial users include the Alberta Government and the Wildlife Services of the

federal government, and are charged a copyright fee or surcharge over and above the typical

MTS Charges (CPU and disk charges) paid by all users The cost structure fOr USO Of th8 MTS

differs between university and business users. The only criterion fbr allowing COMmer-cial

users onto CONFER is that similar cOmmercial usage not to! found elsewhere, so that CONFER is

not in competition with private induStry in Edmonton.

System Characteristics

The CONFER system iS uSed fbr a variety of purposes; excluding such applications as accouoting

and general ledger packages. CONFER provides three basic types of communication, generally

corresponding to a bulletin board, mail and group discussion.

. CONFER BU :.11s and Announcement Facility: The bulletiniboard,functions as 8 fOtm of
public mail br,-ahhbUhteMeht 56rvite.: !Information is pissed in only one direction from
the source to-the receiver. Unlike other types_of commuOcation in eONFER, the reciver
is not given the_opportunity to respond direttly tO the bulIet:n._ Ir however, the
bulletin calls for some response, users can respond indirettly ing CC"-ER's message
fatility.

. Me5sage SyStOM:i CONFER's message facility is te second level of .)mmunic It,
OptiOn of Sending electronic mail to an individualiano,)r defH) 1,groups.

After a message is typed, the_user_is asked the oame of the recipient,. If user
indicates that it 4s "0:lf:" to send the,message, it is automatical ert o the person
specified.::_The same_message can then_be sent_to-another recipient or.,.he -my bc.
'filed'. Up-on entering into the conference, participants are inform-13 lf
me55ages. Rtipient5icif messages are asked if they wish to respen s) Ftnter a
reply which iS Sent back to the sender, along with the original 7s,-,.: MP sage 8r1:,
reply can then_be sent or fOrwarded to another person, or be_fie6. Th ra. c, :hus has
such features as forwarding of_messages, sending "carbon copies", a'Aor
verification of receipt of message:
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Conferences:: Conferences are CONFER!s highest:form of communication:and:the facility
from which it derives its name. COnferencing is multi7person communication:about a
specific topic. This-is-accomplished through the use of items (subjects) entered by one
participant; Other participants can_then display the item_and_are given the opportunity
to enter a "response" (or "vote"); which is appended to the item: Items and their
associated comments are accessible to everyone in the conference; unlike:messages; which
can only be seen:by the individuals named as recipients. The effect of this facilitY iS
to allow discussion similar to that which might fallow the presentation _of a paper at a
convention or conference, except that participants need not be assembled in one place.
CONFER allows for private, public and group conferences.

In the messaging or electronic mail system, messages are sent to an individual or group

specified as the recipient(s). Recipients are given the option to respond to; delete; ignore

(wait till later) or forward vissages. When a response is sent; the initial message is

included, thus maintaining a "history" of the communication. Portions of the hi5tory may be

eliminated to keep messages at a reasonable length. CONFER also provides automatic

confirmation of messages; and archiving (filing) of messages by both sender and recipieot.

Whereas mail messages are viewed only by the specified_recipients; bulletin boards are viewed

by all conference participants. In CONFER, dated bulletins are automatically displayed to the

user upon entering a specific computer conference. Bulletins are automatically displayed only

once, but may be retrieved at any time during their effective period.

The most advanced type of communication provided by CONFER is the conferencing feature. Users

Of the conference can author items; "messages" or short "papers"; which can be viewed by all

conference participants. After viewing an item users are given the opportunity to respond.

Different types of responses are available: The most common are numeric responses which are

used for voting (0 for no and 1 for yes), and "discussion" responses for commenting on the

content of the item. In the case discussion responses the user can enter multiple

responses successively or at different times. The item and all associated votes can then be

viewed by others who may also respond: Users of the system are automatically informed about

the existence of new items and new votes, so that they are able to to keep up with new

information or an on-going discussion. Items can be categorized into either a private agenda

(a table of contents or index) by the user; or into a public agenda by the conference

organizer; The use of an agenda facilitates the retrieval and selective viewing of

information.

Of the approximately 10;000 users of MTS at the University of Alberta; about 2,000 use the

CONFER systerrL CONFER is accessed an average of 94 times/day; primarily for conferencing

purposes bUt also for messaging (although most messaging is done through the operating

system). OVer the past four years; conferencing has been accessed 110;000 times (an average

of 27;500 times per year): In comparison; there has been 310;000 uses r messaging over the

past three years (averaging 103;300/year); and SPIRES; a database that is not part of CONFER;

has been used 620,000 tiMe8 in the past three years, approximately 527 times per day, or

206;700 timeS/year.



Documentation and HELP FatilitieS

CONFER employs a system command user interface based on a "what-next" approach (the user types

a '?' to obtain a response). On-line help facilities available are the system advisor (a

private message can be sent) and help menus. Off-line facilities include the advisor phone

number and/or contacting the advisor or system manger directly (office hours), and

documentation such as user manuals. Although the computer conferencing system was intended to

be self-help style, it was found that users preferred to have printed documentation to assist

them when learning the SyStem.

User Reactions

The University of Alberta CONFER system does not employ any formal mechanism for evaluating

user reactions with regard to the software or the conference activity itself. However, the

user does have the option of sending messages to the system advisor, calling the advisor

directly, or sending suggestions to a conference entitl_ed: *SUGGEST: System personnel noted;

however, that in general the response is very small and there are very few suggestions. In

one year; only five suggestions were entered in relation to the messaging facility, seven on

the subject of conferencing, and six on the data base. Nevertheless; the system has been

shaped snmewhat by feedback from users: For example; the HELP mechanism was a product of user

-Is, as initially the system had no help mechanisms at all. Generally, however, user

. are, not monitored, user response is not specifically encouraged, and little iS

There are currently no educational applications of the conferencing syst, There are some

educational groups using the conferencing system to discuss issues such .ing computers in

education, but at the time of this writing no consideration had been given to the potential of

CONFER as a mechanism for delivering or facilitating educational activity.



A.2 COSY at the University of Guelph

Background

The initial interest by the University of Guelph in obtaining a compUter conferencing system

was to enhance communication between academics on-campus. The University of Guelph already had

a well-developed electronic mail system in operation for several years; and it had received

heavy use. A computer conferencing system was viewed as a medium which would complement the

electronic mail system and provide an improved means to facilitate campus-level acldemic

communication. A team from the IhstAute of Computer Science, UniVersity of Guelpi, was

established with a mandate to investigate computer conferencing systems currently available on

the market; and to select one for purchase; The teaf" looked at such systems as EIES, CONFER,

FORUM and COM: The latter was preferred, but as it was not yet ready for commercial purposes

and given certain other considerations, the team opted to write their own computer

conferencing system based on the COM model. The result was COSY (which stands for Conferencing

SyStem). The first prototype of COSY was ready in March 1983 (developed by the Institute of

Computer Studies; University of Guelph):

The COSY conferencing system has now expanded beyond its earlier vision of facilitating

campus-level academic communication: a significant aspect of the system involves

communication with colleagues beyond the University of Guelph. The geographical distribution

of the users of the conferencing system includes other parts of Canada, as well as the U.S.A

Sweden, Switzerland; and New Zealand.

Technical Specifications

The COSY Conferencing System is written in the programming language 'C". It Originally ran on

a VAX, Berkeley 4.2, and now runs on an U.T.S. operating system on an IBM mainframe.

COSY is provided as a university resource and, in keeping with this philosophy, is available

free of charge to on-campus users. There is; moreover, no charge for CPU time. External

users; however; are charged and this is also seen as a means for testing whether COSY provides

a useful service to the larger community, and whether a need for or inrest in such a service

exists:

System Characteristics

Conferences on COSY can be established by any person who has a user account. This person is

then referred to as the "conference mOderator" and is responsible for the adMinistration and

develOpment of that particular conference. The COSY system offers the following service,, or

features:

. conferences (including private, public and group);

: MAIL/Message System (including individual; defined groups and simultaneous messaging). A
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public mail Or bulletin board Servite iS also available in the form of another

conference;

. membership direury with list of users, interests; et.c:;

. text 8diting f;:icilities which include priVate text editing (the Scratchpad) and grod0

editing (the conference workfile):

Over the past two years; COSY has undergone certain modifications based on experience and new

developments/interests. An automatic sign-on procedUre that was part bf the original design

has subsequently been deleted; given the pOlicy decision to include paying users of the

conferencing system. The system managers are currently also considering moving away from the

simultaneous messaging feature (called CHAT); given users' complaints of being interrupted by

CHAT while editing: New features have also been added to the original prototype._ The

mail/message syStem is a new feature: the current MAIL was released in October; 1984. COSY is

alSo currently developing mail interfaces/interchanges fcr NetNorth; BITNET, and MAILNET on

and off campus.

The feature most widely used or COSY is the conferencing activity, which is; of course; the

"raison d'etre" of the system ard why people sign on. The COSY messaging system complements

the conferencing feature; and is heavily used. )here has been a relatively heavy migration

away from the MAIL system, on the operating system; to the COSY system: The feature least

used on COSY is the conference workfile, which allows group text editing. Private text euiting

is also not widely used. COSY personnel speculate that the reason for this is that in the age

of personal computers; users prefer editing in their own environment rather than being limited

to the 1200 baud rate imposed by the modem connection to COSY. The COSY system offers a user

interface based on a command-driven system with help commands. The System designers operated

on a theory of "use-: interface", which argues that while a menu-driven interface may be easier

for te novice 1er; it becomes frustratingly lmited as the user jains proficier.zy with the

system.

There are currently approximately 240 active conferences on the COSY system. Of these the

majority; 128; are cohfidutial or private (that is; they do not appear on a screen list of

conferences); 66 are closed (a group conference), and 47 are open or public: Conferences on

COSY are predominantly used as administrative communication channels, that is, as electronic

meetings or discussions to get 8 particular job done.

DOCuMentatiOn and Help Facilities

The COSY system has three specialist support staff who provide such services as training

trainers and liaising with external (non-University Of Guel6n) users. There are an additional

10 generalist system support staff at the Institute of Computer Studies who can provide help

for COSY users: Documentation for COSY is currently limited to a user manual, but a reference

manual and user cards are being developed. On-line help facilities are available ih the form

of the help menuS and an on-line user tutorial entitled "Learn". On-lihe user consultants are
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not currently available, but tl're iS presSure from usi, 'Jr c' o include this help

feature Off-line facilities for COSY users are offered by toe tt-,ee COSY personnel (an

adviror phone nunLnr 1, listed', and system manager contact av,.'ible during working hourS

The type cf help preferred oy CCSY users has not been resear
1 1 s-)y COSY, but personnel

opinion was that tte type of users which COSY is attractingi-st-time computer users) prefer

human support when lerning the system, and that human contact. was an important element in

Help.

User Characteristics

itiere are currently about 700 users on COSY; Of these approxir.ltely 50% are active users who

access COSY between 1-3 times/week, for an average of 10 or more hours/month. The average

user, on the other hand, typically uses COSY for 3-4 hourS/Month.

The predominant users it COSY are the university staff which include teaching and research

assistants, researchers. Faculty are the next group, although there are three times more

staff than faculty signed on to COSY. The third largest group comprises external users, such

as faculty at other universities and civil servants. The smallest group of users is tri;-.

students (currently between 50-75 users). The reason is that student access is controlled;

StUdehtt are not allowed user names on COSY, except through faculty with grants for that

purpose.

The geographical di5triutioh of the users on COSY (as mentioned in the section on

BackgrOUnd), although centereJ on University of Guelph users, extends to users in other parts

of Canada (50-60 users), as well as users in the U.S.A., Swedeh, Switzerland, and New Zealand.

User Reactions

COSY has not implemented any formal mechanism for evaluating er reactions or preferences to

specific or general aspects of the conferencing system beyond a conference to collect comments

or complaints about bugs in the system. A conference moderator may do an informal evaluation

of his/her particular conference but this is not part of the system. Although questionnaires,

subjective ratings; user interviews or computer-collected data on usage have not been

implemented to evaluate the system, nor to identify such aspects as usage patterns or user

behaviour profiles, COSY personnel occasionally do informal observation of the system and of

individual conferences to monitor the process.

Educational Applications

Educational applications of COSY are still in their infancy, although COSY personnel are very

interested in this area. Some faculty have used COSY to complement credit courses (L)::'±

undergraduate and graduate level). In this environment; the conferencing system ofer-i a

means whereby: a) the class can have more discussion time; b) administrative activ!tis

as scheduling meetings, can be facilitated; and c) off-campus students can get to k;'ow on

another (students on-campuS have opportunitie for face-to-face meetings not available tr.
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off-campus students). The problem for off-campuS StudentS iS the lack of (access to)

terminals.

The provisioil of distance education activities using the COSY system is planned f r the near

future by the Department of Continuing Education, University of Guelph.
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A.3 EIES New Jersey Institute of Technology

Background:

EIES, the Electronic Information Excharge System. deeloped Gut Of the EMTST cbmpuU_ zed

confPrencing system, was :he first known at.tempt to use a computer to structura human

communication for information exchange a' lective effort to solve a problem (Hiltz and

Turoff, 1978, p.41). The EMISARI (Emergen,l, ,anagement Information System and Reference Index)

experiment started in the spring of 1970, at the Office of Emergency Preparedness, in the

Executive Office of the Pre:-ident of the USA. Research activities begun there were pursued

from 1973; at the New Jersey Institute of Technology; by Or. Murray Turoff; and led to the

development of EIES. As a university-based system, EIE has two major stated goals:

1. To provide reliable service to users, which is at the state-of-the-art of computer systems

for human communication.

ki develop and evaluate new features and implementation methods, to advance the

state-of-the-art Ind the understanding of user behaviour in this new medium of

communication.

Currently EIES links approximately 2,500 users throughout the U.S.A., Canada, Europe and

AUStralia.

Technical Background

EIES operates on a dedicated Perkin Elmer 3230 minicomputer; with one ahd a half megabytes of

memory and two 300-megabyte disks. It supports 35-40 simultaneous users (although in

principle a maximum of 120 users could be aceessing the system at the same time): EIES is

accessed either by a direct phone call, or through either the TELENET or UNINET

packet-switched network. At the time of this study, the charge for EIES i5 $75(US)/m6Mth; th0

coSt of TELENET $9.50/hour ($3.00/hour after 6:00 0.M.) while UNINET chargeS $7.00/hour at any

time. The main interaction program itself is written in FORTRAN.

To accomplish the objective of optimizing the design specific communication structures, the

EIES qterti haS tWO maj-or componentS troM a tethhital StahdpOiht. In the hard Code Of the

software system are the very general purpose functions for messages; conferences, notebooks

and underLrci general pur.;ose text file system and word processing. Coupled to this is an

interpreter jf a special purpose language (INTERACT), which allows for the de.,:Hgn of special

communication structures and group communication iids to support individual ,nd groups on

EIFS. Using this language; special capabilities tah be deVelbiaed, teSted; ard refined by

experienc:e and feedback.from the users. As an undestanding evolves as to le nature of

geferally (lesirable features, these can be incorporated into the hard code :a gain ef'iciency.
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Similarly, a specific group arriving at its own communication requirements can then tailor its

oWn clOne of the EIES system to provide fc., itS application.

Softw3re Characteristics

The basic EIES system supports electronic messaging, conferencing, personal notebooks, text

editing, and document preparation. It includes specialized features such as voting, automated

questionnaires, and data-gathering to facilitate group commu,-;cation processes.

LIES includes the following capabilities in a single; integrated system (Hiltz, 1984, p. 11):

Message System: The delivery of messages to individuals and/or defined groups. This

ility include confirmations of delivery, a .:er ral message file, editirg, retrieval,

ser.-7hing and resending, as well as histn-c;::,1 4:alysis of m2Ssage traffic by indi-

s.

Conferences: Linear time sequential transcripts of group discussions on a particular

tbOlc tivith Status information on readership. This facility iocludet- voting, text

searches, automatic delivery of new material to individual c:Jrite:-.,:s and ot-r com-

munication support functions; Descriptions of open conference s. isted in a public

conference, and an individual may jcin any number of conferences.

Notebooks: A text composition and word processing space that may h P private to an

individual or shared among a group of users. Prov.des .,!aturc 'or organizing and

distributing documents as well as automatic notication of modifications.

On-Line_Direetory: A membership directory that lists both indiVidual5 Arid dOfinOd

groups, with self--, ered interest descriptions and numerous search option A defined

group may be treated aS A single ihdvidual for the purpose of sendi;ig

. Text Editing: Editing for individual and group composition, and distribution of reports

and papers.

. Custom Communication Structures: These may be built acrding to a group's needs (for

example, project planning and tracking on a group baSiS).
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Special Purpose Capatilities: For voting and surveys or accessing data bases; using a

high level language ("Interact") facilitates the development of special capabilities

m2eded by any one group. Users may choose any one or two of nine alternative votihg

stales that can be attached to a conference comment. The computer collects and displays

the vote distribution for the members of the conference.

Messages are either private or group messages, and conferences and notebooks may either be

private, group, Or public. Private conferences and notebooks are controlled by an individual

uSer who determines the participants. Group conferences and notebooks are controlled by

defined groups on HES, while public conferences or notebooks are available to a:lyone On the

system for reading. Public notebooks have a defined set of authorS (reStricted writing), but

anyone can read in them.

All the teXt items in the above subsystems are compatible and readily transferable (for

example, message may be transferred into a conference comment or notebook page). All of the

subsystems exist within the context of a single user interface that provideS four different

modes of user interaction. These are:

1. Menu Selection: The user selects an option from the one page guide to the major PIES
menus.

2. Command DrAven: All the mono af-e available as commands. In addition,
approximately 2 advanced features nc :-. in meoul4 can be utilized.

3. Ahswer Ahead and Command Streams: .:5cr ca.:7 a:it!rjpate cic.,,s15 and answer ahead, or
trigger a geqUente Of opehatioh. TlY FES interface is fuly prr!=:-table to the user, and
all commands are usable at any point ln e iteraction.

4. Self-defined Commands: The individual user o+ a group coor1to-
dhiOue tO the individual_or group. There are o defl
requeSt necessary specifics at the time they are

define commands
,mimands that will

EIES also allows the development of specialized subsystems for specific tasks. This has been

utilized in .reas such as: legislative information exchange, standards setting, project

management, and social experim,htation and forecasting.

Documentation and Help FaCilitiOS

The New Jersey Institute of Technology suggests that new users can learn the basics of the

=;ystem in less than an hour. EIES offers a variety of HELP features which include: hard copy

documentation; an on-lino explanation system whith contains specific eXplahatiOhS Of all

system files, and which documents the most recent changes to the system; and on-line "user

Consultants" available to answer more involved questions as well as help new users: (User

consultants are volunteers who help others to learn to use the stem and who also serve as

information brokers on activities taking place on EIES.) Hiltz (1984, p.117) h6s reported

that the on-lino user consultants have becil rated by uSerS aS the most valuable of the various

on-line help aid, at all levelS of user expertise.
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The Conferencing Center at the New Jersey Institute of Technology currently has a full-time

staff of 10-12 personnel, including techncal, educational and administrative officers.

USER REACTIONS

The_system has been constantly evolving largely as a result of feedback from users: Numerous

extensive formative evaluations of the system have boon undertaker to assess: reactions to the

system (which include such features as documentation and help featL,res; user interfaces);

determinants of use; usage patterns; subjective satisfaction ratings, and the design

implications of these. The results of these evaluations have not only been fed into shaping

the system, but have also been published and disseminated internationally in reports; articles

and books (see bibliography for a partial list),

Educational Applications

Over the past three years a number of undergraduate ai;d graduate level courses in the

continuing education program at the New Jersey Jr, f TochnolJgy have been conducted

using the EIES system. Other groups, outside of the New Jersey Institute of Technology, have

alSo leased time on EIES to deliver univerSity-level courses.
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A:4 FORUM at the University of Alberta

BaCkgribühd

FORUM was obtained from the Uni! r:.ity of British COlUmbia, where it had been developed in

response to the need for a lOw-coSt, easy-to-e conferenclng system for internal and external

users of the university's c,.)mnuting resource. The system runs on the University of Alberta's

and Uhiversity of British Cclumbia's comput,.rs. Both of these universities are part of the

Michigan TerminF.' System (MTS) a the W;i.'ersity of Michigan. FORUM has boon running On the

University of s computer for over two years and iS Still under development. Software

changes are announced Within the program itself.

Technical Specifications

FORUM was written in Assembler Language, and rUhS oh the UniverSitSi of Alberta'S Amdahl 58760

computer under the VM operating system. The cost is free to internal _sers at the University

Of Alberta, but there is a small cost for external users.

System Characteristics

Conferences can be established by any authorized user of the University of Alberta computer.

Anyone wishing to start a new conference simply uses the CREATE command within FORUM and

assigns a 1-25 character descriptive name to their conference. This organizer is also

respcsnsible for entering a one-line comment about the conference (to guide prospective,

interested participants), and for establishing access permission for other tp,rs. For

example, some people may be designated as full participants, having both re:i6' end discussion

privileges; while others may be permitted only to "observe" the conference proceedings but rr:..t

enter comments.

Alternatively, the University of A'berta's system consultant can be requested to establish a

new conference. In addition, he/she can and does administer many of the existing conferences

on the system. ' he/she is required to spend a great deal of time adm .istering a particular

confrrence, the ,:onference organizer will be charged a fee for hiS/her

SOftWare Characteristics

The following services are availabe within FORUM and or at the operating SyStem level:

Conferences: BOth private and public conferences are available on FORUM and all are

asynchronous. Once users have joined more than one ConfOt0hOO, they ate AUtotatitally in

"multi-conference" mode which means that they will be 'nformed of new items in any

conference of which they are a memb0r. Users can switch back and forth from one

conference to another easily or can restrict their activities to a specific conference.
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FORUM: The program provides a simple keyword mechanism which is intended to help users

find all discussions on various topics. The keywords can be phrases rather than just

single words. In addition, keywords can be typed into a file and accessed direttly while

the user is running FORUM. Thus; new keywords can be added to the file or deleted

through use of a ...ext euitor, and the keywords used many times without the need for

continual retyping.

There are also sophisticated search mechanisms b), which users can locate conference

discussions and have these contents directed tc files for printing.

Mes-a-gSystem: A messaging system is available oh FORUM althoUgh it5 uSe iS de-

emphasized, because a much better system called $message can be accessed at the MTS

operating system level. The $message program permits communication between individual

users and defined groups. There is no bulletin board system on the computer as FORUM

itself is perceived as satisfying that function.

Membership Directory: There is a membership directory within FORUM that lists user names

and interests. At the MTS system level there is another membership directory that lists

user names only.

Oh-line Databases: There is no direct access tb on-line databases froM Withih FORUM.

How,.:Lr, users can access, search, retrieve, and print results at the MTS operating

system level from the ERIC database (all titles since 1979 3re stored online at the

University Of Alberta). In addition, there is an on-line prbmpting program to assist

users inexperienced in on-line database search techniques]

TuxtEctiting: There is an MIS line editor available within all systems. Ihis editor

permits context searches as well as the insertion, deletion and replacement of text.

full-screen editor Ilvil is available to local University of Alberta computer userc, but

is inaccessible to remote users accessing the computer via Datapac (this is a restriction

of packet-switching networks, not something imposed by the University). There are no

provisions for group editing.
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. University Library Catalogue: There is no access to the catalogues of the University

library from within FORUM, but access is available at the MTS operating system level.

The most widely used features on FORUM are the simple "read" and "respond" functions. More

complex fUnctions such as editing keywords or r*Jifying discussion titles are used less

frequently. At the MTS operating system level; the most commonly used feature is the

"$message" prograiiL FORUM operates through the use of commands; there are ho menuS, and

user-defined commands are not permitted. Commands can; however, be Shortenec to a couple ut

let'.ers and several commands can also be strung together.

The types of ,nfe-ences that have been established on the system are many and include:

information about microcomputers (including technical Specifications); hoW te uSe CONFER;

policy for Canadian data arCniVOS; administration of non-profit organizations; and a

conference initiated by thiS project, on computer conferencing for distance adult learning.

Documentation and Help Facilities

While provisions for immediate access to on-line user consultants have not been established

fer FORUM; system managers can be contacted through the "$message" program. However; since

this is not an interactive process; there is some time lag between a problem's description and

receipt of an advisor's reply. There is extensive on-line help available both within FORUM

and at the MTS operating system level. Off-line help facilities include access to ah 8dviSor

and the system manager via telephone. These consulting s,.,rvices are available 12 hOurS per

day, 7 days per week. Most user:, seem to prefer usc-lq the telephone to receive help.

However; if a user decides to vis;t the consultant offices; advisors prefer that the he/she

bring f rd-copy printouts showing the problem cause and result. With a printout as a

reference tool; it is much easier for consultants to explain errorS or problemS experienced by

userS (while using the compUter); and tb suggest solutions.

In additic- to off7line user consultants; printed documentation is available for FORUM: The

documentatic-1 is generally sketchy; giving only minimal information, and providing no

illustration of error messages and their meaning. There are no SuggeStionS for getting

started, and no OkamplOS of "good" conferenceS.

User Characteristics

There are a great number of users on the FORUM system; these include university faculty;

stff, stUdents, non-profit and commercial users. The majority of the system users are in

Edmonton; although the next larges user group is located in Northern Alberta, it Ati.Abasca

University. There is high Datapac traffic, however, and users are found all ,:::ross Canada.



User Reactions

There are no formal evaluation mechanisms for FORUM, al.ough there i a facility caflid

*SUGGEST, which iS available at the MTS operating system level. This program is a :atch-;1;.

for any system complaint, however, and is not SpecifitallY intended for FORUM Llc.rs. The W

other mechanism for registering complaints is via telephone to the system manager

There are no generalizable usage profiles available for FORUM.. Tile activity monitold m-

closoly at the MTS system level has been the use of the ERIC database, but thiS infortior

was collected primarily to determine the advisability of making ERIC avalable locally.

User participation in a conference can best be motivated by keeping the conferencifig vstem

software simple and easy to use. For example, on-line help aimed at the level ol the user

would bo vory advisable. This implies the availability of some system "intelligence", in

Order to determine the experlence level of the user and tailor help

Educational Applications

FORUM has not (to date) been used at the University of Alberta in courses, but

the "$Message" system has helped supplement communication between instructors at the

university and Athabasca University._ Most distance education courses from Athabasca

University have; however; relied more on the use of tutors and telephone contacts. There is

some interest by some people in using FORUM in distance le-arning courses in the future,

although others contacted during thiS Study believed that conferenciqr Would not be a uSeful

addition to exiSting delivery mechanisms.
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Appondix B

DESCRIPTIONS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS
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B.1 EDUCOM at Princeton, New Jersey

BaCkground

EDUCOM is a non-profit organization located in Princeton, New Jersey. It was founded in 1964,

by people in higher education who believed that scholars could be linked together through tfle

use of information tec The goal of EDUCOM has been to promote interuniversity

cooperti.On in thQ ation of syStem technology. The various services offered by EDUCOM

int7ode tonfere seminars, pOblitations cooperative activities, anc the networking

facil'ties of EDAET, MAILNET, and BITNET.

EDUNET is an international network established to facilitate the sharing of computer-based

resources in higher edUcation and research. It became operational ih the fall bf 1977.

ThrOOgh its network facilities, faculty, staff, and students can access computing facilitieS

at more than a dozen different university computer centres.

MAILNET provides a cost effective means for professionals at over 300 universities including

ones in Canada, Britain, and Europe to communicate via electronic mail. MAILNET became

operational in the fall Of 1983.

The BITNET Network Information Center has been housed at EDUCOM since June 1984. The BITNET

software was originally developed at the City University of New York. The now Conter was

eStabliShed to provide a network planning and user support institution, as well as software

for storing and forwarding electronic files to over 400 computers at 168 institutions.

Technical Specifications

The central EDUCOM comp Dioital Equirm,.nt VAX 11/750 which is used for word

processing; database mar electronic . for connection to other computers via

MAILNET and BITNET.

BITNET uses an IBM 4361 mainframe computer with aSSotiated laser printers, and IBM

microcomputers. MIT 15, aCting as the gateway into thS network: Which hoW itludeS 64

universities with 200 connected comp....ers.

MAILNET provides gatewa:y access to a variety of major networks such as ARPANET, CSNLT, CCNET;

and.JANET (in the United Kingdom. At present MAILNEF's interconnection fatilities are used

Oh 13 different types of computers, 10 different operating systems, and 11 mail or

conferencing systems.

EDUNET does not own or operate a computer, but rather it arranges for the supply of computing

resources from a variety Of computing cehtres. For electr,:nic linkages betWeen network

members, EDUNET relies on commercial data communications networks such as GTE, Telenet,

TYMNET, or Datapac from Canada via a gateway into American systems:
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ystem Characteris ics

The characteristics of the EDUCOM components can be described as follows:

EDUCOM: prbvides evaluation and recommendation of administrae, research; and

instructional uses of information technology; strategic planning and bucaeting;

organization, management, and staffing; hardware ana software selection; au_.jisition; and

implementation; propoSal reviewS and on-camOuS Workshops.

EDUNET: provides access to electronic mail, computer conferencing; and telecommunication

services; directories, dOcumentation, account initiation, and billing for remote users of

18 major university computing centres. Resources dvailable via EDUNET include tutorial

prOgrams in the humanities, sciences, ard professional studies; CAI authoring languages;

statistical packages; subroutine libraries; extensive databases; information storage and

retrieval; programs fro- textual analysis; and graphics software: In addition, users are

ofrered access to both the EIES and COM computer conferencing SyStemS.

MAILNE-: provides an international network linking electronic mail and conf rencing

systems for communication among !, 'ars, researchers; administrators, and faculty.

MAILNET sof_ware

their communication -

electronic message

neop1(' use ie MAIL system at their own university and have

d to institutions. At the receiving university, the

translated into the host compJter's messaging system Through this

mechanism users dr fIcA need to learn new commands for other messaging systems; they

simply use the familiar messaging software on their own computer and the netWork lookS

after transferring and formatting the message for whatever messaging system is available

at the destination site. MAILNET runs on a variety of computers including VAX's. In

order tO becbte 8 MAILNET member, a user must join EDUNET. Itiere iS an oh-time

implementation fee of $2;000:00; a monthly service fee of $170.00, and usage charges (U:S

dollars). These latter fees are dependent on message length.

BITNET: is an international computer-to-computer communications network for hight'

education and research. Through it5 lacilities, on-l'ne directories; paper and

electronic newsletters, end-user documentation. workshops, seminars, conference
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presentations; and other information can be shared and transferred electronically. Ki..st

bf these facilities are still, noaver, under development.

OcitliMantatic) and HELP FacilitieS

EDUNET has a central staff which is always available during regular office hours (Eastern

Standard Time), renardless of the nature of the user problem. If the problem requires detailed

knowledge about a system, or resource, available at ore ef thC participating !--liversities, the

taller Will be referred to a local EDUNET liaison pers)n .-)r. some other advisor at the Su0Olier

site. EDUCOM also sponsors a number of regular public including the EDUNET News

(quarterly); EDUCOM. Bulletin (quarterly); and the EDUCOM Computer literacy Newsletter.

A variety of documentation is available for software which includes resource fact sheets;

sample sessions showing typical client-computer interactions, and user manuals specifically

designed for the remote use of software.

MAILNET conducts seminars to introduce new users to its use: The seminars also concentrate on

how the MAILNET service fits into existing campus computing and communication eevironments.

In addition to initial training, the- a full-time Network Services Consu]tant at

Princeton; as well as people designat,,,' "postmaster is" at each participating nstitLition.

Should a user wish to communicate with d colleague at another university; and not know that

person's computer username; th, ocal postmaster can be contacted and will find and send

information to the original requester. BITNET plans to initiate an on-line user directory,

through which usernames and addresses of colleagues can be located much like in a telephone

directory. In addition, tte CUNY Center will be providing software development and systems

programming, as well as technical consulting support for BITNET institutions:

User Characteristics

EDUNET has evolved from a development project to a self-sustaining oetwork involving 150

institutions: The MAILNET project grew from 16 pilot sites to an op!rating network of 27

institutions, with gateways to 300 others. It is, for example, estimated that there are 6,000

MAILNET users. The BITNET InfOrMatiOn Ccnter is just beginning it ork, having been in

operation fbr only one year, but as stated earlier it maintains links with over 200

universities. All of these facilities reach, therefore; an enormous number of users at

universities all over the continental United States; Hawaii, and Canadd as well as in Europe:

Specifically, there is direct network access to the COM computer cOnferencing SySteM at the QZ

Computing Center in StockhOlm, Sweden; and direct MAILNET access to the P ,eSity Of DUrham

and the University of Newcastle; in Eneland. Users are; therefore; as as one would

expect such a large body of people to be: The common link, is that Lealu_ ._)f the purpose of

EDUCOM, to link colleagues in higher education and research, all users are located at

universities, colleges, or research inStitutionS.

User Reactions

EDUNET cunoucts user surveys through its liaison personnel at member universitieS. EDHNT

services are rated atcOrdino to usage ahd uercei(- 1 importance by users. More sPecific EDUNET

Surveys, including an on-line survey, are in the planning stages. MAILNET sites, lecal
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computers, operating systems, local mail systems, sitenames, lEwl perSoHhel, liaiSoh

ad 'ess; and postmaster address have been published in the ELUKT Newb fadLit

are invited to forward any problems or requests to postmasters at (-.1ca' or contact

the MAILNET coordinator at Princeton:

Educational Applications

While all of the activities of EDUCOM are concerned with
. link-!ng educators at unversity

institutions, there have beeo various applicatio-os spec'fically -aimed at learning. fhee h

included the following:

. Social scientists in Hawaii, Oregon, and France participate.d in a seminar using the EI

computer conferencing SyStem.

. Law schori facdltY, at tWo different t, relied on EDUNET to jui,- develOO an

expanding set of CAI programs at the Uni of r, ..nesota. These prArams ace bein

used by students in over 20 American la school,.

An educator in Appa 1,-.hia used programs in Minnesota to tra , students in diagnnsi

adult illiteracy problems.

. Administrators at more than 80 colleges and universities use "EFPM", a financial plann

and modelling system at Cornell.

The potential applications for such . cAmprehensive learning network, as iS available

throuc EDUCOM, are enormc
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B.2 iNet 2000 Telecom Canada

Background

The iNet 2000 computer network was developed by Bell Canada, with programming for the SyStem

being done by Northern Bell. The network was developed in resoo.Ise to a perceived need :or

some mechanism to assist users of multipe databases: This is bec,3use each informajqn

provider requires a new user to sign a contract (sometimes people are ,eq,!ested to 7,Fi e

an initial investment of several hundred Oollars' worth cf use), and access protc:oL, fr -,ch

computer system are different. In addition, the search 'echhiques for each database ari

the same. For example; using the information resources of InfoGlobe woLid require a

completely different contract; access protocols; and search commands than if a person wanted

to_obtain information from the ERIC database. As a result, iNet was an attempt to alleviate

some of these difficulties by providing users with single access to their network, and r.nen

through menu selecticr tc a variety of databases. . effect, M..t. acts as a central

switchboard.

A one-year technical field trial began in 1982; Oth extensive m7irket trials beginning in 1.984

and continuing until August 1985 The system is being improved on a continual basis, with

ephanced features being added re!,.,:atly. In AUgust 195, Telecom Canada will apply to the

CRTC for permission to offer the service commercially across Canada.

Technical Specifications

The iNet ,..._rvice runs on a Tandem computer under the operating system "Guardian." The Main

computer is located in Toron: and all calls are routed through this computer into those of

the information provick,r5. i(a -ling for the network was do. 'n a language called "TAL."

During the market trials the ,,troctUre is as follows. U5 charged aCcOtding tO

whether they are corporate or private consumers. Corporate users pay an 'tallatiOn fee of

$50.00; plus a monthly char4e cf $50.0 :$600.00 per year); and $5.00 per giste,A user.

Private users pay an installaion fee ol $25.00, and a monthly cnarge of $5 00 per registered

user. 1ere is an additional fee of $3.60/hour during prime time (7 a.m. to 7 p.m. local

time), or $2.70/hour during non-prime time for accessing iNet. Users also pay Whatever rate

information provioers charge for their services; although iNet will consolidate fees and

provide.oe monthly bill. (For example, InfoGlobe charges $3:00 per minute to Lear-h its

daiAase.) The informal'an providers themselves pay $50.00 per account for the right to

supply to iNet.

System Characteristics

INet provides access to a variety of information services including ' ENVOY 100 electronic

mail service. While iNet does allow users to access a plethora Of information sources, no

mechanism has been develoO-d to facilitate searching individual databases. Each information
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prOvider Still requires users to learn itS oWn OrbtedureS; and other than the switching

function, iNet provides no assistance with the more difficCt tasks of Information retrieval.

On the iNet service. there are tht'z Jr2ctories the user can choose. When first accessing

.t:aL, a Usel- i5 automatically in the National DirectOry whi h liStS all the infOrmatio-

service providers; and databases available. For eac-h service, the national direc:ory 'oes

a description of contents; :nformation about a.tces5 rates; hours of operation; and notes on

how to use a particular database: There is an orgar zation ::::--ectory which lists all services

accessible by members of an organ:,:ation, so that services t.:1 n-e ed by its employees can be

regulated. In the third directory (personal directory), users car maintain a list of ServiceS

they -uSe on a regdlar basis.

When they join iNet; users can specify if they wish to have their password changed on a

regular bajs, and this will be done automatically by the iNet administrators. The network

recognizes alMost any kind of terminal, including those supporting French keyboardS, rr
lelidon videotex. 'here are, however; %!ery feW ServiCes which use the Tclidon features

available through iNet. Types of serv;ces available include:

. Corife-re-ntes: INet plas to offer the COSY conferencirg system as oar of its commercial

service:

Message ;, 'ern: The Envoy 100 mail service cap be accessed from iNet. This electronic

mail system i., r?ry eisy tc use, and permits messages t. be composed, edited, reviewed;

forwarded, deleted, etc. Pe 'e can access an on-line directory of uf-;er names in order

to be le to contact colleagues. The National Library of Canada has selectd Envoy as

itS St.hdard for inte lihray communication.

Bullecin Boards: It is possible to estabhsh a bulletin board for use vithin a

parti-c !--.r organization, o th rake it available to the entire iNet system. These are

called t,--jce Boards and have been used, to some extent, by schools in Manitoba:

. MembeYship Directory: membership directory is available within Envoy and can De

searched by name or organization.

TextEdi-ting: INA+ offe,s access to text editing facilities through a program called

Interworking. This editor operates either in line or full-screen Pditing mode. In

addition, up to 12 people can Share the Same workspace at th0 Same time.
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University Library Catalogue: On-line library catalogues are available for Carleton,

Waterloo, Guelph, and the University of Quebec. These can be searched hy tit12, subject,

or author.

Documentat).;r1 and HELP Facilities

INet has been designed to accommodate users with various levels of on-line experience by

providing three levels of user interface. These include:

. Simp7e_ITiterface: This is designed for the beginne and proVi&.,s the user with -

one-lioe prompt, and indicates the most appropriate action to be taken a the time:

. Menu Interface: This is designed fDr the intermediate user, and provides a menu

selection of the most appropriate commandS as well as one-lie prompts.

. Ccmmand Interface: This is designed for the experienced user. In addition, personalized

leg Off :,mmands can be defined and stored within an individual uSer Orofile. Also,

individual interface styles can be changed at any time ih the user profile.

All new if' tJ..e: am: 'ilvited to attend a free, orday training course which provides them

with a w: ;,.;,!,y,dge of system featUres and CommandS, aS Weil a baSic intrOddCtilph te

Envoy and videotex sErvices. In additio-. each usc,r is supplied with a copy of the user guide

Whith ihr..4.:ates how to accet_ datapac and iNet, plus the databases, and give., cost breakdowns.

The Y-a. is extonsive on-line help available. At Lny time during a SeSsiO0, uSer can -enter

'HELP for immodiat: .ssiStarice, and be provided with a liSt of -cOmMandS m-st suitable Jr usu

in that context. Also; a r,rtomer Assistance Certre is availablr nationwide auring o !ice

hours and offers frce ass4stance. After hours there is an answerirrj scrvice, and calls ciii be

returned as soon as the service opens. The cosomer service department has a tracking tem

these calls, so that problems can be checkeu ird Solved guickly.

User Characte:,, cs

There are; at present; approximately 2300 users of the iNet f itv 1Net LierS

people from government agencies, non-prOfit OrgahizatiOhS, ë Hon, laWye-S, buSine

people, bUt the largeSt --;er group iS the lega profes54on in the prooce of QuHt c. The

majOrity of all users are in Ontario and Quebec, with the next i?,(et concentrat Hi being

fourk: in British Columbia and Manitoba.
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USer Reactions

User suc_2stion boxes are not available; but people are encr -aged to s8nd me5Sag-aS to the

customer assistance centre ID. addition, new users are telephOned after they have usec :he
SerVite for a couple of months; and are asked a number of queStionS about their experiences.

During the market trials there have bn evaluatiOhS in Which telephone questionnaires were

cooducted wit users. INet plahnerS nad tonsidered employing an on-line questionnaire to
collect user reactiOnS, this Was f t done. c,1d the telephone tect,nique C-aS employed

in.ste8d. :t haS been found that new users tend to access the sr-V1ce frequeAly at the

beginning; but then the number of sessions and the time per Session tends to decline over

t7me. It was not knu,'n whether people fOUnd the Services too expens've, or whether t'ley were

simply more efffcieot at finding What they needed.

Database -rid messaging systen use e split about 50-50 iNet. AlSo, access to

financial 1...urmation is considered important. There have beer, varied reactions to tc;e

database access facilfties; some people have liked the features while others have felt it is

too expensive.

Educational Applications

There are few educational features available thrO41 iNet, although there is considerable

inerest in providing SeriteS to teachers and students. The greatest use of iNet fOr

educational applitations has occurred in Manitoba, where tnere has been USO made of RePort

Boards to share ir.formatirn between schools. In additibh ,*re are computer7assisted

instruction ioits for grades 2-8 Sciehce ahd MatheMatits. and some Manitoba schools have been

te2:hing informaL40.. rettieVal SkillS. However, the cost of using iNet, plus the cost of

accessing many CoMmercial databases remains pronibitivelv high.



Appendix C

EXAMPLE DATABASE MANAGEMENT REPORTS



C.1 Reaction tb Conférencing Documentation

Variable Name

ID

REACTOPMS

02DOCU

Type Width

Q2KCUCOM 50

Q2SOFT .1

Q2SOFTCOM 50

Q2HARD

Q2HAREM 50

Q2SP 1

Q2SPCOM 51)

REACTION:,: 1=POSITIVE: 2=NEUTRAL; 3=NEGATT',

Note: N = numeric; Lo',7fica1(true-fa1se); C = character



C:2 Reactions to Conferencing Software Comments

ID REAC1IONS SOFTWARE COMMENTS

positive Software worked well

3 neutral poor text editor; threading wo,:
have been useful

neutral clumsy text editor; good search routi

7 positive system easy to use

positive cumbersome software; ENVOY messaging very good & simple

neutral poor text editor

positive system informs of new mai ;

diffitult editor

11 negative threadno ould have been useful;

positive hard to learn system
typing keeps you on-task; improves efficiency

13 positive better keyword_ searching needed;
threading capabitilites needed

neutrz>1 comp)icated software system;
nr scanning of items possible;
system informed Of mail ,eceived

17 neutral

18 positiVe

19 positive

poor text ecItor;
chdn't like linear organization items

gbod reactions

system worked well



C.3 Reactions to Conferencing Social Psycholobical Comments

ID REACTIONS COMMENT S-P FACTORS

6 positive met lots:of o. e; 000d
informatior excvnged;
more privacl. to ',fork

9 neutral ccs_didnt work when there were tlme
deadlines

10 positive facilitates real human interaction;
inability to type 7s a limitation

11 negat7ve did not feel part of group; found
the interaction artificial

13 onsitive not gobd if people geographically close

17 neutral liked group work on documents

18 positive good discussions

19 positive some people monopolized conversations;
typing ability is a factor
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C:4 Network Database Documentation

Vax_able Name TYPe Width
ID N 2

i
POSITION C 9

USER TYPE N 1

MESSTGING L 1

CONFERENCE L 1

TEXT-EDIT L 1

DATAgASE L 1

COMMENT c 40

SEX: ± = MALE;2 = FEMALE_
USER TYPE: 1 = EXPERIENCED; 2 = SOME EXPERIENCE; 3 = NONE

ID
MOTIVATION
CURIOSITY 1.

NEW7TOOL
RESEARCH
TASK
PUBLISHING
PRELATIONS
COURSE_
COMMENT

MOTIVATION: i = PERSONAL; 2 = PROFESSIONAL; 3 = BOTH

ID
REACTIONS
Q2DOCU
Q2DOCUCOM
Q2SOFT
Q2SOFTCOM
WHARD
WHARDCOM
Q2SP L

Q2SPCOM

REACTIONS: 1 = POSITIVE; 2 = NEUTRAL 3 = NEGATIVE

50

50

1

50

1

50



iD

Q3DOCU
Q3 DOCUCOM
Q3SOFT
Q3SOFTCOM
WHARD
WHARDCOM
Q3SP
Q3SPCOM

C.: Network Database Documentation Cont'd

2

50

1

53

1

50

1

50

-1AJ N 2

Q4 L 1

Q4COM C 50

Q5 N 1

Q5COM C 50
Q6 N 1

Q6COM C 50

Q7 N 1

Q7COM C 50

Q4: 7 a YES F NO 05: 1 = COST: 2 = SOFTWARE FEATURES;. 3 =-N/A (HASN'T :TOPPE_.
4 = TASK COMPLETED; 5 = S-P; 6 = COMBINATION Q617: 1 = YES; 2 = YES, BUT; 3 = NO: 4 NO,

BUT; 5 = NEUTRAL

ID N 2

Q8PD N 1

Q8PDCOM C 100

Q9DE 1

Q9DECOM 100

Q8PD-Q9DE: 1 = EXCELLENT; 2 a GOOD; 3 a MAYBE; 4 a NO

ID N 2

Q10SOFT L 1 _

Q10! TTCOM C 100

Q1C ;0 , 1

Q1Ji4"7:,70? C 100

Q1C"; L 1

Q1OSPLYM C 100

Q1OPEA L i

Q1OPEDACOM C 100
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C.4 Network Database Documentation Cont'd

ID,

011

0.;.ICOM

015_

2

1

015COM 50

011-015: T = YES; F = NO

ID N 2

Q12SOFT L 1

QI2SOFTCOM c 100
012HAR0 E I

012HARDCOM c 100
012SP L 1

Q12SPCOM C 100
QI2PEDA L 1

Q12PEDACOM c 100

ID

QI3COM

ID- N 2

Q14SOFT L 1_ _

Q14SOFTCOM C 100
QI4HARD L 1

Ql4HARDCOM 100
Q145P_1 1

Q14SPCOM 100
Ql4PEDA 1

Q14PEDACOM 1r0

NOTE: N = Numeric; L = Log- = Character



Appendix D

STRUCTURED INTERVIEL F3RMS
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C:1 Educator Iiterview Form

Name and Pos 'ion of Contact

Mfiliation

Background

Date

PiddrOS

Phone number

Have you had any perscnal/professional eperience using :omputer conferencing
systems?

2 If yes, which systerris haVO yOu Used?

a. Number of times accessed? For example;

.5 or :-6S

.5 to 20

.more than 2C

b. What motivated you tO 050 the conferencinq vstem?

c. What services did you use most? For example,

.messaging

.conferencing

.text editing

.databases

d. What were your reactions to the system? fur example, what worked? What

didn't?

e. What changes would you liked tO have Seen iMplemented?

;-,nu over asked to uate spociti, ionterehce( ) ()I tH, cOnfiri.th iml vstom
itself?

g. Why did you stop using the system ( t you did)?

h. WoUld you recommend this particular cohterencing ystem? WhN or why not

i. Would you recommend contei.encing systems in general? Why or why not?



tducational Applications of Conforencing Systems

1. What do you consider to be the poential for distance professional development through
a computer conferencing system?

2. What is the potential for ,;istance education through a computer cinferencing system?

3. Have you anv sugeeStions for design,ng distance edoCatien activities using a computer
conferencing system? (i'or example, Computer Mediated Learning (r:ML) vs CoMpOter Aided
Instruction (CAI):)

4. Do you think that it would be useful to be able to access a database from the
conferencing system?

5: Have you_any suggestions for structuHng a compUter conferencing system for distance
educaJon (i:e: the essential ingredients; the pitfalls)?

6. How would you motivate user participation in computer-based distance education
courses?

7: How would you maintain user participation in computer-based distance education
courses?

Can you_recommend any articles, bookS, or references on computer conferencing systems
and distance education?

Version 1 December 1984



'stem Manager Form

Name of Computer Conferencing System Date

Name of University Address

Name and Position of Contact Phone number

Backaround

1. Why was the computer conferencing system obtained?

2: From where was it Obtained?

3. How long has the computer conferencing SyStem been operational?

Technical Specifications

1. In what language is the computer conferencing system written?

On which computer(s is the conferencing systm running at this university?

3. On which operating system(s) doeS the computer conferencing system run?

4. What is the cost structure for users?

System CharacteristicS

1. How (including by whom ) are computer conferences established?

2. Who is responsible for adMinistering individual computer conferences?

Which of the following-services are available? (For each of_the features cited below;
please put a + before services_subsequently added to the tonferencing system or a
before services deletecL Please explain any additions or deletionS.)
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within the c.c.s.? on the computer 5y5tem?

Conferences
private
public
group

synchronous
Message system

individual
defined groups
public (bulletin boards)

Membership directory
with names, interests, etc.

On-line databases
ERIC

TeXt editing facilities
private
group

University library catalogue
Other (specify)

4, What are the most widely uSed features on the conferencing system, and why?

5. What are the least widely used featutas On the COnferencing system; and why?

6. What types of uSer interfaces are available on th2 conferencing SyStem?

For example:

.menus

:answer ahead

.system commands

.user-defined commands

7. What types of conferences have been establiShed at your institutioC

For example:

.academic

.00blic interest

.non-profit organizationS

.student courses

.other (specify)
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Documentation and Help Facilities

1. What is the number and type Of support staff?

2: How extensive is the online; or offline; documentation for users? For example, would

users be able to find information easily on:
.system access protocols (i.e.; how to log on, how to access the computer using packet
switched networks);

.services available on the conferencing system (e.g., messaging within the conference,
how to find public conferences, shared text editing workspaces);

.services available on the computer system (e.g., access to online databases, access
to text editors, access to statistical packages);

:system usage (cost structures, online help);

.other (specify).

3. What on-line help facilities are available for now many hours each week? (i.e.,

user consultants help menus.)

4. What Off7line help facilities ato available and for how many hours each week? (Le.;
advisor phone number system manager contact other) Specify.

Which types of help seem to be most preferred by users?

USer Characteristics

1. How many people are using the conferencing system?

c. What are the different categorieS of uSerS? For example,

.university faculty

.students

.university staff

.others (specify)

3. What is the geographical distribution of the users?

User Reactions

1. Arc there mechanisms to evaluate user reactions/performance to:

.conference manager

.help features

.irdividual conferences (what aspects?)

.total system (what aspects?)

.user interfaces

.other (specify)
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2. How often are evaluations done?

3. What data collection methods are used? For example,

.on-line questionnaire

.Subjective ratings

_

:user interviews

4. What haVe been rated as the most valuable features on thkrf '5)istem?

5: Have-usage- patternS been eStablished?i If so, please indicate (on a monthly basis)
patc:erns for the following system featureS:

average hours t of times accesseo

Conferencing system
Databases
Distance education
Help
Message system
Newsletters

IS there a generalizable usage profile for:

.an individual on a conference (i.e. When is_the period of most
frequent activity?; what is the eVOlution of USer behaviour?)

.a conference (when is there the most activity?)

7. What motivates user participation?

What criteria are key tb a "goOd" conferen,:e (i.e , what is a "good" as
opposed to a "bad" conference)?

EDUCATION

1. For which educational applications is the conferencing system being used now?

2. What are the foci of the current educational applications?

For example:

.professional development

.credit/non-credit courses

.university staff developmeot

.distance education (credit/non-credit courses)

:other (specify)

3. What do you consider to be the potential for professional development through the
conferencing system?
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4: What is the potential for distance education through the conferencing system?

5. Do you have any_suggestions for structuring a computer conferencing system for
distdnce education (i.e,, the essential ingredients, the pitfalls)?

6. How would you motivate user participation in distance education courses?

7. How would you maintain user participation in distance education courses?

8. Can you recommend any arti_cles, boOkt, or referencet on computer
conferencing systems and distance education?

Vertion 2 February 1985
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Appendix E

EXAMPLES OF 20MPUTER MESSAGING AND CONFERENCING
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E.1 Envoy100 Mail 5,ytem

User-id/Cbde d'usager: INET.DEM013
Password/Code de sécurité:

Welcome to iNet 2000
Last log on time: 1985=03-05 23:40:13 EDT
Customer Assistance Centre

17800-.2678480 (BC) 112-800-267-8480
***********************rotx
News last updated 85-02-21

ORIGIN_MENU--
1 Guide_to using iNet 2000
2 iNet 2000!NEWs
3 LiSt the Nztional directory
4 List your Organization direttory
5 List_your Personal-direttory
6 Change/view your PROfile
7 Change your PAssword
8 iNet 2000 Messaging

Please enter a nuMber tb tbntinue: 8

Welcome to iNet 2000 Messaging:-
Your last access was Tuesday, March 5, 1985 10:40 PM

To end your messaging session, please uSe your 'escape sequence'.
No new messages.

Command? scan all

No. Delivered FrOM Sdbjett Lines

1 Feb 24 14:13 MAIL13 RE: test messag
2 Feb 24 14:39 INET.ORDERS Request for 13
3 Feb 26 16:08 M.MACLAREN RE: couple questions 18
4 Mar 5 22:42 MAIL13 research proposal 4

Command? bye

This ENVOY 100 sesSion it noW complete.

ORIGIN MENU

1 Guide to using iNet 2000
2 iNet 2000 NEWs
3 List the National_directory
4 List your Organization directory
5 List-your Personal-directory
6 Change/view your PROfile

Change your PAssword
8 iNet 2000 Messaging

Please enter a number tb tbntinde: bSie

Log off iNet 2000_- Good-day
Log off time: 1985-03-06 23:19:02 EDT
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E.2 COSY Mail SyStem

Memo #9019

From: mjohnson On COSY

Date: ThO, 28 Feb 85 21:51:25 EST

TO: forresnz

Message-Id: <memo.9019.>

Hello My name is Marcia Johnson at the Ontario InStitute for Studies in Education. I have

research project; with the Ontario MimigtJ'y Of EdUtatiOn. to investigate educational

app1itions 6f computer networks and conferencing systems for adult distance education and

professional development Of teachers. I was interested to see that someone from New Zealand
was logged on to COSY. Are you in fact; logged on from NOW Zealand? Have you direct

satellite communication with Canada, or do you haVO tO dial long distance to a remote node?

Do you know of any educational applitatiOnS Cf Computer conferencing in New Zealand? Sorry for

all of these questionS, bUt I atri in the position of being an "information collector" and like

to make whatever contact I can with people on this system.

Memo #9163

From: forresnz on COSY

Date: SUni 3 Mar 85 15:52:59

EST TO: mjohnson

In-Reply-To:

<memo:9019> Subject:

marcia, will fully describe this link from nz in the next day or So. it works very simply and

very well.

keith.
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Memo #9257

From: forresnz on COSY

Date: Mon, 4 Mar 85 2230:23 EST

To: mjohnson

Message-Id: <memo:9257>

roply to your questions ia nAmo 9019 yes; we are logged on from the forest research ihstitute,

rbtOrua new zealand. as far as i know we are connected via satellite to the us (rca network);

and then to canada. we are still using oaSig/tyMnet, but should be changing to packet

switching soon. as for edutatinhal Oplitation-s in nz we are not exactly the best people to

ask, as we are hot directly connected with a teaching institute, the only information i could

cOMO up with, in this areai is that we think ma:sey university uses some sort of cOmputer

conferencing for extramural study. you would probably be beSt to contact nz universities,

institutes, etc, for further information.

diane steward



E.3 FORUM Conference on Distance Education

415; teleconferencing for distance education

Marcia Johnson 14:44 Wed Dec 12/84 10 lines

ThiS COnference is intended as a means to discuss possible applications for computer

conferences in distance education fbr teaCherS/trainers. It seems that one of the most

problematic features of COnferencing systems is that they are not reflexive. If a student Fit

a problem, and reOdireS an immediate response, there is little possibility of Obtainin0 Such

help Within the conferencing system. This means that its use as a tutOrial aid is limited.

Such questions as the role of the conference moderator heed to be examined closely;

415/1: Walter Archer 21:46 Wed Jan 16/85 9 lines

The State of Alaska has had several years of experience in using a distance education system

in their remote secondary schools which invOlveS computer conferencing. If you write to them,

they will send you a couple Of bookletS which tell you more than you ever wanted to know about

their system. The address is:

Ed Obie

DepL of Education

Pouch F

June-ail 99811

415/2. Marcia Johnson 20:19 Thu Feb 7/85 4 lines

Thanks for thei addrett. I'll drtip them a line and see what materials they have to offer. I'll

let you know what types of information they have; and pass that along to you When I get their

reply.

415/3. Denis ChalifoUX. 12:02 Sat Apr 13/85 30 lines

I belieVe that it is at l.,!ast a step in the right direction to explore the poSSibilities of

electronic mail and conferencing for ;Dng distanCe edUcation. If one considers the normal type

correspondence courses and the time lag of the mail system.; the expense of long distance phone

bills to try to bitercOMO the probleM and the need for (almost) immediate consultation When a

StUdent entbUnters a problem; I can see a great advantage of even electronic mail that May

haVe only; say; a 24 hour time-lag: I use electronic mail all the tiMe; between myself and my

faculty consultant; because we simply are both So buSy that we sometimes can't connect in any

other way:

The tblitept of having a student call up some mainframe, downlOad a course SegMent; run

through it; respond to questions, either review or quiz type, SHOULD ALSO INCLUDE a sort of

immediate "chat" mode that the student tan_easily switch to, in order to ask his "teacher"

(wherever he may be) a quettion AS IT ARISES, and Defore he forgets: I suspect that at the
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end of the tutorial or whatever, the student may have forgotten some of his thoughts. This

way, at least, the tutor has the questions from the student, although he may oot be able

to reSpond to them immediately.
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E.4 MALINET Mail System

From: MAILNET 13-MAR-I985 16:53

To: M JOHNSON

Subj: MAILNET Mail

From: @MIT-MULTICS.ARPA:OBERST@EDUCOM.MAILNET

To: M JOHNSON@OISE.MAILNET

Received:_from ErUCOM.MAILNET by MIT-MULTICS,ARPA with

Mailnet id 2656955257982260@MIT-MULTICS.ARPA

12 Mar 1985 14:07 eSt

Date: 12-MAR-1985 09:28 EST

From: OBERST @ EDUCOM.MAILNET

To: "Source-routing:" @MIT-MULTICS.ARPA:M JOHNSON@OISE.MAILNET

Marcia;

I did get your letter; but unfortunately it has fallen tO th-O bOttOM of an increasingly

large pile I think I can help with the EIES system, bUt would not be an expert on the other

systems you asked about. I 8m OUt of the Office this week; so if you don't mind, send me an

electronic reminder on Monday and I will try and dig out my inbox over the weekend.



MAILNET Rejection Notice

Froth: MAILNET 6-MAY 7o. M JOHNSON

5.;bj: Suttessful Pickup of MAILNET Mail

Your MAILNET meSSage to the below recipient(s) was picked up (rejected) by ':.he HUB for

delivery.

To:*** RECIPIENT REJECTED*** oberSt@EDUCOM.MAILNET

***RCPT RL1ECIEU^:*Subj: Reminder

MAILNET Pitkup NOtice

From: MAILNET 12-May-1985 14:11

To: M JOHNSON

SUbj: Successful Pickup of MAILNET Mail

Your MAILNET message to the be',,,! recipient(s) was picked up(/rejected)

by the HUB for delivery.

To: oberst@EDUCOM.MAILNET

Subj: Thanks
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E.5 InfoGlobe News Article

** ADVERTISING WORLD **

** Telidon still -a tedinolOgy in search of markets **

By LAWRENCE SURTEES

840250055 WED JAN. 25; 1984 PAGE: 84

BYLINE: LAWRENCE SURTEES

CLASS: ROB

DATELINE: WORDS: 488

TelidOn is still a technology seeking markets; despite continued federal Government funding;

in part because the Canadian videotex industry has done li le to advertiSO itS tervicet to

the general audience; says rthilip Kinsman, a SpokeSman for the federal Departmert of

Communications.

Canadian Telidon terminal manufacturers have promoted their products heavily. In additiOn;

advertising directed at potential clients has been spohsot-ed hy téVeral of the more than 100

software and page-creation companieS that prepare information to be put into Telidon*

databases.*

However; there is a deficiency in addressing advertising to cOntUmer.ti Mr. Kinsman said. He

added that without telling prospective uSerS What is available to them through Telidon, the:
untapped Market Will remain large.

The number of videotex terminals in Canada has reached only 5,000. Thi COMpares with

estimates; when Telidon was developed, that there WoUId be 40;000 terminals by 1983; according

tO a repOrt prepared last fall by Wescom Communications Studies and Research Ltd. of

Vancouver.



Infomart of Toronto Canada's largest Telidon page-creation and support service company

advertises widely, but it addresses most of its messages to potential users of its

agriCUltural database called Grassroots. The advertising for Grassroots, with headquarters at

Infomart's Winnipeg office; comes out of the local budget. The company as a whole dbeS oot

have a large budget for corporate advertising and is target-oriented to potential ihformation

providers who p*-ovide serviceS tO the u.Ser. Geared tb the farming community; Grassroots

provides up-to-date weather and commodities information, and is linked to the Winnipeg

Commodities Exchange.

Because videotex decoders' still cost more thah $1;000 tO buy; mOst of the 1;000 subscribers

lease the equipment from Manitoba Telephone System. Users can receive one bill from MTS that

ihtludeS the telephone charges (based on time and distance), a monthly access charge, and

additional charges for the amount of information retrieved.

A spokesman at Infomart said no consumer advertising campaign is planned this year: Awareness

iS created primarily through media coverage of Telidon, and through provincial and federal

Government advertising The federal Government has promoted Telidon heavily, ahd told the

general audience of its "wn database. Similarly; the Ontario Government has advertised its

free Teleguide service.

However, a voi._ exists in educating users and telling them of other serviCes available. Ohe

problem is the small size of the information providers. Their Capital ranges frOM aS lAtle as

$10;000 to about $500,000, leaving little for high-cost advertisino to mass audiences: An

alternative wuuld be for an industry association to meet the need. The Videotex Information

Service Providers Association of Canada; which represents more than 60 comoanie5, Would be one

possibility. However; VISPAC president Reginald Schoffield said the associatibh is not

involved in promotional or advertising activitieS and does not have plans for any:

The Canadian videotex industry has rece:ofed federal Gcvernment contributions tOtallihg

$67-million over the past four years, and has raised an additional $200-million to get

established.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Baathii J. A. (1982). "Experimental Research on Computer,Assisted DiStance
Edu-catien." In J. S. Daniel; M. A. Stroud, & J. R. Thompson (Eds.), Learning at 0
Distance: A Werld PerSpective (pp: 303-305): International I,Juncil for Correspondenee
Educat:on: Edmonton, A-lberta: Athabasca University Press:

This paper describes experiments_at the University of Lim:, :Sweden; :wherein two
different versions of the same correspondence_course were Offered: a traditional course
With tuitionby a tutor; and a computer-assisted two-way communication (CADE) SyStem.
The outcome faVeUred the computer-assisted system in both performance and attitudes.

Bergman;iR: E. (1981): "Technology and Trainine: The Shape Of Tomorrow's
Seminar." Performance and Instruction, 20(9), 17-20.

The design, development; and:delivery of tomorroWs_training seminars deMands a
different pitture of the learner-instruction relationship: Whether_the_technology is
personal computers, teleconferencing; television; orisome other combination; the _

designer's view will_be_more_decentralized. Altheughithe_driving force behind this
movement may be an economic one; several sound educational benefitS can Lbe realized,
These include:_(1) reaching learners where_and_when the training

' ee-dedi (2) Shifting
mbre reSpenSibility from the_trainer_to the learner; (3) individL Ang the Studying;
increasing the interattiOni (4)ivarying_the time element to meet re content_demand and
the learner's needs; and (5) OSing the learner's and trainer's time more productively:

Black J.-±D._; Levin, J. A:, Mehan; H:;_&E Quinn, C. N. (1983). "Real and
Nen-Real TiMe Interaction: Unraveling Multiple Threads of DisceurSe."
Discourse Processes, 6, 59=75.

Recent analyses,ef,diStoUrse,have focused on recurring sequential structures:
An examination of discourse-in different communication media has shown:that strict
sequentiality is not universal: _Instead,,discourse in some media is StrUCtured With
"multiple threads".i_The significant property of_the_media produCing thiS difference ih
discoUrse was identified as the temporal delay between turns:._ Discourse in 1!non-real
time" media, such as electrOhic message systems; contains time-saving devices that-
produce multiple threads. These differences between media are discussed in light of the
relative resource limitation of real time interaction and the data limitation of non-real
time interaction:

Bork, A. (1985). Percenal Computers for Education. New York: Harper and Row.

Despite all the talk abeut classroom computers; Bork believes that their importance fc
education really is little understood, and, in fact, that computers are_being_misused::
Exploring the computer's role in our educational institutionSi Berk diVideS hiS beek into
three sections.

_First he COnSiderS the ways computers should beiused in teaching. He discusses____,
computer literacy and programming, asserting that BASIC should not be the firstlanguage
taught, and that doing_se_is detrimental_to the learning process. He also examines the
computer as an intellectual tool_and as an instructional device; and considers its role
in the management of learning and LOGO:

In the StCond Section, he covers the advantages and disadvantages of using the
computer-in odlcation and the related issues of hardware and computer-based learning
materials:

In the concluding section of his book; Bork_looks_at_the long-range effect bf
COMpUterS bh education; discussingthe educational developments that will occur and the
tochnologital changes that may influence those developments:

Brochet; M. _(1985, January_ 22723). "Computer Conferencing as aSeminar TbOl:
A Case Study:" Paper presented at,the Workshop_on COmputer Conferencing and Elettronic
Mail meeting of the Institute of Computer Science, University Of Guelph, GUelph; Ontarie.

The_OUrpoSe of thiS article is to describe and discuss the introduction of_computer
conferencing to a group Of graduate Students in the School of Extension_Education at the._
University of Guelph. Students used the computer conferencing System, COSY, as a seminar
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tool for a period of approximately ten weeks during_the_fall84 semester:_Conference
activity was: monitored during the semester:via_ar informal case study; with a view to
evaluating the progress Of the group in adjusting to this new communications medium. It
was also hoped that-the study results would provide recommendations to other groups
planning to use computer conferencing in a similar way.

Burge, E. J.i Robertsi & Waldron, M. W. (1984): "Audio-Teleconferencing
in Continuing Eddcation: -A Case Study With Implications": Canadian Journal of University
Continuing EdUtatiOn; 10(2); 20-31.

This article reports_on a_two,,day workshop designed for distance educators; using:a
combination of interactive media with face to_face and_voice_to voice contacts_ The
planning, implementation;_and evaluation stages are described in detail, concluding
with comments on implications for future workshops.

Burke; R. L. _(1980): "Microcomputers; The Greening of Education."
Technological Horizons in Education; 7(2), 41-42.

This article describes:two practical and cost7effective applications which can be
achieved through picroco,:puter7enhanced communication in education. Applications in
brainstorming and computer conferencing are described in detail.

Carmichael,_G. (1980); :"Computer Conferencing and_the U. of A. CONFER Facility.
Wayne State University Computing Services Center, Vol: 4(10):

Following an introduction outlining the impact computers_are having upon_
communications,_Carmichael describes the computer conferencing system available
on MTS: A brief description of system and instructions on how to actually
participate in an active conference is explained,_with supporting_sections on: -CONFER
bulletins and announcement facility; CONFER's message facility; conferencing_;_Advantages
and_disadvantages; help;:application for a CONFERance; hypothetical conference topics;
surcharges, rates and related information and sources.

Clement, D; (1984, September _477):___ "Empirical Guidelines and-a Model for Writing
Computer Documentation; In Human-Computer Interaction (2:108-2.112). London,
England: International Federation for Information Processing:

Discussions of how to make computer documentation comprehensible to novices have
tended to emphasize_superficial_aspects of the problem, such as style; amount Of jargon;
or "good" sentence structure: _However, theproblem is fundamentally one of the cognitive
processes involved in_text comprehension, and_the_specific_knowledge_structures tappea by
a technical text. This paper describes both an empirical study of novices' difficulties
in understanding computer documentation, and a model derived fron it which suggests
guidelines for writing-more effective documentation. The author:proposes a model of the
computer manual comprehension task in which four processes:operate:simultaneously:
task-mapping of the structure of regular procedures onto the structure of computer
commands, constructing:a mental model of the computer system, inducing the command
language grammari:and learning the structure of_computer poocedures: Findings from the
study of five novices' comprehension problems with UNIX documentation are analyzed in
terms of these four processes.

Cook, W. J. (1984), The Joy of Computer Connumication. New York: Dell.

Cook's handboOk for:private microcomputer Users outlines in humourous, non7technical
terms the various communication possibilities currently available. The contents:include:
an_explanation_of-the hardware and software required; bulletin board systems;_mail;1
games; shopping; banking;_information systems; telecommuting; publishing; conferencing;
and making social contacts: The appendix provides a lengthy list of bulletin board phone
numbers.

Croft,_W. B., Wolf, R., & Thompsoni R. _(1983) "A Jletwork Organization Used _

for Document Retrieval.", In_J. J. Kuehn (Ed.), Research and Development:in InformatiOn
Retrieval (178-188): Bethesda, Maryland; Association for CompUting Machinery.

1: A networkorganization_for implementing a document_retrieval system_is proposed_in
this paper. The network:organization has significant advantages in terms of the range of
searches that can be used when compared to either inverted:or clustered file
organizations_Algorithms for generating and maintaining the network are described
together with experiments designed to test their efficiency and effectiveness.
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Cross,_T:_ B. (1983a)._ "Online_Training Being There Without Going There":
Comptrr Compacts (Netherlands); 1(4), 191-194.

The article discusses the:features and advantages of computer teleconferencing.
Computer or text:teleconferencing is the ability to condutt a.1 ongoing class with
personnel in different geographic locations using video terminals (CRT-VDT), personal
computers or .computer_systems. An electronic message_system_is used_to record
communications among students: Each student involved in the class can access; read; and
respond to:these communications; regardless of whether other participants:are
communicating simultaneously or not; The system thus provides a w-itten log of the class
discussion, and the asynchronous (time independent) methOd Of participation_Offers great
flexibility, especially if class-members travel frequently_or have different_class_
schedules or_are in different time zones: These features can be applied to conferences
of any sort not just personnel training:

CrosSJ. B.:(1983b). "Computer Tele-Conferencing and Education. ' Educational Tecnnology,
23(4), 29-31.

Computer conferencing is a system which enables two or more individuals at two or
more locations to communicate._ Without having to interrupt their work schedules:and
without having to pay:for costly travel; these individuals can exchange information and
learning aids. Through:keyboard terminals, printers, and telephone lines,iparticipants
access a common central computer for extremely efficient direct communication: _Many of
the_providers_of_computer conferencing offer_the serw;ce via_GTE Telenet or Tymshare
Tymnet: The advantages of computer conferencing:are best stated in terms of its
extraordinary flexibility: it overcomes geographical constraints:(conflicting scheduleS,
even time zones). Computing conferencing also brings expertise to thOse for whom it iS
not otherwise available.

Cross, T. B. (1983c; October _19721): "Learning_Without_Going There: Education
Via Computer Tele-Conferencing:" In Proceedings of the Fourth_Canadian_Symposium on
Instructional Technology (1637172). Winnipeg; ManitOba: Associate Committee bh
Instructional Technology; National Research Council of Canada.

In-his comprahensive coverage of tele7conferencing in education,_Cross specifies
four potentials:_ (1) improved cognitive learning; (2) improved information exchange;
(3) reduced learning time; and (4)_increased training effectiveness. _He describes the
technology available (audio,:graphici computer,: full7 and slow-scan video); with an
emphasis on educational applications. Included in the article: a,description Of tele-
conferencing at_Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, La Jolla, Cal.; continuing
education advantages; teaching/learning methods; and planning; administration and cost:

Cukier, W. L. (1983; May 25-27): "Teleconferencing and Travel Substitution."
Paper presented at the 33rd IEEE vehicular and technology conference meeting of the IEEE.

Fbt the past decade, teleconferencing has been discussed as-a means_of reducing
travel.- The-paper outlines the forms of teleconferencing available and the extent of
travel potentially affected: A number of the factors influencing the decision to
teleconference or travel at the individual and organizational level are considered
including::_the technology; costs, meeting requirements; user acceptance and
implementation. An analysis of current usage in Ontario as a whole and in specific
organizations is given. Finally, the state of the market is reviewed as teleconferencing
enters its growth stage in Canada.

Da Cruz; F. & Catchings; B. (1984a)._ "KERMIT: A File-Transfer Protocol for

Universities." Part 1: Design Considerations and_Specifications. BYTE, 9(6), 255-278.

The authors cover in this article the-factors_that should_be considered in designirg
a simple, reliable, inexpensive,_and yet comprehensive file-transfer protocol KERMIT.

The asynchronous serial communications used by the KERMIT protocol can_accommodate_a
variety of diverse computer systems; and their different ways of handling information and
files. KERMIT sets minimumJransmission standards by providing a common :subset of the

machines! features. These features include transfer of the file name and conten(,s for
belt:II:textual and binary files; different-error-detection methods; and time-out
facilities,_if either_end of the communication link experiences delays or difficulties.
The encoding of the information in packets, the error-detection checksums, and the layout
of the fields in packets are provided.



Da Cruz, F. & Catchingsj B. (1984b). "KERMIT: :A File Transfer Protocol :for
Universities." Ra-rt 2: States and Transitions; Heuristic RUle, and examples. BYTE,
9(7), 143-145, 400-403.

This article providesan overview of the advanced features of KERMIT and provides a
number of examples of KERMIT use. Whileithe_authors do not claim to have the "last word"
on file transfer-protocols, the report that implementations tor over 50 computer systems
now_exist for-KERMIT. They provide their names and addresses and invite readers to
obtain information from them ol various installations.

Daniels, C. E. (1984). _"Online Information:Retrieval: An Underutilized_Educational TooL
Ih Information Services & Use 4 (Op. 229-243). The Hague, Holland: Elsevier Science
Publishers.

The integration of_online_instructions into _business school curIlicula is eAv::ated.
A curriculum model is presented and factors including instructor training, equipment, and
costs are considered. Specimen search exercises are presented;

Davie,_L; & Palmer, P. (1984). "Computer-Teleconferencing for Advanced Distance Education."
Journal of University ii a ii

, 10(2), 56-66.

_This paper describes the use of computer teleconferencing for the implementation of
an advanced distance edUcation_course. It begins with a discussion of conferencing; the
system, and the participants, f011owed by the application of the design features of
computer conferencing to the design of an adVanced distance education course.

De Sola Pool, I. et al; :(1981); "Foresight and_Hindsight:_ The Case of_the
TeleOhone." In I. De Sola Pool_(Ed:), The Social Impact of the Telephone (pp: 127-158):
Cambridge, MaStathUtettt: The MIT PreSS.

The authors_provide a number_of_early forecasts for use of the telephone:which
include some relating to long distance service; use_of_video; crime and the structure of
cities. _They classify various predictions according to whether they were_concerned with
technicalj businessi_or social impact issues, and review the reasons and outcomes of
these predictions. Also provided is an interesting table showing the relative references
to different technologies in history of technology literature.

Dickey, E. M. (1985); "A Telecommunications Course Teaching the_Uses of_
Microcomputers in Education." Technological Horizons in Education Journal; 12(8); 74-77

_The University of South Carldlina is a nine-campus system consisting of a main campus
in Columbiaj_and_eight regional campuses located throughout the state. The university's
College of Education_wanted_to_help provide instruction for the state's 40,000 teachers
in the useiof microcomputers in the classroom;__ The course which_has been offered since
January 1983, -_ has taught_nearly 500 pre-service:and inservice teachers throughout South
Carolina. The purpose of:the course:is to provide each student with an initial :

experience and the knowledge-needed to use a microcomputer and software in a particular
discipline._ Course-components include a televised lecture by the instructor of the
course and a hands-on session supervised by_a facilitator at each-regional locatim The
course:is taught in 15 weeks, which includes 30 hours of _classroom lectures_and 16 hours
Of hands-on experience.: The content of the course is considered dynamic and in need of
constant evaluation:and change. For example, plans are_being made to incorporate more
classroom-management applications into the:course. It is the hope_of the designers that
this course followed byone-or more discipline-specific course will successfully provide
educators with the knowledge necessary to make the microcomputer a useful tool in their
Wdrk.

Dodd, W. P. (1983). "Electronic Journal Experiment:- Universities Produce a
Learned Journal." Data Processing, 25(5), 34-36.

_This paper describes an experiment_in producing an electronic-journal. Articles are
dlitted by a:total of 80 users over the UK PSTN network and are then referee&
,nees are able to make comments online and make:them available to a limited audience;

access and navigation through:the:various facilities:available on_theisystem, (i.e.,
.lurnal and a general message facility), haS been achieved by modification of a
Aary computer conferencing package.
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Eldridgei_J, R. (1982): "New Dimensions in Distance Learnin
' Training ahd

Development JOurnal, 36(10), 42-44; 46-47.

_Theiauthor diScUsSOS COMputer _teleconferencing and electronic bulletin boards (EBB)
and gives reasons why-trainers nood tb UnderStand this technology's potential in_
international training. _An evaluation of the USe Of an electronicibulletin board in an
Oncergraduate engineering course is provided.- He COnClUdeS that the -uSe of the bulletin
bbard hrti-ught the group together in a way that_would otherwise hot haVe been possible and
helped to create a "group" sense among his students:

Ellis; G. B. &_Chapman, R. S. (1982). "Atadethit EqUiValency of Credit Courses
by Teleconference:" In J. S. Daniel, M. A. StrbUd & J. R. Thompson_(Eds.), Learning at
a Di-Stant-6: A World Perspective (pp,,276-278). International Council fOr Cbrrespondence
Edutatibh. EdMOnt-on, Alberta: Athabasca University Press.

The quality_of university -credit CO-UrSeS_is dependent upon: professor preparation;
effective, ethical grading procedure5; egUivalente With the on-campus version of the
course; access to resources (ie-__library); access to inStruCtOrs; and face7to-face
c-Ohtact With instructors: Suggestions for meeting these criteria are outlined.

Ellis, M._E. & Marearyi E. K. (1985, January 22-23)._ "The Structure _cf_Message Sequences
in Computer Conferences: A comparative,cae Study." !Paper presented at the Computer
Conferencing and Electronic_Messaging Conferente Meeting; at the Institute of Computer
Science; University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario.

Paper presented at_Gdelph. _Wien two conferences_were plotted,uing_symbblS tb
represent speakers-, COntentS, ahd direction of reference; it was possible to_compare:
ratesiofparticipation; degree Of peer ihtei'attiOn; proportion of process statements; and
the pattern of message linkages. _Personal remarks Were ClaSSified as reflections of
Climate; and theicognitive structure_profiled tb royeal message ClUsters. Participation,
climate and cognitive structures were interpreted as indicators Of conference synergy.

Elton, L.___(1981, May 4-7). "Traihihg TeatherS for Distance Teaching:" Paper
presented at a meeting of the Regional syffitioouffi Oh Di-stance Learning in Asia, Penang:

I I

=A case_is made fcr the training_of teachers for distance teething. S-ucti training:
should be bf a general kind, suitable:for all_teachers in higher education, hUt ShOuld
use:distance:learning methOdS. In this way teachers can acquire direct knowledge of what
their students will eXperience. Suth a COUrse is described.

Front with Communications." (1984, November). The Finantial POSt: Report on
the Nation; pp. 68.

This article describes the present:state of telecommunications in_Canada.- It states
that using cable technOlOgy,JO trahSMit hon7video information to homes; will be the "new
revolution" of_the_futurePeople Whb already haVe cable in place_will beiable to access
large aatabases, spread sheets; or university tOUPOS and reqUeSt information.

FranZi C. R. & Rbbey, D. (1984). _"An Investigation of User-Led System Design." Rational
and pOlitical perspectives. COMmunications of the ACM, 27(12), 1202-1209.

This article examines ah application bf the COncept of user-led system design in an
insurance company._ Through_longitudinal research MethOdSi the eVehts of:the development
process=areidescribed and then interpreted in_two ways. One interpretation stresses the
ratidhal :Objectives and_methods in development: The second interpretation of_the_same
events identifies politi-cal themes. These two perspectives for project management are
discussed;

Freeman, A.!R. (1984; May): "The_Network Nation: The ReleVanCe Of ThiS for POSSible:_
Educational and General Public Aministrative Structures_and Strategies in the 1980s and
1990S." Paper presented at:the Silver Jubilee Conference of the Australian Colloge of
EdUcatibh, cahtierra, Australia.

,In this paper, consideratiOn iS giVen tb the interrelationships_between a number of
key concepts (devolution; decentralization, participatibri,itOnSOltatibni coordination,
and networking) and reports in educatiional and general public adMird5tratiOn Aich have
been produced over the last decade. Networking is the interconnecting concept.
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In the firSt _hall Of the theSi::.; emphasis:is on the current relationships_between
the_key Oemes and oducational ard general publit administrative structures and
strategies:

In the second half, a variation of the brainstorming technique (involving purely
aithbt rather than a group of individuals) has been used to produce a _cenario of
possible_educational and genera1,06blit administrative structures and strategies in the
1980s and 90s; this scenario emphasizes the pOSSible i-iterrelationships between these
structures and strategies, the key themes, and COMmUhitatibriS hetWOrks.

A case study then follows which links the key themes_and_the_sconario by inCluding
dis(Aission of one senior educational administrator's perceptions of probable futures for
a_particular education system. It iS -Concluded _that there is great potential for new
technologies suchas_computer Conferencihg and data proceSSing to:assist with the
restructuring of educational and general-public adminiStration. ROCOMMendations on how
thiS Could be achieved_are given: A list of descriptors and identifietS uSed in a
computer search of ERIC for this thesis is attached:

Fullan; M. (1982). The Meaning Of EdUCatiOhal Change. TbrOnto: OISE Press.

Fullan discusses the meaning and_nature of change, and explains Wh9 specific attempts
at change work or fail; and what would have to be done to improve_our success rate. In
particular, he,discusses chance at the local level by first considering the current-
situation,of the participants: teatherS, -principals, students, distr ct administrators;
consultants:,,parents, and the -Community. Ho offerS a comprehensive description of the
plight of the teach?.r within the system, and the problems that mut be OVercome before
change can occur.

Gaines, B. R. &_Snaw, M. L. (1984a). "DialOgOe Shell Design."-_ In Interact '84First
IFIP Conference on Human-Computer Ihterattibh. AMSterdaM: ElSevier Science Publishers:

Many rules have been proposed for dialogue_engineering effeCtiVeihUMan7COMputer
interfaces. The underlying:technology has been_changing_rapidly_with the introduction of
windows, ;consiiand natural lahgdages. How coherent; complote _and consistent:are
the various_systems of rules; and hOW Applitable theyiare to the new technologies? A_ _

systematic_model of_human_protocol5 iS,heeded Where the principles and technology
dependencies are clearly_expressed Thoro is a heed ald fOr t..ith,prOtb-Cols to be_made
available as application-independent processes, dialogue-shells, that implement Offettive
human protocOls. This:paper gives a systematic exposition of dialogue_ongineering,_shows
how_these structure effective liUMah protocols in different dialogue technologies; and how
this leads to the design of dialogu0 ShellS.

GaineS; B. R. & Shawi M. L. (1984b). "Generations of ComputerS: MOdelihg and
Forecasting." Possible Worlds; 1(4); 3-16.

A model-of the development d.ftheicomputing industry is described: and used to
accountior_pastievents_and predict future trehdS. The industry came_into being as
electronic device technology enabled the sdcial heed tO C-006 With ah increasingly complex
WOrld to be satisfied. Underlying all developments in computiog i8 8 tiered SUCressien of
learning curves which_makeiupithe infrastructure _of the computing industry.The_paper
provides a framework for the industry based on this logical progression of developments.

Geller; V. Lesk,M:_ E. (1983). "USet IhterfateS tO IhfcirMatie:i SyStems: _Choices_
vs:Commands." In J. J. Kuehn (Ed:), Reearch=ahd DevelopMent ih Ihformation Retrieval
(130-135). Baltimore; Maryland: Association for Computing Machinory.

_Do users,prefer selectibh from a menu or specification of keywords to totrieve
documents?_ The authors tried tWo eXperiMehtS; one using an on-line library catalogue and
the other an on-line news wire.

: In the first; library users could either issue keyword cowards:to:see bOOkicatalog
entries, or chbose categories from a menu following the Dewey Decimal_classification of
the bookS.In the second, _neWS_Wire Osersicouldiread Associated Press news stories
either by posting:a keyword prOfile agaiht Which all stories were matched, or by
selecting them from a menu of current hOW5

For the library users; keyword searches were_clearly preferred, by votes of 3 anr_ 4
to ; for the newS Stories, retrieval by keylitord search is 50% less common than menu
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choice. the authors suggest that the difference_is based on the degree of uSerij
foreknowledge Of the:database and:its organization: Menu-type interfaces tell the user
what_is available. If the liSer already_knows, as in the library where a majority Of the
users have a_particular book in_Mihd, then the menu is merely time-consuming: However,
when the user doesinot_know what is available (altbSt theidefinition of "news" is that it
Is new; and unpredictable); the menu is valuable betaUSe it diSOlayS the choice.

Gengle, D. (1984) The Netweaver's Sourcebook: A Guide to Micro Networking and
Commtun_i_c-a14-o. Reading; MaSS.: Addison-Wesley.

The:author offers this_book-as a guido to the new possibilit:es_inherent in the
Ihformation Age.i He examines micro_communications 8s part bf the Infc:0-MatiOn_Age; ho,y
microi,communicatiens deal with profound social; professional and interpersonal changes,
8nd the technical as well as human concerns of using micro commrnications in the heMe or
office.

Gerber, C. (1983): "Networks: Personal Links in the Elettr-ohit Universe " Online Today;r. 12 -17.

Gerber provides an OverView-_of the kinds of interaction currently occuring over
computer networks, including tohferencihg, bulletin boards; and making social contacts.

GillibS;-_D. J. 1(1983; October 19-21) "Videotex and TeleteXt: Teaching and Learning
Ah Ihtbrhati-onal Survey." In Proceedings of-the-Fojrth-Canadian Symposium on
InstrUttional Technology (1877196). Winnipeg; Canada: Associate Committee bh
Instructional Technology; National Research Council of Canada:

D. Gillies _is with the film and ohdtoo-adhy dooi-tmont; Ryerson Polytechnical
Institute; Jorento: He has_researched-videbteX ahd teletbXt ih Canada;!Britain;irrance;
Germany and the_United States; 1979 83; and_is a-member Of ah infOrtation provider

!

group in the Bell Cahada "Vista" Telidon field trial in_Ontario-and Quebec, ,From,thiS
perspective, the paper assesses the theoretical potential ef videotex and teletext for_,
teaching and learning, and surveys SOMe Of their international applications in the broad
field of education:

G7ossbrenner; A. (1983). The Complete Handbook of Pe_rsLaral--,Computer ComMunitations:
Everythihg YOU Need tb GO Online with the World: New York: St. Martin's Press.

This isia handbook for heW COOpUter users. It provides advice on how to send
electronic letters;iaccess_online databaSeS, ShOp Online; buy Modems and communications
software; and how to download a variety of computtr softWare. It alSb presents ideas on
the role of communications in the workplace as a means of reducing or eliminating
cOmmUting.

Goetz; J. P. & LeCompte, M. D. (1984) EthhOgraphy and_Odalitative Design in
Educational ;esearch: Orlando, Florida: AcadeMit PrbSS.

ThiS hbok de-scribes many of the problems of conducting ethnographic research. It
addresse5 questions suchias the way:data are collected; methods for assuring the quality
ofidata, andtechniques for organizing r-eSUltS;:conclusions, and interpretations. The,
book:iwzsiwritten to_communicate With the gehei-al tOMMUnity of social science researchers;
in an effort toicantributeitoidialogue examining the OrbMiSeS and assumptions of
schclarly activity; the values and social policy-informing Sbcial reSearth; ahd the
rblationShips and interdependencies of scientific endeavour with the broader human
enterpriSe.

Cood, M. D:; Whiteside,-J., & Wixom, D. (1984). "Blinding a USer-Dbrived Interface "
Communications of the ACM; 27(1), 1032-1043.

:Many human-computer interfaces are designed with the assumption that the userS,MUSt
adapt to,the system, and thatusers must be traied and their behaviour altered to,fit 8
given_interface. The research preSehted herelproceeds from the alternative assumption:
Novice behaviour is inherently 5015ible, and the L:bt-pdter system can be made to adapt to
it: Specifically; a measurably easy-to-use interface WaS built to accommodate the actual
behaviour of novice users:
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Novices attempted an electronic mail task using a command-Jine interface containing
no help, no:menus, no documentation, and,n0 ihStrUttioh: A hidden Operator intercepted
commands when necessary; creating the_illusion of an_interactive SOSSiOh. The 5Aftware
-,sirepeatedly revised to recognize users' new commands; in_essence, the:interface '485

i-iVed from user behavior. The firstirsion of the software could recognize only 7% of
Ss spontaneously generated commandS, final version: 76% (Ss = 67).

_This experience contradicts the idea that USer input iS irreleVant to the desigh of
command languages: Through careful observation and analysis of user behavior, a Mail
interface unusable by novices evolved into one that let novices do useful work within
minutes.

Guillaume,,J
Journal:

(1980). Computer Conferencing ahd the Development Of an Electronic
The Canadian: . .. ion-ScienCe, 5 (may), 21-30.

The elettronic information exchangeisystem at the New Jersey Institute_of Technology
prOVided the,medium to construct an on7line_electronic journal equivalent to the standard
print journal._ ,In an electronicijournal; all facets of theinformation exchange process
would be directly accessible_on7line, fromiproblem delineation; diSCUSSibn, authorship,
submissio, editing and refereeing,_to_full text transmission, storage, , retrieval.
This paper presents the findings from an evaluation and_analysis of information usage
Pattern-Si grOup processes; and patterns of social and behavioural interaction.

Harasim,_1___& Johnson, E. M. (1985, January 22-23)._ EdOcatiOnal APOlicationsiof
Computer Conferenclng_for Teachers-in -Ontario. Paper presented at theWorkShOO:of
Computer Conferencing and Electronic_Mail meeting of the InStitUte Of CompUter Stiehte,
UniVersity of Guelph. Guelph; Ontario:

-:
This paper reported some preliminary results of an on-going project to investigate

the_potential of_computer ncltworks and conierencing systems for_the delivery of distance
education and professional development:programs toiteaches in ohtario. !The f-otbS in th
paper was on one aspect of the larger study: how to employ computer cohferehcing
applitationSifor the adult_learner, An overview of the potentizl of_computer confer-
encihg for distance education was provided along with a number of recommendations for
designing distance edUcatiOn usihg COhferehting and electronic mail.

Hiltz;_S:iR: (1978). "The Computer Conference" Journal of Cdt-MUhitati-on, 28(3);
157-163.

ThiS paper describes computerized_conferencing comparing selected characteristics to
those of other group communication media. iResOlts of field trialsiand laboratory
experiments are_offered_to_demonstrate positive comparisons to audio and visual
conferences: The author believes_that compu+.erized conferencing seems competitiVe With
audio or audio-visual conferencing for_tasks such as giving:and receiving infbi"Matibn,
eXthangihg Opinions,_and generating ideas: Since these tasks are central to the
scientific ahd technical communities,_and since the conferencing is cheaper and more
convenient than Other media, she concludes that it would be preferable for these
functions:

HiltZ, S. R. (1980. Online Communities: A Case Study _t_he_Lture.
NOrWoOd, NeW JerSey: Ablex.

Hiltz:focuses on the applications and social impacts_of:computer-mediated
communications systems:and_their designs and evaluation, including Managers who must_
decide whether to implement such systems. Topics include: the reattiohs Of perSonnel to
spending much ofitheir time online; willingnesf_ or_resistance to incorporating 8 :

cOMpUter-M6Oiated communication system into their daily lives.;_and the_impact of the
system on organization and productivity. She also looks at the relationship between
technological innovation and social change.

Hiltz, S. R. & Turoff; M. (1978): The_ Netwo-.4.--N-a-t-i-ori4Y--HUman COMMUnicati-oh Via COMpUter.
London, Ehgland: Addison-Wesley.

This book examines how inexpensive computer power and communications links will;
over the next few plat's, fatilitate the emergence of vast communication and information
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networks. _AccraiNg tc the authors; the Network Nation i5 a SOciaty ih Whih
telecommunication via computer iietwurks has diminIshed_time and distance barrierS aMbhg
people, and betWeen pebole and igformation to rear zero: In order to explaln the,nature
and_consequences of the eMerging NetWork:Nation-, Lie authors rev; the histc;rv of
computer conferencing sy;tems, diScuSS What is known about toe social:and psyc`:ological
impacts of this new forn of communication, lOOk at the pOtehtial applications to d wide
range of societal processes; and review the present and fUture tettinital and policy
issues related to such applications;

Hiltz,,S,,R. &_Turoff, M. (1981). "The EVOlution of:User Behaviour in a Computerized
Conferencing System." COMMUhiCatibh bf ACM; 24(11); 737-751.

Data from 18-month operational trials of the EIES systeM indicate that the range of
featureS tbnsidered valuable in a:computer-based communication system inciaaSeS With the
amount of,experience gained by using this medium of communication. Simple messLge
systems alone are nbt likely tb SatiSfy the communications needs of long term, regular
users of computerized communications Systems. Among the capabilities which long term;
regular users find valuable are aroup conferenteS, nOtebbOkS fOr teXt -composition, and
self-defined commands

Hiltz,,S,R., Turoff, M., & JOhnSbn; K. (1981). The Effect of Structure. Tas_k_ra_ad
Indiv_i_d_uail=Attri_b_ut-es On COnSenSuS in COMOdteriZed Conferences: In R. P. Uhlig (Ed:
Computer Messaae System (pp. 91-102). The HagUe, Hblland: Worth Holland Publishing
Company.

One triterion:of the effectiveness of a computer7mediated communlcation systoM for
group doci_siOn7Making iS the ability cf_the group:to agree on any decision: This_paper
presents-data from two contrelled eXperimehts designed to_answer several questions

(1)_How does a CoMputOrind thhfei'ehte differ frOM a face-Jo-face chscussion
in terms of the ability of a group_to reach consenSUS? (2) How is thiS affetted by the
nature:of the task? (3) How is it affected by the skills and charatteriStics bf the:
participantsi such as their previousluse of computerterminals_and-their typing ability?
(4) How_is it affected by the Spetific structure used for the computer-mediated
communication system? Specifitally; tan ah_6(Olicitly structured human leadership role
aid consensus in a_computerized cOnfe-enCe? Can a detiSibn aid based on computer_
analysis:and feedback_of data related to_the oeCisidh hal0 (5) What are the iMplications
Of the findings for the design and application of computer-mediated communication
systems?

Hooper; R. (1983)._ "The CoMpUter OS a MediUM fbr Distante Education."_ In 3: Megarry, D.
Walker; S. Nisbet;_& E.-Hoyle (Eds.), World Yearbbbk Of Eclutatidn (pp. 103-108). London;
England: Kogan Page Ltd:

Communicationstechnology can be applied to distance education in_two ways; (1) lh
live/transmitted mode; the Student Jearns "on-line"Ifrom material transmitted_over a_
distance in real-time (eg. TV brbadtaSt); aod (2) In recorded/local mode; the learner
receives material (eg. cassettes dr disks) fOr USe "bff-lihe Whenever convenient.

Three types of_live/transmitted computer7assisted distance learningiapproachS _are
described: 2-way CAL (eg. Prestel), 1-way information_retrieval_(eg, teletext), and
computer-assisted live tbachihg (eg. CYCLOPS). Recorded/local modes of learning have_been
advanced,by the_rise of portableilearnihg deVices_and personal computers: Telesoftware
is put forward as a response to the prObleM Of SbftWare diStribution. It combines the
advantages of both modes of distance learning by computer.

HudSoh; H. E. & BOyd_; C. H. (1984; March): Distance Learning: A-Review-fo_r_Educators
(Tech: Rep.). Washington; D.C.: Southwest Educational Development Lab:

Designed toiprovideiah hVat'ViOW fOr edUcatbri thiS report summarized experiences to
date!with_applications of rommunioations and computer technolOgy to diStahte education.
Finding5 relevant to educators concerned with grades_K-12 in the siX-StatO regibn of
Arkansas; Louisiana:, Mississippi,:New Mexico; Oklahoma.; and_Texas_are emphasized. A
brief overview of the:potential distance education technologies describes computer
communications_which in-chide elettroniC mail;:computer conferencing, and
computer-assisted instruction. IMOOt'taht fattOrS ih eValdating distance learning !

projects are examined including:__student performance; perforMante of harNare and
softviare; capital; start-up and operating costs; level_of complexity of sOftware
development attitudes of_teachers; learners and project staff; and the relationship of
project goals to institutional goals.
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James, J. S. (1981): The Conference Tree: i_ng_on Personal CoMputtrS.
Dr. Dobb's Journal; E(10); 14-15.

cOnferencing allows group meetings which are:non-simultaneous in both time
and place. A typical conference may 24 hOurs a day and last for months, with
individuals interacting_at theii convenience, using? terminal and the teleph-one. The
conference tree; a system now_available onthe APPLE allows sch meetings on a small,
computer.: It is a hierarchical (tree-structured):datahaseof messagesdesigned_to be
atteSSed by telophone; with categories and subcategories determined entirely by the user.

jounscn,,P, & DeGrasse, R. (1979). "CompUter-Based Teleconferencing: EffeetS on Working
Patterns: Joilmal of Communiat-i-ori, 29;3), 30-41.

ThiS_Oaper.summaoizes conclusions of .a _report to determine whether computer-
tenferenting iMproves productivity of geographically separated _researchers: it_examines
how computer conferencing affected_ whom; when; and where. It also discusses how
conferencing altered the ways in which people work.

Johansen; R.; McNulty; M.; & McNeal; B. (1978);, "Electronic Education:, USihg
TelecOnferencing in Post-Secondary Organizations:" Lnstitute for the Future, Report R-2.

The,f0cUS Of this study is the !current and potential uses of teleconferencing media
in post-secondary education,_-In addition to instruction and training; post7secondary
issues include the administrative and,organizational processes that are COMpleMentaryito
teachingand learning: Teleconferencing includes audio, video, computer-based and media
Mi*eS. The project begins with the identification and subsequent data gathering Of 75
orgoizat-lons Who had direct experience with teleconferencing: From:the data;,13,systems
that_could be,viewedias,prOtotypes !were identified and studied; This report:should e of
particular_interest to those considering implementation of teleconferencing media;
through its provision of a_basis-for informed judgement regarding the strengths:and
weaknesses of teleconferencing; and its guidelines for effective future use of theS6
media in post-secondary education;

Johansen;_R., Vallee, J. , & C011ihS, K. (1977, September_ 5-8).: "Learning the Limits of
Teleconferencing:,Design of a Teleconferencing Tutorial.", Paper_presented_at a meeting
of the NATO Science Symposium on the Evaluation and Planning of Telecommunications
SySteMs

This poet beginS with a summary of the communication potentials and pitfalls,of___
teleconferencing,_with the exclusion of affective qualities of communicationand,anxioty
in the learning stages, discussed in more detail. Subsequently; five learning-related
Variables emerge: personal communication,style (and history) Of the_Oa'rti-ciPants, group
tasks to be performed; group structure and,leadership, sense of social preSehte; and
teletenference arrangements. Each variable is discussed.

Johnson, E. M. (1983). "Design ConsiderationsJor a Database Management Systemifor
Ontario Education. Unpublished master's thesis; University of Toronto; Toronto;
Ontario:

The Main piirpose of this thesis was to develop:an:architectural groundwork,for 8n
Ontario_oducatiOh database management system; to provide a central source_of information
on_the people, their,interestsi and work being undertaken in the area of computers in ,

education: The_database would be _used fcir fostering and promoting closer intercollegial
contacts, for facilitating crossdisciplinary knowledge exchange; ahd_for locating
expertise for research grant proposal reviews, conferences and journal attitla referee-S.

The deSigh proceSs for the study proceeded through a number:of_stages,- These
included the,analysiS of-user requirements and_a detailed examination of the education
and information_retrieval environments, by employing:a_cyclical :process of interviews and
question refinement: The summarization of the material gathered from these many:sources
was used to discuss how user needs; and knowledge of,the larger environment; WoUld affect
the design of the database management system._ The summarization led to 8 Serie5 Of
recommendationt to aid people involved in the design of database management systems ih
education.
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Kaufman,_D, (1984). "A Computer-BaSed InStrUttional System for Distance Education."
Computer Education, 8(4), 479-484.

_ This paper argues that the educational_technologies Of distance learning systemS and
teleMatitS_Will be merged, leading to computer-tased distance education systems. These
systems will far tUrpass our_current computer-augmented systems in which the computer is
used simply as a 8upport tool, and does not really overcome the major problems of
learning at a distance. The tenClUSiOn reathed _is that computers will revolutionize the
educational and social dimensions of distance edUcatiOn prattice, With conSequent effects
on traditional educational systems.

Keisler, S., Siegel, J.i & McGuire; T. (1983); Social Psychological Aspects of
Computer-Mediated COmmUnicatiOn." Aberican Psychologist, 39(10), 1123-1134.

The article describes_some_of-the current issues in computer7mediated communication,
and_focuses on how people participate, the effects on group efforts to_reach consensus,
differences in_participation, interaction; and decisions between face-to-face and
compUter-linked discourse.

Kerr; E. & Hiltz, S. R. (1982). CompUter-Mediated COMmOnitation Systems. New York:
Academic Press.

ThiS WOrk presents the systematic findings of a panel of experts who designed and
evaluated tOMOUter Mediated communication systems; The arthors used a_modified "delphi"
technique to create a fraMework for reporting and comparing the results of 18 projects
related_to computer_technology. The resulting State7of-the-art_synthesis covers current
knowledge about computer conferencing, olectrohic_mail, 8hd Office _information
communication systems: The book emphasizes aspects of computer mediated tOmmunication

as: software design considerations; factors that TA-ermine the acceptance or
rejettiOn Of SyStemS; impacts of system on the individuals; groups, and organizations
that 1158 them; and eValUatiOn StrategieS to provide users feedback for implementation
strategies.

Kna0Per; C. & Waslycia-Coe; M. (1982). "Characteristics and Attitudes of Correspondence
StudentS " _1h J. S. Daniel; M. A. Stroud; & J. R.Jhompson_(Eds.), Learning --at a
Dittance: A World Perspective. Edmonton: Athabasca University Press

Knowles; M. (1970). The Modern PraCtiCe bf Adult EdUcati-un. NeW York: Association
Press:

Knowles offers a comprehensive review of adult education theory a practice. He
introduces the concept of "andragogy," as opposed to pedagogy with respect to adult
learners. Ahoaigtiv it premised on four assumptions about adult learners that differ
from the assumptions about child learners on Which traditional_peoagogy is premised;
These assumptions are that, 85 a person matures 1) hiS/her self-concept moves from being
dependent to self7-directing; 2)11e/she accumulates 8Xpel8hCO that_becomes an increasing
resoOrCe for:learning; 3) his/her readiness to learn becomes orieAed increasingly_to the
developmental tasks of_her_social role;_and 4) his/her time perspective changes from
fUtUre tO present applications of learning.

Knowles; tiL (1975). Self404-r-etted-Learning: A Guide for LearnerS and Teachers.
Chicago; Illinois: Follett Publishing Company.

_Knowles; one _of the leading authorities in the field of adult education; argues the
benefitS Of telf-diretted learningiiand sets out a guide for_both learners and teachers.
Fle,distingUiSheS bet.Ween Self-directed and teacher7directed learning as_two fundamental
approaches in adult education, and through 8 set bf induiry projects guides the learner
through the_self-directed approach. The book is divided iht0 three SeCtitin: (1) for
the learner; (2) for the teacher; and (3) resources for self-directed learning.

Koning; S. M. _(1981, OttOber 111=14). "Computer Conference and Message Systems: Their
Use in a UniVersity Computer Center." Paper presented at the ACM-SIGUCC_User Services
Conference IX meeting of the The ASSociation for Computing Machinery Special Interest
Group for University Computing Centers.
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_CONFER; a computer conference and_message system; is used for communication with
users, among computer center staff members and with staff members from other computer
installations. Characteristics of_the organization_which make it advantageous to use the
computer as _a medium of_communication and the specific applications of the COmpUter
center are _discussed. The strengths and weaknesses of computerized tommunication are
also considered.

Kurland; N. 0: (1983): "Have Computer; Will Not Travel: Meeting Electronically:"
Phi Delta Kappan; 65(2), 124-126.

Beginning with two different scenarios depicting a face7to-face conference on
the one-hand-and, on the other, a computer_or electronic conference, the autnor_argues
the advantages of electronic conferencing and describes some of its uses; He believes
that a good curriculum for the 1990s will be one that; among other things, will help
learners understand the nature _of an era of value conflicts. _Educators_must understard
that the nature of the world of tomorrow cannot be forecast with precision; what tomorroW
brings will depend on where our insightful, huiAne values or their absence will
lead us as we move into the future of the information society.

Lampikoski; K. (1982): i"Towards the Integrated Use of the Computer iin_Distance
Education." In J. S. Daniel; M. A. StroAdi & J._R. Thompson (Eds.);_Leanihg at a
Distance: A WOrld Perspective (pp. 296 -_298). International Council for Corresponience
Education. Edmonton, Alberta: Athabasca University Press.

Tho article indicates some of the functions which can be handled by computers in
distance education.

Lederberg, J. (1978). j"Digital-Communications and the Conduct Of Science: The New
Literacy." ProceediTugs_of the IEEE, 66(11), 1314-1319.

This essay is a:personal perspective_on the_emergence of a new form of
communication; _optimistically called the 'EUGRAM". This form_is based on_the convergence
Of economical digital communications with computer-aided facilities for file management;
and prOtocols to facilitate the interconnection of users separated both in time and
space. The EUGRAM is_contrasted with the telephone, with the lattes demands on instant
availability and the subjugation of the user to an almost uninterruptible stream of uata.
The EUGRAM is expected to increase the thoughtfulness of communication, the return of
literacy in the efficient and precise use of language; and to enhance scientific
discourse in many ways.

Lerch, I. A. (1983). "The Movable Conference.' BYTE, 8(1), 104-120.

Computer moderated conferencing is a revolutionary new communication medium; which
is_set to change the structure _of the executive business meeting. The most apparent
difference between computer-moderated conferences and face7to-face meetings is in the
temporal relationship of_,the exchanges. _In a computer conference, messages are forwarded
in-time, day or night. Because each participant needs only a normal telephone line, or
leased communications line; to connect a terminal to a central host computer; the
interchange is independent of place as well as time:

LevinSion, C. (1985). "EduCation by Telecommunications at the Elementary and Secon&rv
Level: Practices and Problems." Technological Horizons in EdUtatiOri JOut.nal, 12(8),
71-73.

_ This article reviews several projects including CONNECT* ED (Arkansas); Penn
Link (Pennsylvania), and the computer chronicles_(linking Alaska _and California). It _

describes the mixes of equipment used by the various projects and considers a number of
questions relevant to the establishMent and use of networks and microcomputers in
education: These include; the problems of-courses b6ing taught in one st-,Ite by-an
instructor from another; the eCfect on a school if its courses become increasingly
offered online; and how funding can be allotted to this type of distance learning. She
also considers_the skills needed by teachers and the cost effectiveness of electronic
diStance learning.

Lucas; H. (1975). Why_Information Systems Fail. Now York: Columbia University Press.

The_designiand operation of information systems have long been considered primarily
technical activities. While there are_still technical problems to solve, there is
adequate technology to develop sophisticated information systems. But dUe tO the concern
about technology, the fact that almost all_information systems exist within an
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_organizational context is frequently ignored. The purpose _of this book is to present a
descriptive_model of information systems, in_the cOnteXt of the organization, and to test
the Modeliwith empirical_data from six studies: The studies-, tondutted by the author;
involved_2,000 users in 16 organizations: The model and_studies are foCUt On
organizational behavioural Variablet_in information system activities, because thoy have
received so little attention in the literature.

Madden, J. C. (1982). "Distance Education and the IhfOrmatiOn RevOleition." In J. S.
DanieliiM. A. Stribud, 8,_J. R. Thompson (Eds.), _Learning at a Distance:_ A World
Perspective (pp. 2687270). International Council for Correspondence EdUcatibh. Edmonton,
Alberta: Athabasca University Press.

_ This paper discusses how_the "information revolUticin," touched off by micro-
elettronics. will affect distaLte_education,_by Moving it frOM one-Way_(broadtasting) to
2-way (interactive) tutoring: The article identifies "7" prepertiet Of a godd_program:
suitability, quality, understanding, availability; responsiveness, depth, and IOW tOtt.

Magers; C. S. (1983, December 12-15). "Ah EXperiMental Evaluation of On-Line HELP for
Non-Programmers:" In A. Janda (Ed.), HUM8h Fattors in Computing Systems (277-281).
Baltimore, MD: Association for Computing Machinery.

An ihteractive computer system was made easier to learn, for non-programmers by
modifying the on7line HELP_and err& Messages_of a system designed_primarily for
programmers; The modifications _included supplementing the existing HELP command_with a
HELP key, making the content of HELP and error messages more concrete, responding to
tOttand synonyms, and more;

The syttems were evaluated in a between-groups experiment in which Offite WOrkers_
with,no,programming experiente Were asked to perform a typical office task using one of
the unfamiliar intoract.ive_tnmputer SSitteMt. The results of the experiment supported the
ihtlusion of the modifications. Non-programMert utihg the modified system completed the
ttiMputer task in less time; with greater_accuraty,_and with better resulting attitudes
than those whO used the system designed primarily for programmert.

Marshall, C. R. (1984, SepteMber 4-7). System ABC: "A Case Study_in_the Design and
Evaluation of a Human7Compdt2r oialogoe." _Ih Human-Computer Interaction (1:419-1.423).
London, England: International Federation for Information Processing:

Human factors specialists concerned with-the human-computer interfate live in_two
worlds. In the world of theory they are concerned with the properties of th0 ideal
interface 77 Ori0 that is easy tb learn_and use; and results in_performance that it
efficient and error-free. In the World Of practice we must design working systems in the
presence of many constraints._ This paper presents acase study in the design and
eValuation of a hmian7computer dialogue in a constrained environment. It also_discusses
the relationship Jetween theory and practice in_interface design; with particUlar _

emphasis bh the role of standards_and guidelines: The author_concludet_that since detign
guidelines and Standards play an important role in bridgingthe_gap between theory aod
practice, it is crucial that they be as correct, complete, and usable as possible. For
this reason, guidelines and standardt shoUld be tubjected tO empirical evaluation and the
tett of "practice" whenever possible.

Mason, R. E. A. (1985, January 22-23) "On What the User Expects." Paper presented at
the Workshop on Computer Conferencing and Electronic Mail meeting of the Institute of
Computer Science, Univertity Of GUelph, Guelph, Ontario:

Users of any new computing facility often expect more than the facility is designed
to Ortivide, according to Mason: Mis paper classifies users, and dittuttet this_problem
of USer expectation in terms of user type; in the context of computer tOnferehcing
systems. The paper Alta discusses the relation between such systems and other
office-typo applications.

Masterton; P. (1984): "A Futurist Looks at EdTech; Or Wheel-ReinVenting Reconsidered."
rethnOlOgical Horizons in Educatian; 11(4), 143-146.

The author ttatet that in every walk of life we are faced with technological options
that tould_rovolutionize our everyday attivities. We have new tools whose potential U505
have only barely begun to be tapped, and Whote potential depends on the imaginetion and
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ingenuity of the user. _She believes that only through creative new uses of the computer
can:we move beyond using educational technology to force information into people's heads;
or just to transport them from one grade level or course to another: Imagination and
ingenuity can help us reinvent not only our technology, but the future itself.

Maude, et, al. (1984, September 4,7). ')Ah Experiment in Group Working on
Mailbox Systems:" In Humarr-Compnter-Interaction (1.396-1.400). London, England:
International Federation for Information Processing:

A computer conference on the subjectof electronic mailbox systems was held over the
BLEND system in 1983. After nine months the ideas generated had been developed, written
up, and submitted to_an international meeting as a paper, entirely by means of the
computer conferencing system: The work that was done to_prepare that paper, the roles and
structures adopted; and the patterns of communication between the mailbox members are
deScribed. _Comparisons between mailbox and face-to-face working are made; and some of
the strengths and weaknesses of mailbox group working are identified.1 The_paper, which
has itself been-written using the BLEND_mailbOx system; concludes that mailbbx systems
can be used successfully by groups of otherwise unrelated people to prodUCO work jointly,
and within a previously defined timescale:

Mayer, A. (1985, January 22723). "User Friendliness at 300 Baud (the COSY Approach to
the Human Interface)." Paper presented at the WOrkshop on Computer Conferencing and
Electronic Mail meeting of the Institute of Computer Science, University of Guelph,
Guelph; Ontario.

The COSY conferenceisystem was developed with ambitious design goals and a number of
constraints, vis-a-vis the "user_interface". __Among these, were that it be learnable
without recourse to a manual, and_that it be "friendly' even over low-speed phone lines.
The user interface, according to Mayer, can make or break the success of Such a SSteM;
no matter how powerful the underlying system architecture. This pap,. lOoks at the goals
and constraints, and discusses how they were responded to in COSY.

McConnell, D. & Sharples; M. (1983). "Distance Teaching by CYCLCPS: An Educational
Evaluation of the Open University's Telewriting System." British Journal of Educational
Technology, 14(2), 109-126.

_ As a supplement to telephone tutoring:, the Open University has developed a graphics
telewriting terminal called"CYCLOPS";!which allows for the live transmission of writing
and drawing tv telephone, The system is described, including its use in a 2-year trial
project for tutoring students. Preliminary findings from formative_evaluations are
discussed, with suggestions for Setting up similar systems, Telewriting tutorials are
educationally effective and acceptable to a large number of students and tutors.

Meierhehry, W. C. (1982). "Microcomputers and Adult Education:" In D. G. Gueulette
(Ed.), Microcomputers for Adult Learning: Potentials and Perils (pp: 11-27). Chicago,
IllineiS: Fellett PUbliShing COMOanY.

Meierhenry examines-the potential of microcomputers for enrichino and improving
adult education. The article describes some_of the factors that will facilitate or
retard use of microcomputers, some of the theoretical problems that will have to be
faced; and some of the possible applications of the microcomputer in adult education:

Miles,W and Huberman,A, M. (1984). "Qualitative Data Analysis: A Sourcebook of New
Methods: beverly Hills, California: Sage Publications.

_ This book was written to address a critical need faced by researchers in all fields
bf the human sciences. How can valid meaning be drawn from qualitative data; and what
methods Of analysis can be employed that are practical, communicable, and non-self
deluding? The book describes why_the authors believe this prOblem is now critical, and
describe their stance towards matters of qualitative analysis. Included are chapters on
focusing_and bounding the collection of data; analysis during data collection;
Within-site analysis; cross-site analysis; and how to draw and verify conclusions. The
bbbk iS intended to be a practical guide that offers variations, and advice for
qualitative reSearcherS.
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Mozetj_ G. (1982). "Professional Education and the MicrocompUter." In D. GueUlette (Ed.),
MicrOCOMputei't for Adult Learning: Potentials and Perils. Chicago: F011ett POblihihg.

The_first part of thiS artitle preSehts a short:examination of adult learning, from
the vantage r:oint_of_the microcomputer. Thit_iS followed by a case study of the work
done at_Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago in developing computer simulations for
practicing phsicians.

The secOnd part presentS a review of microcomputer applications from different partS
of the country. The objective Of the article is to provide informat'on on how the
microcomputer is used in professional Oducatibh today, and to off,ir few suggestions
regarding its future use.

Naisbitt, J. (1982). Megatrends. New York: Warner Books.

Naisbitt analyses the reCeht future. He_places much of the responsibility for
recent and future change on the develOpment bf ()Ur SOphisticated technology, which has
initiated the transition from an industrial sOCiety tb an information society.

chaptet 8, "FrOM Hierarchies to Networking," describes the redistribution of power_
and informatiOh at the fleXibility of technology undermines the rigidity of hierarchical
systems: Although hierarChieS teMain, bur belief in their value does not. Consequently,
people have moved outside_the-structure, fbrmihg hetWOrkt of tommunication. Central to
the_networking system is the computer, which has allowed people to make personal contact
in lieu of the_lock-step communication route enforced by the business or politital
hierarcniet. He_describes the structure and potential of neiworks, knowledge net:Working,
and its detentralizing effect on business.

Nnif; A. M. (1982): "Distance EdUcation for the In7Service Training of Teachers."
In J. S:_Dan-Iel, M. A. Stroud, & J. R. Thompson (Eds.)j Learning at a DiStante:. A World
Perspective._International Council for Correspondence Education. EdMOnton, Alberta:
Athabasca UniVerSity Press.

The distance educatibh progtam deStribed was a_.'esponse to the_problems inherent in
traditional teacher in-service programS (ie. expensive, time7consuming, disruptive of
classroom routines). The_program described incluled: fate-tb-fate teaching; _ensured
fUll integration _of the various components of_the multi,media approach; included
COMMUnicatibh media as_an integral part of the teacher training curriculum; Made
extensive use of individUalied and task-oriented instructional materials; and relied
heavily on evaluation ard feedback fbr the Continuous improvement of instructional
material:

Newell,_A. & Sproull, R. F. (1982). "Computer Networks: Prospects for Scientists.
Science, 215(453k'), 843-852.

Computer netWOrk8 ate ahjhtegral part of the rapid expansion of computing: Their
emergence depends both on evolving Cbmmunitati_dh tethnologies; such as packet-switching
and satellites; and on diverse experiments arid innOVatibhS ih the software tools that
exploit communications: The tools provide computer users with facilities _Stith as
elettrohit _Mail, access to remote computers; and electronic bulletin boards. ScientiStS
cIn both abapt and eXtend_tools to meet tne communication needs of their work, and
several hetworkt ate deVeloping to serve particular scientific communities:

Nichols, E. A.; Nichols; J._C,, & Musson, K. R. (1982). Data COMMUnications for
Microcomputers with Practical Appications and ExperiAents. N8W YOrk: McGraW-Hill.

Owners Of microcomputers must_often bear most of the responsibility for maintaining_
and enhancing their own systems. This book_provides explanations of the basic principles
of data_communications, and bfferS ptactical guidance for implementing the hardware and
software necessary_to_handle COMMOh problems atisihg in a mitrbcomputer7based
environment. Particular attention is given to locating and SolVing problems associated
With communications between CPUs, terminals, and printers, as well as how to access and
uSe public packet-switched telephone networks.
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O'Malley, C. et al: (1983, December 12-15). "A Proposal for User7Centered_System
Documentation:" In A. Janda (Ed.), Human_Factors in Computing SySteMS (282-285).
Baltimore, MD: Association for COMOUting Machinery.

_This paper outlines a set of proposals for the development of system documentation
based on an analysis of user_needs: It is suggested that existing documentation is not
sensitive enough_to the variety of levels of user expertise, nor to the variety of
contexts iniwhich online help is required. _The authors outline three specific proposals

for fulfilling_these needs: (1) a quick reference facility;_ (2) a command-line database,
and (3) a facility for full explanation and instruction, and suggesting a number of ways
in which users might access theso facilitios. Finally, they suggest a way of combining
these facilities into an integrated structured manual; offering more effective user
support than is currently provided:

Ontario Teachers' Federation (OTF/FE0). (1981, June). Ontario Curriculum 1981. A

project of the Educational Studies Committee of the OTF, 1260 Bay Street, Toronto;
Ontario M5R 285: An evaluation of curriculum development policy and practice and
professional development policy and practice:

Palmei J. (1982). "Experience with the Use of COM Computerized Conferencing SyStem."
SOftware World (GB), 13(3), 2-11.

The following_subjects are_discussed:_ computer conferencing; the "COM" system,
history and legal problems; some statistics on the usage of COM, organizational distance
between users; cost of using COM, cost per user_hour, time for using COM,_COSt
comparisons with other media, personal information in the COM system; an American group
dynamic comparison between face-tb-face meetings and computer conferencing, and opinions
about COM among users and nonusers.

Palme, 3. (1984; September 4-7). "Survey of Computer-Based Message Systems." Ih

Human-Computer Interaction (1.263-1.269). London, England: International Federation on
InforMatiOn PrOceSSing.

This paper provides a survey of computerbased mail_and conference systems: The

paper discusses systems for individually addressed nail and group addressing, through
conferences and distribution lists Various methods of structuring the test database in
existing_systems is discusseC and networks of interconnected _systems (ARPANET, CSNETi
BITNET, USENET, JNT7MAIL,_EURNET, MAILNET, et:C.) are described. The emerging standards
fer the interconnection of messages systems are described.

Patterson, H. F,; & Anderson; A. (1983): "Integrating Changing Communication Technology
into Business Communication Classes:" Journal of Business Education, 59(1), 8-11.

_ The authors state that the art of business communication is changing, as new modes
of communication are made available through technological advancements. They believe
that it is highly relevant that the curriculum in business communication courses should
reflect these changes. While they stress that the importance of traditional forms of
written and oral communication should not be diminished, an understanding of
communications technology is critical. They review such features as telecommunications
including computer and video teleconferencing, computer graphics; fiber optics,
electronic mail, and_voice recognition. Included in the article is a list of suggested

topics for students to undertake.

Pollard; J. & Holznadel, EL (1984; March): Electronic Mail (Tech. Rep.). POrtland,
Oregon: Northwest Regional Educational Lab.

Decision makers must address the issues of (1) just what-are electronic
communications? (2) how will-they help me teach, administer; or survive? and (3) what

will it cost in time and money? Electronic mail allows the sending of letters; nos,
andimessages to anyone who uses the same electronic mail system,_and provides_mot% of the
options that are available through the traditional post office, including registered,
bulk, and express mail. Perhaps the greatest advantage of electronic mail, however, is
the informal, telegraphic writing style that is customary. Other forms of electronic
communication include electronic bulletin boards and computer conferences: Hooking up
with an electronic mail system requires equipment (a microcomputer or terminal, modem,
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interface; and cable); software (a smart or dumb terminal); and an electronic mail system
with_which to_connect. System options include The Source, SpecialNot, COmpuserve,
DIALCom, and local networks. Each electronic mail system charges for membership, amount
Of time spent in using the system, and telephone line rental: The best bet for deciding
on which electronic mail system to use is to find one used by colleagues.

Pullinger, D 3., Shackel, B.; Dodd, W. P, & Maude, T. I. (1984, September 4-7).
"User Surveys_in the BLEND-LINC "Electronic Journal_Project." In Human-Computer
Interaction (1.332-1.337). London, England: International Federation for Information
PrOteSSing.

This paper_describes two telephone surveys of users in the 4-year experimental
programme on electronic communication, organized jointly by two Universities as the
Birmingham and Loughborough Electronic Network Development (BLEND). Several communities
Of users were studied, and this_reports the first community of initially about 50
scientists (the Loughborough Information Network_Community -_LINC). Considerable
problems were experienced with the hardware available to LINC members, with communi-
cations equipment,_with modifying and developing sOftware to obtain an acceptable
operating system, and with various unexpected bureaucratic and organizatiOnal
difficulties. Nevertheless; more than 50 papers are in the system, and successful
teleconferences have been held.

Quinn,_C:N._ et al. (1983). "Real Education in Non-Real TiMe: The Be of Electronic
Message Systems for Instruction.' Instructional Science, 11(4)i 313-327.

Education in different communication media takes place with functional_differences
that have consequences for the_course of instructional interactim In this paper; the
authors examine instructional interaction among_people using a _computer-based electronic
message system, contrasting it with conventional face-to-face discussion in a college_
level class. Interaction via-the non-real time message contained multiple "threads of
discourse"; a higher proportion of student turns_to teacher turns, and other deviations
from the "initiation-response-evaluation" sequences usually found in face-to-face
classroom interactions. Based on the results of their contrasts; they describe ways to
organize instruction by using electronic message systems to_take advantage of new
properties, and to avoid shortcomings of these new instructional media.

Ragsdale; R. G (1982): Computers inthe_Schnols:_ A Gu4de for Planning. Toronto: OISE
Press.

This book was_written for an intended_audience ofipeople who have already acquired
some knowledge and/or interest about computers; hence there is no attempt to intrOdUce
computers or computer concep',:s The book is also written from the subjective view of the
author and it is "his" opinions which are presented. The first four chapters provide a
basis for discussion:by providing a general overview of the rationale for using
compUters; and detailed descriptions of how computers are used in instructional settings
There_are also_chapters on how the use Of computers is likely to affect elementary and
secondary teachers, and a description of how administrative functions might be connected
to the instructional setting. Equipment and its implications, software and it8
implications, and evaluation are included: The book summarizes the various points of
view, and provides suggestions as to where educators should begin efforts to maximize the
advantages computers can offer while minimizing the possible disadvantages.

Randall, L, S. (1982, September 20-23) . Shared graphic workspace: Interactive data
sharing in a teleconference environment. In Decisions and Designs Inc. (Ed.),
Proceedings of Computer Networks Compcon 82: -25th ILEE-Computer_Soc_i_ety___Internatione
Conference. (535-542); Washington; D; C. : IEEE:

The shared graphic workspace (SOWS); a medium for interactive data_sharing in a
teleconferencing environment, is described, The SGWS is a digital imaging system which
permits_participants,_at different geographical locations, to,view and tO interact with
images of documents; objects, briefing charts,_or_other graphic information. Images can
originate_from any video medium, such as a video camera, or they can be created
dynamically. Communications occur over low bandwidth channels; The SGWS allows users to
interactively point to features of an image; annotate an_image with coloured "inks"; and
erase. Users can point, draw, and erase by dragging a finger across the touch-sensitive
face of_the_video monitor, or by using a stylus on a digital tablet. Images can be Saved
for later review or further annotation.
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Reisner, P, _(1981). "Human Factors Studies of Database Query Lanouages: A Survey aod
Assessment." Computing Surveys; 13(1), 13-31.

Empirical studies have been undertaken to measure the ease-of-use_of a query
language, compare _two or more such languages for use, study controversial issues language
design. and provide feedback_to designers for improving a language. Some primitive
attempts_at constructing abstract models to query languages also exist. This paper
discusses some of the techniques that have been used and results obtained. A primary
goal is to show the reader; unfamiliar with behavioural research, what the results do and
do not mean.

Rice, R.-E,-& Borgman, C. L. (1983). "The Use of Computer-Monitored Data in Information
Science and Communication Research." ,ournal of_the Amerialn--So-c-i-etyfor Information
Science; 34(4), 247-256.

As computer-based information retrieval and_communication systems become_mcre
commonplace, researchers have a greater opportunity to evaluate the uses and impacts of
these new technologies. The systems anz!--the kirds of data now available are discussed
along with the advantages and disadvantages of using computer7monitored data. However,
the_extraction and management of such data may be difficult; and they urge researchers to
devise ways to integrate data collection and summary reporting into_computer-based
communication systems, as a natural fjnction Of system operation. They conclude with
some prospects for future research, including the queStion of whether, and under what
conditions; groups engage in similar processes when using computer-based communication
systems.

Riel, M. (1983)._"Education and Ecstasy: Computer Chronicles_of Students Writing
Together." The Quarterly Newsletter of the Laboratory of Comparative Human Co_gnition,
5(3), 59-67.

This article describes a project in which students in California and Alaska
exchanged information with each other via computer conferencing. Some students used "The
Source" while other students mailed "letters" to each other on computer diskettes.
There is an ongoing student newspaper from the project, and students from around the
Jnited States can either leave their articles on The Source or Send items via regular
mail (on diskette) to student editors.

SamuelSon, K., Borko, H., & Amey; G. X. _(1977). "Information Systems and Networks."
Amsto-dam, Holland: NOrth-H011and PUbliShing Company.

.The.study_was funded_by UNESCO and carried out by the researchers from Sweden,
Canada; and the U.S.A. _Its_purpose was to present practical guidelines of informatics
for the planning. design and management of general systems for processing; storage,
retrieval, and dissemination of information_and knowledge. _The book is also intended as
an advisory tOO1, and for education and training in developing countries.

Schroeder, R. E. (1981): _"Computer-Conferencing: Exploding the Classroom W8115."
Technological Horizons in Education; 8(2); 46:

This paper_reports_that, by using several features of the PLATO computer-aided
instruction system, students_in_Illinefs and Hawailiwho were taking similar courses were
able_to communicate with each Other and tondUct topical discussions throuch computer
conferencing: This technique has a variety of applications, and i5 available at
different sites.

Scollon,_ 5__(1981, December). "lhc Teacher-Student Role in Ins ructional _

Tol,ecommunicationS." PaiDer Oreented_t the_annual Meeting of the American
Anthropological Association, Los Angeles, Califot-nia.

_Teacher-student classroom relationships and behaviours, at the University of
Alaska's Fairbanks campus, are compared with instruction by audioconference and
computer conference, with_attention to the instruction.of Native Alaskan students.
Classroom behaviors of Natfves and non-Natives_are contrasted, particularly with
regard to participation and-signs of paying attention. Instructors' and stUdents'
difficulties with audioconferencing_are noted: elimination of all but audio cues;
the_need.to shut out environmental stimuli; problems in obtaining feedback, and
lack of the human, personal touch.
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Problems with computer conferencing; such-as lack of institutional mechanisms for
delivering courses n that medium and the large volume of discussion and comments input
by instructorsiand students,_are_also described. Advantages of the use of instructional
telecommunications are briefly discussed, including the fact that the large number of
participants can-encourage a loo!..e structure in whiCh students can respond:to and learn
from each other_more thall would be possible in a lecture hall, and instructors can
monitor what occurs without attempting to control it. The paper noteS that this Mode bf
teaching requires a radical reconstruction of the teacher-student relationship, in which
the teacher is viewed not just_as the source of knowledge. but as a facilitator in the
exchange of ideas and information.

Seabrook; R. H. (1978). PANALOG: "Shaking the Foundations." Bulletin Of the American
Society for Information Science, 4(5), 21-22.

PANALOG iS_a discussion-oriented_computer conferencino :ystem developed at the GTE
laboratories. _Teencom, a version Of PANALOC_wes implemented to help students develop
friendships with other students. Several students, from a Washington D.C. School for the
deaf, were paired with other students as electronic "pen-pals".

Seamen, J. (Ed,). _(1985). _"Data Communications: A Manager's View." Hasbrouck Heiahts; New
Jersey: Hayden Book Company.

These _articles illuminate the many transitions that have taken_place in the field of
data communications networks in recent years Included are important discussions On
product development and cost, for anyone involved in the layout and operation_of a data
communications network. Contents include: electronic mail, microcomputer executive
workstations, systems network architecture; distributed data processing; policy,
networking, hardware, and cost-cutting measures.

Senders, J. W. (1984, September 4-7): "Design Criteria for the Electronic JournaL" In
Human-Computer Interaction (1.401-1.403). London, England: International Federation for
InfOrMatiOh PrOteSSing.

_An electronic journal must meet the needs and_satisfy the expectations of the
readers; if it is to succeed. Some reasonable criteria for an electronic journal are
derived from consideration of the qualities of a paper journaL None of the requirements
can he shown to be impossible to achieve, or to be very much beyond today's state of the
art. The author concludes that the electronic journal must give what the paper journal
gives, or very nearly so. In compensation for what is lost, it must offer possiblities
which are inconceivable with a paper journal. Most presently available personal
computers and terminal devices_are patently unsuitable for uso as the local format of an
electronic journal. It would be unfortunate if the advent of the electronic journal were
further delayed by rejection_of the experimental systems of today; and a consequent
slowing of the effort to achieve the necessary formats to obtain reader acceptance.

Sevel,_F (1982). "What If We Gave a Teleconference and Nobody Said Anytning?" Online
Today, 3(3), 33-36.

The article outlines the applications and functions of teleconferencing primarily
through the presentation of_anecdotal remarks; and interviews with teleconferencing
specialists: Elaine Kerr, Murray TurOffi Miriam Mills, and others._ The difference
between teleconferencing and bulletin board meetings is articulated. The problems and
advantages (especially social/psychological) of initiating a conference are presented.

Shackel, B. (1983). "The_BLEND_System: _Programme for_the Study_of Some Electronic
JOUrnalt." JoUrhal Of the American SOciety for Information Science, 34(1); 22-30.

This article_describes a three,year-experimental programme organized jointly by the
two Universities as the Birmingham_and Loughborough Electronic Network Development_
(BLEND). The aims are to assess the cost; efficiency, and subjective impact of such a
system, andito explore and evaluate alternative forms of user communication throuoh an
electronic journal and information network.
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Utinga Most computer at_Birmingham University; a community of atAJt: 50 scientists__
are connected thrOUgh the public telephone network to explor.e various tpes of electronic
journal.The con-coot Of the eltCtronic pu!mial i5volves using a computer to aid the
normal procedures_whereby-an article is written, refereed; attepted; and published._ The
subject of the experimental progrimme is "Computer Human FactorS". Each member will
contribute at lccct_cnc reseerch article and one shorter note in each year of the
project, .:Ihd Will altO use other forms of communication, such as newsletters,_annotated
alT:tracts, workShop CohferenteS, and Cooperative authorship. Throughout the project;
relevant data will be gathered to enable the assessment of system and user performance,
cost, usefulness, and acceptability.

Sharplet, M. (7t982) "Educational Technology and the Open University." Teze:114hq a_t_a
DiStance, 22, 15-20.

Mike Sharples is a research felloW, CYCLOPS prOjett ih the Cpen University's
Institute of Educational Technology._ Technological innovatiOnicoeS not guarantee
edUtational_progress, often the opposite is true_- teaching methods are constraihtd to
fit the liMitatiOnS Of the equipment. This article offers some criteria to guide,the
selection Of new technology for distance education. It attempts only to map cut a
general area of search. The cheiCe of a bartitUlar piete Of equipment will be determined
by more specific:features 7_whether it is for W5e by StUdelitS Or Staff, fer formal
teaching_or informal_discussicn, for communication, problem solving Or information
retrievaL The remainder of the article presents a "vision" of two Open University
student8 in_the hear futurei studying at home with the aid of soch equipment and; lastly,
a strategy to realize SUch a VitiOn.

Short, 1_, Williams; E;, & Christie; B. (1976). The Social Psychblegy of Telecommunications.
Lendhii, England: John Wiley & Sons.

The-ways in WhiCh peOple tee, hear and sense each other can effect the course and
content_of viterpersonal communicatibh. The itpOrtante of the gaze; posture; and other
non-verbal cues is increasingly recogni7ed ahd Studied by bOth tetial psychologists and
commOnications specialists. This book was one of the first to deSeribe the tOcial
ptychologital atpects_of_interpersonal telecommunications. The authors discus's factbr8
that_will deterft.ine the likely dse of the new media, and review research aimed at
discovering the effectiveneSS bf th0 different media for different types of tasks.

Shumada, 1. E. _(1985, January 22-23). "Experiences With the Design and Implementation -of
the ENVOY:100 Messaging System." Paper presented at the Workshop on Computer
Conferencino and ElettrOnic Mail meeting of the Institute of Computer Science, University
of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario.

Irene E:Shumada is_a Computer Syttems Specialist With Bell Canada, This paper_
describes some experiences dealing_with the design and implementation bf_the Envoy 100
ttletaging System, especially the script and autodelivery capabilities. NUMetbus
enhanceMentt haVe been added to_the system, aria have actually beer developed using the_
script_and autodolivo,y tapabilitiet at building blocks. Some of these are the EnvoyPost
feature which allows Envoy-100 US8r5 tb tend Mettaget to any mailina address in North
America, the design and implementation of a U58t Maititaihed and Vlled ihforMatibh
databate, and the connection of Envoy 100 with the Purolator dolivory system. Numerous
computer tytteMt are currently connected to Envoy 100: Some of the Varithis intOrf8Cit10
methods are described. Fihal:yi_futureiworklin the area of implementation of the new
CCITT X:400 series M855800 Hahdlihg SytteMt RecOMMendations is discussed. Some of the
considerations and possible problems aro highlighted.

Smitii; H. T. :(1982; July "User Issues in Network Comm,Inicatioh SySteMt." Paper
presented at a meeting of the 7nternational Conference on Man/Machine Systems,
Manchester, England.

This paper is concerned primarily with rieWer Variants of textual_communication
Systems those in which users employ computers as ah integral part bf the communication
to producei disLri'oute; cataibgue and more generally,_process messages. :The facet
examined here it the "iMPOrtance of human factor issues in the design and use of
Computer-Based Me88age Syttemt."
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Springer; r. G. (1984). "Choosing Your First Bulletin Beatd." FaMily Computing, pp: 30; 32:

This desctiptien bf bOletin board systems (BBS)_includes an eXplanatlon of the
hardwae (microcomputer, modem; telephone system), and lists_the functions of the EBS
itself_(i.e.; cbtaining,programs, leaVing and receiving messages, ordering products,
gatherino information; and making soc)al tehtattS). The article gives complete step-
bV7ttep instructions_for entering a BBS, and suggeStS criteria for determining the
v.?7ue of a specifit BBS.

Strom, B. I; (1982), "Computer Conferencing;Past, Present, and Future." In N. Naffah
(Ed.); Office Information-Systems (pp. 297-313). The Haeue: North-Holland Publishing Co.

Compdter conferencing is a technique ter users to tonfet With eath Other, usually
asynchronously; using a computer ta buffer therr_transcripts, One SUth cbMpUter
conferencing_system, the ComuUter Buffered Inrormation txchange_(CBIE) wa recently
reimplemenced tc execute_undet the UNIX Operating system, and has beenused successTully
for _a number of conferences at_Bell LaberatetieS. This paper discusses computer
conferencing n general, and the Computer Buffeted Infetmatien Extbahge in particular.
It contains descriptions of_the work of other ,..esearciiers ih the field: a detailed
description of computer tonferenoIng ar,d CBIE, End suggestions for future retearc.'1.

Swart; E. R. (1985 danuary2273)., "Elettrthit Coriferehtieg: A New Mode of
CCIMMunitation.Y Paper presectd at_the_Wirkshop oh_,-..oMpdter Cehferencing and Electronic
Mail meeting of the Inscitute of Computer Science, UniTetsity bf Gdelph, Guelph, Ontario.

Swart is_associate director of the Institute of ComputerScienc.? Certain
preliminary,reflections_on the social and huiliah aspects of electronic tonferenning are
discussed in the light,of,actual_darto-day Utage, bVer_an extended period of time. It
seems likely that its e,.;tensive use m.4s, well have a prefbUtid effect on the flow of
infetMatibh within organizations 7- fixiiitating the lateral tranSfet of ihformation and
alteri0e existing status hierarchies.

Szabo;_M. (1984). "International TelecoMMUnitationt Networks for Computer-Based Learnin
Alberta Printout, 5(2); 11-17.

This article examines applications of majer_telecommunications networks in
educational and training environments. Principles; hazards; and recommendationS bated
upon current pratice are discussed.

Tanenbadm, A. S. (1981). Computer Networks. Englewbed CliffS, NeW Jersey: Prentice-Hall.

This book provides a technical overview of computer networking. Tht ihttedUttibn
providesidefihitions Of what cohttituts a_computer network; and how they tan be uSed
effectively: The remaining thaptert detttibe_ih detail strategies for_designing and
implementing each layer of the International Stahdardt Organization (ISO) networking
Ototocol.

'The USO Of Satellite_Communication_for_Information Transfer:" (1982, February). UNESCO;
Paris; France: Report number PGI-82/WS/5.

This study examines the potential of the satelliu as carrier of informationi_in
comparison with conventional carriersi_and with spWaliztd to-tetttial teletoMmunication
hetworks. The intended audience includes: pclicy-makers, plannt.rg, ahd Spetialists
responsible for providing and using information services; particularly in the de,:feloping
countries. The aim of the stuay was tb provide practical guidance on the various options
and methods in this field.

Thorngate; W. _(1985, January 22-23), "Social Psychology and the D6igh bf Computer
COhfetencing Systems," Paper presented at the Workshop on_Computer Conferentihe and
Electronic Mail meeting et the Institute of Computer Science, University of Guelph,
Guelph, Ontario.

Therngate is associate_protesser_of psychology; Carleton UhiVertity. Problems of
-computer _conferencing can be divided into those concerned with the:MediUM, and thete
tenterned with the users of the medium. The former are_likely to be alleviated by fUture
developmentS_in hardware; softWare,_and funding._ The latter are,less likely te be
alleviated; but_the_probabilitie:;_ef their alleViation will be increased by considering
the social and psychelegical_constraints of users, arid atteMpting to develop norms,
traditionsi_ and rewards foreffective participatien baSed upph thete cen-siderations.
EXaMples of user constraints and the problems arising from them aro given; MethedS bf
tittUmventing them are discussed:
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Tombaugh; J. W. (hr85, January 22-23). "Reactions of Scientists to the Structure and
Content of an International Computer-Basea Conference." Paper presented at the Workshop
on COmputer Conferencing ahd Electronic Mail Meeting Of the InStitute of Computer
Science, University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario.

Tombaugh is at Carleton University, Psychology Department. Scientists who
participated in a computer7based conference were asked to comment on the technology
itself and on the scientific valUe of the exercise. While 78% of the 97 respondents
Indicated tha: they woUld participate in other computer-based conferences, thoy also
identified improvements that they would like to see. There_yas particular concern about
the lack of_contribution by participants; the quality of the information that was
presented; and an absenceiof focus or direction to the_conference. Some of the
difficulties would be minimized by changing features of the conferencing _system.
Recommendations_for future conferences are made; based_on the probleMs identified by the
participahts. Many of the problems require social, not technical solutions:

Tracz; G. (1980). "Computerized Conferencing: An Eye-Opening Experience With EIES." The

Canadian Journal of Information Science, 5(May), 11-20.

Developments in communications technology are reinforcing the continuing
transformation-of the Industrial Society into the Information Society: The author
focuses on computerized conferencing; one mode of exchange of information between
scholars and researchers, andidescribes his personal experiences yith the Electronic
Information Exthance SystemJEIES). Particular attention is paid to the psythOlogical
aspects of computerized cohferencing, the tensions between the smothering sensation of
information overload on one hand, and the liberating lift of collective intelligence on
the other. The paper concludes with a plea_for general fluency with the new literacy of
the 1980'-F. communications and computer technology.

Vallee, J. (1982). The NetWork Revolution. Berkeley, California: And/Or Press, Int.

-The Network Revolution examines the human aspects of computer technology: Vallee;

computer scientist and one of the early insiders in computer conferencing, demystifies
the technology, and discusses its impact on the present and futuro. Vallee focuses on
human power and control with respect to the technology_which, he argues, haS the
potential to enhance or degrade the quality of humon life.

Waniewicz, I. (1982). "The Adult_Learners:_Who Are They? Why and Where Do They Learn? In

M. Stroud, & .JThompson (Eds.); Learning at a Distance: A World Perspective
(pp. 87-89). Edmonton, Alberta: Athabasca University.

In this article, thr_, author argues that surveys _of pOtential adult learners indicate
that there is an enormous market that could be served by the techniques of distance
education. The impact of demographic, social and technological change on the educational
needs of adults_is enormous; and Waniewicz examines existing data on characteristics of
adult learners (and their future needs) to indicate the potential of distance education.

Williges, R. C., et al. (1984, SepteMber 4-7). "Providing On-Lire Assistance to
Inexperienced Computer Users." In KumanC-omputer Interaction (2.113-2.117). London;

England: International Federation for Information Processing.

_Inexperienced users of_interactive computer_systems_often need online assistance to
complete their task_successfully. The results of several research studies are reviewed,
as a means of specifying the human-factors design considerations for online assistance.
Alternatives such as automatic error detection, browsing and comparison of help facilities,
ancronline expert aiding need to be considered. It was concluded that these features need
to be incorporated into an adaptive interface, and tailored to the specific needs of the
inexperienced user of the software interface.

Winn, B. Ellig, G. B.; & Sinkey, L. (1983, March). "The Application of Integrated Videotex
and Teleconf3rencing Technologies-for Distance Education_Involving the Use of a Mini-
Computer With Complex Graphic Capabilities." Paper presented at the International
Conference on the Application of Mini- and Micro-Computers in Information, Documentation
and Libraries, Tel Aviv; Israel, Meeting of the IEEE.

Winn; Ellis_&_Sinkey are at the University of Calgary, Alberta. The paper reports
the progress to date of a project to develop and test a tomputer-based_information
system in which Canada's videotex system; Telidon; is integrated with audio



teleconferencing The system is designed specifically to deliver credit courses to
students, precluding their attendance od campus. Additionally, the system will have
applicability to the distribution _Of information over a network_for any purpose
whatsoever, where text, graphics data and audio are required. _As_the project is not
completed; the paper is not a "final report." Nonetheless, it contains a considerable
amount of information about the system and its effectiveness, the components of the
system _(teleconferencing ard Telidon), the way in which_they have been integrated, field
frial data, and speculation Jri the impact of thiS and SiMilar Systems on higher
education, in particular, and society in general.

Wrightsman, L.S. & Deaux; K. (1981): Social Psycholdgy in the '80s (Third ed: Monterey,
California: B.-ooks/Cole Publishing Company.

This is a comprehensive bOok that integrates the development of constructs and
methodology with our needs, as sofjal beings, to understand the phenomena around us.
Included are topics that are traditional in social=psychological_research including:
social perception; attitudes and attitude change, aggression, prejudice, prosocial
behaviour, and group dynamics. There are also chapters devoted to aspects of _

toMMUhication; Whith inclUde both verbal and nonverbal aspects, and the interaction
process that communication iMplieS.

Zemke; R. & Zemke, S. (1981): "30 Things We Know for Sure About Adult Learning:" Training,
18(6), 45=52.

The artitle classifies knowledge Of adult learners into three major categories:
(1) characteristics of-adult motivation; (2) curriculum design considerations; and
(3) _effective classroom practice: Adult motivation _is generated by a need to find new
means of coping with specific life-changes: Most adul;:s see learning as a means, not
an end in itself. Consequently; curriculum_must be designed in such aiway that the
learner perceives the information as useful. Adult learners prefer single7concept/
single-theory courses over survey courses. Classroom practice should use the adult
learners' extensive and diverse experiences as d framework for acquiring new knowledge.

Zinn, K. (1981). "CONFER Connection." Creative Computing, 7(4), 98-102.

_Details are given of the Michigan Terminal System (MTS), an electronic bulletin
board viewed to go well beyond-the capabilities of the typical micro=based community
bulletin board system: _Descriptions of the hardware and software include the development
of the CONFER program and summaries of 6 applications. One application (support of an
international congress held recently in Ann Arbor), is deScribed in detail.
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